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Israel: Model Nazi 
War Economy 
In one of the most brutal and tragic ironies of the 20th cen
tury, the Israeli economy has been transformed, in the wake 
of the Camp David pact, into the postwar world's closest ap
proximation of the war economy assembled in Nazi Ger
many by Finance Minister Hjalmar Schacht. And like 
Schacht's debt-ridden Germany, today's I sraelis are openly 
embarking on a program of looting and conquest in  order to 
sustain an overgrown war machine in an economy that is 
swiftly turning away from forms of socially useful produc
tion, particularly in the wake of the Camp David pact. This 
week's SPECIAL REPORT has all the details of this ugly 
story: the Israel is' debt burden, their increasing dependence 
on the arms trade and the underworld-tainted diamond in
dustry, and the burden of inflation and taxation that oppres
ses Israel 's citizens .  And, reports correspondent Max Sa
wicky, the harshest truth of all is that Israel 's  Schachtian pol
icies may doom Israeli 's chances to become a vital member of 
the Middle East community of nation .  Page 22 
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'Free enterprise' 
threatens French economy 
Does "free enterprise" work? Ask 
French President Giscard d 'Estaing. 
More than two years ago, a group of 
liberal "new economists" sold him 
on the idea that a good dose of "free 
en te rp r i s e" - cut t i ng  down  
France's robust public sector, and 
channeling hot funds to private in
dustry - was just the remedy need
ed to improve the health of the 
French domestic economy. Now the 
results are in ,  and, says EIR's Alain 
Lemal, if Giscard is smart he'll go 
back to de Gaulle's Colbertiste for
mula heavily weighted towards diri
gismo Lemal's report in this week's 
ECONOMIC SURVEY includes 
the unhappy statistics resulting from 
France's fling with antidirigism . 

Page 38 

Bilderberg cult  
plots o i l  wa r 

Not public until now, EIR publish
es the agenda and attendance list of 
the top-secret Bilderberg Society, 
the organization of European mon
archists, cultists; and their allies 
which meets at the end of April in 
Baden, Austria .  This week's IN
TERNA TIONAL section of Exe
cutive Intelligence Review exposes 
who'll be there before they get there, 
and tells you what to expect when 
this crew disperses throughout 
North America and Europe after the 
society's conclave adjourns. 

Page 19 
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GA TT agreement 
attacks d i rigism 

Why did some 60 Third World na
tions boycott the announcement of 
the new General Agreement on 
Trade and Tariffs? Our report by 
Trade Editor 'Richard Schulman, 
heading off our ECONOMICS sec
tion , brings you the full details ,  in
cluding frank and brutal comments 
by Assistant Treasury Secretary C .  
Fred Bergsten . Plus, a look a t  the 
Brascan b id  to takeover W 001-
worth , why Fed Chairman William 
Miller decl ined to raise domestic in
terest rates, and a new column on 
"The American System ." Page 7 

Bra ndt  crony 
org a n izes against 

Sch m idt  and Weh ner 
Another exclusive story: what Con
rad Ahlers, the journalist of West 
Germany's notorious Der Spiegel 
affair and today a Social Demo
cratic parliamentary ally of former 
Chancellor Willy Brandt, told audi
ences during his tour of high-level 
U .S .  military installations and dip
lomatic centers which included at 
least one tete-a-tete with Zbigniew 
Brzezinski . Publication of this ma
terial may wel l involved Ahlers at 
the center of a new political scan
dal, this time one he won't enjoy. 

Page 33 
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The Henry Kissinger question 
With Japanese Premier Ohira's April 
19 announcement that Japan will 
rearm to resist Soviet expansionism 
in  Asia, Henry Kissinger has once 
again entered onto the center stage 
of global pol itics . 

Japan has been under tremen
dous pressure over the recent past
pressure aggravated by the threat of 
trade war from the United States and 
Western Europe, and by the "arc of 
crisis" destabil izations in the Middle 
East menacing resource-poor Ja
pan's vital oil supplies-to find in 
rearmament an easy solution to its  
economic difficulties . Some J apa
nese business and political leaders 
are even reported to be euphoric 
about the prospect of an "independ
ent" military strength. 

Ohira's announcement coincides 
with the unleashing of the Israeli 
"marcher lord" against its Middle 
East Arab neighbors, beginning with 
the Anschluss of Begin's Sudeten
land, southern Lebanon; the hurtling 
of tribal hordes in Afghanistan, Pak
istan and I ran in direct threat to the 
Soviet Central Asian republics; and 
the provocative announcement of 
U.S . Strategic Air Command dress 
rehearsals for a nuclear first strike 
against the Soviet Union .  

The Soviets have made i t  known 
that if this "no prior notice" nuclear 
maneuver is begun, they may send a 
"for real" response. Ohira's opening 
to a NA TO and Peking-allied mili
tary buildup in the Far East is thus 
an invitation to bring down on Japan 
the holocaust of Hiroshima a hun
dredfold. 

Ohira is a close friend of Henry 
Kissinger. The former Secretary of  
State happens to be visiting Tokyo 
this week, attending a meeting of the 
Trilateral Commission. The Trilater
al Commission is one of those con-
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spiratorial bodies that overlaps with 
the New York Council on Foreign 
Relations, the Royal Institute for In
ternational Affairs, and the highly 
secretive monarch i st Bi lderberg 
meeting that is assembling in Baden, 
Austria on April 26 .  The monoto
nous theme of all of these gatherings 
has been the necessity of expanding 
NATO into the developing sector. 

But the mid-April 1 979 declassi
fication of a series of U .S .  govern
ment documents, released to New 
Solidarity International Press Serv
ice which publishes Executive Intel
ligence Review, could finally bring 
Henry Kissinger' s career of  deploy
ments against the sovereignty of oth
er nations to an end. 

The declassified documents, re
leased by the State Department's In
ternational Communications Agen
cy, cover the period from April 1 975 
through August 1 977,  beginning 
with the Bonn U.S .  Embassy's role 
in a black operation run against 
NSIPS. Under orders signed by Hen
ry Kissinger personally, Bonn acted 
as the center for spreading l ies 
against this press service throughout 

The Soviets are publicly assessing a 
U .S .  decision to conduct Strategic 
Air Command "Global Shield '79" 
maneuvers at some unannounced 
time during thi s year, and asking 
how their General Staff will know 
that they are " not for real." 

In a pointed April 1 5  commen
tary in  Pravda, the Soviet Commu
nist Party daily described how Amer
ican bom bers wil l  "stage" the nuclear 
bombing of Soviet territory, flying up 
to the borders of the Warsaw Pact, 
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Western Europe, explicitly aimed at 
preventing NSIPS from either gath
ering or disseminating information . 

The operations against NSIPS 
were motivated by the City of Lon
don's opposition to the April 1 975 
"International Development Bank" 
proposal of U .S .  presidential candi
date Lyndon LaRouche, a contrib
uting editor to this review. Further
more, NSIPS had intersected the 
London-Kissinger directed destabil
izations against the Echeverria gov
ernment of Mexico and later, in 
1 976, the government of Peru. 

While the declassified documents 
make a mockery of the concern for 
"freedom of the press" professed by 
many public figures, they also pro
vide ammunition to those Europeans 
who may be preparing a flanking 
maneuver against the London-Pe
king-W ashington-J erusalem war 
axis. 

To take on Kissinger is a good 
way to overturn-abruptly-the 
longstanding myth that intervention 
between Washington and Western 
Europe is a one-way process . 

then turning on a dime and returning 
to the U .S .  

"The Soviet Union, which will 
not be forewarned of the date of  the 
maneuvers, will be left to draw the ap
propriate conclusions. when the ra
dars register the appearance of  the 
American air armada. The Pentagon 
has never distinguished itself by par
ticular scrupulousness regarding the 
interests of other states and interna
tional security."  This time, however, 
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"it has outdone itself," warned 
Pravda. 

*** 

"President Giscard d ' Estaing 
and Chancellor Helmut Schmidt 
alone are capable of stopping the im
minent outbreak of a world nuclear 
war to which President Jimmy 
C a r ter ' s  l u n a t i c  p o l i c i e s  a r e  
leading." The message i s  from V .S .  
presidential candidate Lyndon H.  
LaRouche, Jr . ,  reported in �n· Ag
ence France Presse release of April 
11. In the Paris interview, LaRouche 
declared that "if the Carter Admin
istration pursues his pro-Chinese 
and anti-Soviet policy influenced by 
Great Britain, then World War III 
will break out in May or a few months 
later ."  

LaRouche was also covered in  
the leading Belgian daily Le Soir. 
Noting LaRouche ' s  appeal  to  
Schmidt and Giscard to  intervene 
into V.S. politics, Le Soir also re
ported that the LaRouche campaign 
singles out NATO has-been Alex-

. ander Haig as the "British" candidate 
for V.S .  President.  

*** 

Fren ch Pres ide n t  Gis ca rd 
d'Estaing's April 1 8  televised policy 
address to the French nation opens 
possibilities that the Europeans may 
yet move to head off the danger of a 
thermonuclear war. Focusing on the 
significance of his upcoming trip to 
Moscow on Apri l  26, G iscard 
stressed the continuity of French re
lations with the VSSR over the past 
14 years-ever since President de 
Gaulle took France out of NATO. 

"I want to teU you," Giscard 
said, "that in the midst of today's in
ternational situation marked by in
creased violence and danger, France 
has put itself in the position of being 
able to provide leadership for the 
furthering of detente, and we have the 
intention, I have the intention to go 
on with this role." High-level sources 
in Bonn and Paris report that those 
governments are still debating the 
central issue of their foreign policy
whether the new European Mone-
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tary System will challenge the Inter
national Monetary Fund by issuing 
credit for Third W orId economic de
velopment, as originally intended, or 
function as an adjunct to the Inter
national Monetary Fund.  

*** 

The Saudi A rabian Interior Min
istry has announced that a "security 
pact" has been signed among the oil
producing countries throughout the 
Persian Gulf to combat "subversion 
in the oilfield." As West German 
press accounts indicate, the main 
partner of the Saudis in this endeavor 
is Iraq, the Arab country with the 
closest strategic ties to the Soviet 
Union. This suggests that Saudi Ara
bia is seeking Soviet assistance in 
clamping down on certain "radical 
oilfield workers" known to be conn
rolled by the Israeli Mossad intelli
gence agency and networks run out 
of the Bertrand Russell Peace Foun
dation in London. 

Last week, the English-language 
A rab News published plans being de
veloped by the Vnited States and 
NATO for an invasion of the Persian 
gulf oil fields . 

*** 

France and West Germany offi
cially told the Israeli government of 
Prime Minister Menachem Begin to 
rein in the Christian Maronite Major 
Hadd,ad and his Falangist army in 
southern Lebanon. Both govern
ments delivered their messages in 
sharply worded telegrams on April 
1 8 .  

Major Haddad this week de
clared an autonomous "free Leba
non" in southern Lebanon, which as 

. our SPECIAL REPORT this week 
documents, has the full political and 
financial backing of the Israeli gov
ernment.  

*** 

The crackdown against terrorists 
in Italy is taking on a sweeping inter
national focus. The Italian officials 
in charge have been working closely 
with the West German BKA security 
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services, which itself has been hold
ing meetings with the leadership of 
the Palestine Liberation Organiza
tion on the British origins of terror
ism . 

In Italy, Judge Calogero is lead
ing the antiterrorist operation which 
has already led to two dozen arrests 
of the "theoreticians" and deployers 
of the Red Brigade terrorists . Calo
gero, reports the Italian Communist 
Party daily Unita, views arrested pro
fessor Toni Negri as a key link be
tween Italian and international ter
rorism . 

Calogero has documented the 
links between Negri and terrorist or
ganizations in France, West Ger
many, Belgium, Portugal, and Can
ada, including such leading Europ�
an "intellectuals" as the head of 
Jean-Paul Sartre;s "Committee 
Against Repression in Italy ."  

Confronted with repeated Pales
t i n e  L i berat io n Organ iza t ion  
charges that last year's assassination 
of a top PLO official was committed 
by an individual carrying a West 
German passport, West German 
BKA officials answered that the 
woman in question was from London 
and was using the "West German" 
cover to deflect attention from Lon-
don. I 

* * * 
'. 

Mexican Foreign Minister San
tiago Roel blasted the New York 
Times and Washington Post for their 
"negative" reporting on Mexico and 
"absurd form of presenting news," in 
a conference on international re
lations and the media in Mexico 
April 1 7 .  

"The media doesn't have the ca
pability to provide an in-depth anal
ysis of foreign relations . .  . It is about 
time, as I told the owner ofthe Wash
ington Post, to change style" if rela
tions between the V.S .  and Mexico 
are to improve, Roel said. 

The V.S. press has been cam
paigning to force Mexico to hand 
over its vast oil resources as a V.S  .. 
s t ra teg i c  reserve  ( s ee L A T I N  
AMERICA). Mexico has just reject
ed a "bilateral agreement" that the 
V .S .  has pressed under threat of seal
ing off the border. 

Apri l  24-30, 1 979 
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New GATT treaty initialed 
Aniidirigist measures prompt Third World boycott 
"A successful Tokyo Round," U.S .  Deputy Special 
Trade Representative Alonzo McDonald. enthused 
April 4 to a Senate subcommittee, "will do more in the 
short run and in the long term as well ,  to forestall . 
protectionism than any other program I could imag
ine ." President Carter a few days later hailed the new 
General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT) pact 
as "the most far-reaching and comprehensive" agree
ment in three decades," a pact which would "increase 
the opportunities of all nations, rich and poor, to 
exchange their goods under equitable conditions ." 

At the April 12 ceremony in Geneva the GATT 
convention was initialed by the industrialized nationS" 
This followed five and a half years of M ultilateral 
Trade (MLT) Negotiations, which were dominated by 
the British-run European Community COI:nmission in  
Brussels and Alonzo McDonald . McDonald, a friend 
and collaborator of British Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Denis Healey, formerly headed the New York-based 
McKinsey consulting firm, an important intelligence 
center for profiling and manipulating U.S. and other 
corporations.  He had little trouble pulling his nominal 
senior, Robert Strauss, into backing, if not fully 
understanding, the GATT game plan. On the European 
.end, cartelizer Comte Etienne Davignon pitched in to 
. promote GATT. 

The agreement is being touted as a victory for 
"liberalization ," with a planned average of 30 percent 
in tariff reductions to be implemented over an eight
year period, starting next year, coupled with shocking 
"anti-subsidy" provisions aimed at blocking dirigist 
programs by member nations seeking to aid the 
deyelopment of their national industry. The details by 
tariff and sector will only emerge as the signing is 
followed by ratification discussions in each of  the 99 
participating countries. Should a nation try to sign the 
tariff provisions and not the subsidy jcountervailing 

. duty code, the U.S .  Treasury has already enunciated its 
. eagerness to retaliate, bilaterally and in third markets. 

. A majority of the nations that participated in the 
Tokyo Round talks for a new GATT (General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade) pact are appalled by 

the results. As the New York Times noted April 13, 
"Developing countries boycotted the signing ceremony 
. . .  among the more than 60 developing countries that 
participated in the talks, only Argentina signed the 
treaty, or even attended the signing ceremony." 

The new GATT pact, i n  short,  has already 
successfully brought about a major "North-South" 
confrontation between the advanced capitalist sector 
and the underdeveloped countries. This confrontation . 
can only become more acute as pressures on both the 
advanced and underdeveloped sector economies in
crease under the worsening world economic conditions 
inevitable in the wake of the post-Iran oil price hikes 
and tightening interest rates around the world . I t  is  not 
too much to say that the new GATT pact has been 
jerry-rigged to set up the Third World and also actively 
promote protectionist warfare among advanced-sector 
nations. 

As Strauss has repeatedly boasted in his sales talks 
for the new agreement, the agreement's novelty is in its 
significant prohibitions against the "non-tariff barriers 
to trade," which translated out of GATT-ese means the 
prohibition of virtually all national government efforts 
to foster production .  Thus, under the just-initialed 
Geneva agreements, there is :  

� an absolute ban on direct government subsidiza
tion of exports ; 

• provisions for forcing governments to rescind any 
domestic measures which can be argued to affect their 
export costs-a provision so vaguely worded as to 
cover virtually all dirlgtst measures; 

• a major provision requiring governments to open 
up their own government contracts to foreign bidders; 

• provisions for setting up transnationally con
. trolled buffer stocks, as for example a wheat stockpile, 
as � further lever over GATT member nations' 
sovereign ty . 

It is this package which has created widespread 
anger among the underdeveloped sector and a few 
perceptive circles in the advanced capitalist sector. The 
underdeveloped sector nations realize, to various 
degrees, that �o nation has ever industrialized without 
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,major government fostering of industry, through 
collaboration with the private se<;tor or founding state
sector industries or both. Any international trade treaty 
put together on the axiomatic basis of accepting given 
levels of world economic output-whicb today means 
stagnation and recession conditions-must necessarily 
lead to breakdown of that pact itself, as increasingly 
desperate national economies seek to forestall their 
worsening situations through economic-nationalist 
measures. No trade treaty worth more than the paper 
it is written on wil l  accept a fixed or declining economic 
pie. The central feature of any actually viable interna
tional trade pact is the extent to which it implements in 
a treaty-negotiated manner major net expansions in 
world productive output and trade. Under such 
desirable conditions, the treaty participants are merely 
negotiating the division of what for each of them is a 
portion of expanded net global wealth . All the 
participant countries are losers under, GATT, with the 
underdeveloped countries hardest hit in the short run . 

If an underdeveloped sector nation had had any 
doubts with regard to GATT's intentions, such naivete 
would have been removed by a series of blunt 
statements by U.S .  National Security Director Zbigniew 
Brzezinski and U.S .  Treasury Undersecretary C. Fred 
Bergsten, connecting GATT to efforts to ban technol
ogy transfer to the Less Developed Countries (LDCs). 

During President Carter's ill-fatea March trip to 
Mexico, Brzezinski told a Mexican television audience 
that Mexico-the acknowledged 'leader of the LDC 
countries for current government plans to industrialize 
through heavy government-private sector coordina
tion':'-'must join GATT immediately. Brzezinski's inten
tion was that the transnational GATT institution's 
newly expanded antidirigist rules would be a huge step 
to clinching his goal of "preventing the emergence of 
another Japan on our southern border ." 

Bergsten was even more direct. At the close of the 
GATT negotiations last month, Bergsten gave a speech 
before the Symposia Society of America in Washington, 
D.C. on the proposed GATT agreement. In his speech, 
titled "Toward Fairer International Trade: the New 
Subsidy /Countervailing Duty Code," Bergsten stressed 
the Carter Administration's 'commitment to obstructing 
technology transfer, its determination to punish ex
porters who do not sign the subsidy code, and its regret 
that it was unable to win provisions against government 
export credits . Bergsten added un convincingly that the 
third point means the U .S .  instead will beef up the Ex-
1m Bank (see box) . 

According to informed sources; Brazil among the 
developing nations was arm twisted into acting as 
"point'man" for the antisubsidy program. The Brazil
ians now say they are "already developed" and don't 
need dirigism. 

Not to be outshone by Bergsten's Treasury Depart-

ment, Cyrus Vance's State Department has' been 
coordinating a "sucker operation" to trap the GATT
provoked LDC nations. If the underdeveloped sector 
behaves according to anticipated British and allied 
profile, they will move aggressively at the upcoming 
May UNCTAD meeting to implement the "Comm�n 
Fund," a London-promoted buffer scheme designed to 
raise or stabilize key commodity prices, just as the 
same circles have done with crude oil. Speaking before 
the Northwest Regional Council on Emerging Inter
national Economic Order on March 30 in Seattle, 
Vance stated his support for the Common Fund. GATT , 
itself has also been supportive of such measures, 
especially with respect to setting up a wheat buffer 
stock . 

The final phases of the GATT negotiation coincided 
with Ii pronounced cave-in by Europe and Japan to the 
International Monetary Fund's policy of triage' and 
genocidal chaos in the Third World . This drastic 

c. Fred Bergsten 
on GATT 
We sought as major components of the new code . . .  
acceptance by advanced developing countries of in
creased obligations on subsidies, as their industries 
become internationally competitive. (The GATT codes 
provide that) counteraction can be in the form of 
increased import duties on the product concerned, or 
can involve alternative measures in third market or 
import substitution cases . . . .  This provision specifically 
sanctions for the first time countermeasures against 
subsidized competition in third markets . . . . . 

It should be noted that nations which do not accept 
the obligation of the code, whether industrial or 
developing, will not receive its benefits. In particular, 
the U.S .  does not intend to apply the injury test to 
subsidized exports from those nations that fail to sign 
the code and assume appropriate obligations. In the 
absence of such obligations, we would countervail 
subsidized imports without an injury determination as 
in the past . . . .  
, We had hoped that the international arrangement 

on official export credits . . .  would form ,a basis for 
cooperation to curb excessive competition in the use of 
official export credits . . . .  We have seen no real progress 
to date and now find the only realistic alternative is to, 
meet foreign official export credit financing through 
aggressive action by our own Export-Import Bank . . . .  
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postponement of  the drive to industrialize the entire 
world necessarily means that the advanced sector opens 
it&e1f to the dangers of autarkic regional trade blocs . 

Two features of the GATT parleys show the existing 
momentum of this danger. Europe agreed to open 
government procurement contracts to foreign bidders , 
effectively squelching its underdeveloped high-technol
ogy domestic sectors to the benefit of IBM, ITT and 
other V .S .  corporations . In return , European govern
ments are being encouraged to cream for a loophole 
provision that would allow selective trade barriers
against Japan and the more-developed LDCs-if a 
domestic industrial sector were imperiled by imports.  

Japan meanwhile will be forced to accept overall 50 
percent tariff reductions (versus a far lesser reduction 
by the V.S.) .  Thus far, Japan has refused to sign the 
code opening up its semipublic Nippon Telephone and 
Telegraph Co . and other strategic telecommunications
related concerns to foreign bids; Japan's telecommuni-

Problems in the investment area are becoming more 
serious as well . . . .  We have had particular problems 
with government intervention in the investment process . 
. . .  In recent years , offset requirements have been most 
common in defense procurement, but they are quickly 
spreading . . . .  Foreign governments frequently require 
that, for a V . S .  firm to do business with the 
government, it must agree to transfer technology to the 
nation . . . .  Inconsistent with the spirit of GATT, these 
requirements are rapidly becoming pervasive. . . .  A 
major objective of V.S.  policy must be to achieve 
multilateral discipline on such inventives and other 
interventions . . . .  

-March 7, in a speech to the Symposia 
Society in Washington, D.C. titled 

" Toward Fairer International Trade: The 
New Subsidy/Countervailing Duty, Code" 

The MTN affords a major opportunity for broader 
cooperation. One of the V.S .  Government's most 
important objectives in the MTN was the negotiation 
of a code regulating the use of subsidies and 
countervailing measures. . . .  The code provides new 
guidelines regarding the use of  subsidies in  the 
followin� areas: 
I. There is a much stronger prohibition of industrial 
export subsidies, complemented by an updated list of 
prohibited export subsidy practices . This new list 
includes practices such as export inflation i nsurance,  
exchange risk guarantees, and duty drawbacks in  

cations and electronics sector until now has been the 
one remaining such national sector'still independent of 
Anglo-American intelligence control .  

In  an apparently coordinated move two weeks 
before the MTNs concluded, Strauss suddenly canceled 
the trade negotiations with Japan, bitterly protesting 
over Japan's adamancy on the Nippon Telephone issue. 
Within days, the European Commission' issued an 
unprecedently provocative,  racially slurring report 
against the Japanese, charging them with exporting the 
fruits of underpaid laborers whose housing resembles 
"rabbit hutches ." In the long run, such assaults are 
intended to provoke Japan into preparing an autarkic 
"Greater Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere" response; mean
while the Japanese are being blackmailed into the 
GATT farce. 

On the American side, the Geneva agreement's 
tariff provisions will thus bolster the V .S . 's military
related sectors and triage (through reduction of other 

addition to items carried over from the previous GATT 
list . 

. 2. There is an explicit recognition that countries must 
accept responsibility for the trade effects of their 
domestic subsidy programs, and commit themselves to 
avoid granting such subsidies that adversely affect the 
trade interest of other countries. 
3 .  Domestic subsidies which impair GA TT tariff bindings 
through import substitution are subject to countermea
sures as a violation of GATT commitments. Such 
subsidies may include, but are not limited to. regional 
development grants, research and development grants , 
government provision of infrastructure services and 
government financing of commercial enterprises, in
cluding provision of loans and guarantees on non
commerical terms.  
4 .  Export subsidies on industrial products to third 
markets are subject to countermeasures, as are export 
subsidies on agricultural products which displace the 
exports of others or involve material price undercutting 
in a particular market. 
5 .  Developing countries for the first time are agreeing 
to phase out the use of export subsidies as part of their 
obligations,

' 
commensurate with their competitive 

needs ,  under the new code. . . .  (All emphasis in 
original-ed. ) 

-March 30, from a speech t�tled .. U. S .
Canadian Economic Cooperation: 

Harbinger of Global A ccords," to the 
Canadian-A merican Committee . 
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countries' aerospace tariffs , for example) the U .S . 's 
deteriorated shoe, textile and related sectors, throwing 
enough people but of work in the northeastern U .S. 
that a hue and cry can be raised in favor of the 
corporativist, labor-intensive Energy Corporation of 
the Northeast (ENCONO) program being promoted 
by Lazard Freres' Felix Rohatyn , Gov. Carey of New 
York, an,d Federal Reserve Board chairman William 
Miller, an ENCONO founding member . Beaverbook 
protege Rupert Murdoch, published an anti-Third 
World diatribe in his New York Post the day after the 
Geneva ceremony in an immediate effort to use the' 
new pact to foment protectionist sentiment in the U.S .  
and move the New York area toward a support for 
ENCONO. 

GATT's attacks on the LDCs and especially Mexico ,  
the push for an autarkical North American energy 
program of which ENCONO plus a subjugated Mexico 

Breseen bids for Woolworths 

The $ 1 . 1 3  billion takeover bid on the Woolworth retail 
giant by Brascan Ltd . of Toronto is the latest and 
biggest of a series of politically contested corporate 
takeovers including the Hong Kong and Shanghai 
Banking Corporation's bid for Midland M arine Bank 
and the aborted attempt on McGraw Hill by American 
Express . . 

Brascan's move was timed with major initiatives 
launched by a tightly interwoven network of British 
intelligence-linked individuals and entities toward' Brit� 

CORPORATE STRATEGY 

ain s espoused political goal of consolidating all of  
North American into a single war economy and trade 
war bloc or "Common Market" by the mid 1 980s. 

The Brascan bid began April 8 on the advice of 
consultant David Yunich , former president of Macy's 
and was prompily opposed by the Woolworth board of 
directors, who subsequently filed suit in a U .S. federal 
court in New York State . The suit cites both Brascan 
and the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce as 
defendants , charging among other things unprincipled 
and unethical collusion between those entities . The 
CIBC is bankrolling $700 million worth of Brascan's 
bid, the remaining $400 million coming from Brascan's 
sale of its Brazilian power subsidiary to the Brazi lian 
government late last year . 

The Woolworth suit also charges that Brascan's 

would be components , and the jerry-rigged new GATT 
pact add up to a package to break the world economy 
into 1930s-style regional trade blocs . C. Fred Bergsten's 
activities confirm the North American Common Market 
dimension. On March 30, Bergsten spoke in New York 
before the Canadian-American Committee, a promirient 
supporting body for the North American Common 
Market, an energy and trade scheme directed against 
the national sovereignty of Mexico , the U.S . ,  and 
Canada. Bergsten's talk, titled "U.S . -Canadian Eco
nomic Cooperation: Harbinger of Global Accords," 
was dedicated to emphasis on the importance of U.S.
Canadian collaboration to harness the world economy 
through transnational antidirigist institutions such as 
GATT, with the concluding portion of his speech being 
dedicated to a detailed description of GATT's bridles 
on the Third World. ,  

' 

-Richard Schulman 

objective is to largely dismantle the retail chain and its 
international holdings for the purpose of generating 
liquidity for subsequent "resource and energy specula
tions ." 

Although the Brascan bid is seemingly complicated 
by a number of factors, including the existence of a 
rival bid for B rascan i tself by Edgar and Peter 
Bronfman's Toronto-based holding company Edper, 
already a substantial minOrIty shareholder of Brascan , 
the details on the bid gleaned by this publication, 
combined with the information in previous Executive 
Intelligence Review reports on the North American 
Common M arket proposal, combine to identify the 
akeover attempt as part of Britain's North American 

geopolitical design 

Brascan and Br�t ish i ntel l igence 

. ,  

Brascan ,  Ltd, a holding company with assets largely in 
energy, resources and retail foods and liquors , consti- I 
tutes one of several extensively interlocked British
Canadian corporate entities run by British intelligence 
since World War I I .  Its chairman and chief executive 
officer, M . H .  (Jake) Moore, for example, is a close 
personal and business associate of Walter L. Gordon, 
honorary president and former chairman of  the 
Canadian branch of the London Royal lnstitute of 
International Affairs. 

Both Moore and Brascan director AJ. MacIntosh, 
himself a CIIA director, are directors of Gordon's firm,  
Canadian Corporate Ma,nagement of Toronto . Bras� 
can's board also includes Henry Borden , CIIA director 
and son of CIIA founder and, former Canadian Prime 
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Minister Robert Borden. Additionally, both Moore and 
MacIntosh are directors of the Canadian Imperial Bank 
of Commerce and of the Hudson's Bay Company of 
Winnipeg . Other relevant business connections include 
Moore's presence on the board of Northern Telecom
Bell Canada, whose chairman, Robert Scrivener, a' 
leading Canadian Knight of the semi-secret Order of 
St. John of Jerusalem, also sits on the CIBC board of 
directors. Finally, Brascan director and CIIA director 
Borden chairs the resources and energy firm Brinco, 
whose board includes Sir Mark Turner, former chief of 
the British Ministry of Economic Warfare during 
World War I I .  

This nexus of protagonists in the Woolworth bid 
have also taken other actions : 

• On April II, a Canadian federal commISSIOn 
headed by Knight of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem 
member and former British Columbia supreme court 
justice John V.  Clyne released a report defending the 
1 977 formal merger of Bell Canada Ltd. and Northern 
Telecom Ltd. The report said that "the Bell-Northern 
Telecom complex is of striking advantage for Canada 
ana an essential base for any kind of Canadian 
technological sovereignty ."  The same report recom
mended a general waiver of  antitrust restrictions in 
Canada on the basis that "the V .S .  i s  the only country 
in the Western world that can afford to cling or pay lip 
service to strict concepts of antitrust legislation and 
totally free competition ."  The Clyne Commission 
report was commissioned by the Canadian Federal 
Communications Ministry under Jean Sauve, wife of a 
CIIA director . The ministry is a major patron of 
Scrivener's Bell Canada-Northern Telecom empire. 

• On April 13, Canadian federal Bureau of Com
petition chief Robert Bertrand announced that the 
investigation from an antitrust standpoint of the 
takeover of Hudson's Bay Company by the Thomson 
family of· Lond9n and Toronto has been closed . 
Completion of the Thomsons' $640 million bid was 
subsequently announced in the New York Times April 
19 .  The Thomsons have announced on several public 
occasions that the greater portion of their investments 
into North America will center on energy and related 
resource speculations. 

Brascan and "British North America" 
The actual motivations for the Brascan bid on 
Woolworth 's can only be appreciated from the stand
poi�t �f the policy' goals of the political circles and 
InstItutIOns of which the Brascan corporate entity is 
part. The Brascan bid and related British-coordinated 

merger and takeover activities -in North America are 
part of a design to unite '' 'all of North America from 
Panama to the Arctic Circle into a North American 
Alliante for trade war with other economic blocs by 
the mid-I980s,"  to quote Telecom chief and Knight of 
St . John, Robert Scrivener in an interview in September 
1 978 .  

The same British geopolitical design is also popu
larly known as a proposal for a "North American 
Common Market" between the V .S . ,  Canada, and 
Mexico,  as advocated by investment bank Lazard 
Freres chief Felix Rohatyn as well as by Seagram's 
boss and Knight of St. John, Edgar Bronfman in the 
last year .  

Jake Moore's personal role in organizing for the 
"Common Market" design was reviewed by Canadian 
External Affairs Minister Donald Jamieson in Parlia
ment in Ottawa Jan . 29 in  response to a question 
concerning the strengthening of the Canada-V .S .·  
relationship . 

He said "Over the last two or three years we have 
had an independent group headed by a gentleman 
whose bona fide are I think, impeccable in this regard, 
Mr. Jake Moore, looking at how we have been 
represented in the V.S .  and how we can improve our 
representation . . .  (we) will be following up on that 
�ssignment and looking at the recommendations we 
have received from Mr.  Moore and also from our 
present ambassador in Mexico , Mr. Langley, who had 
a special assignment." 

The London Royal Institute's major task force for 
organizing the desired "alliance" is known as the 
British North America Committee for which the C .D .  
Howe Institute in  Montreal led by  former Kissinger 
assistant, Carl Beigie, and the National Planning 
Association in Washington D.C.  are subsidiary branch
es. Sir Mark Turner, Ralph I. Strauss of the Macy's 
family (whose Eunuch advised Brascan on the Wool
worth move), M aurice Sauve, CIIA director and 
husband of the Clyne Commission report patron and 
Canadian Communications Minister, as well as Ian 
MacGregor of  Lazard Freres and George Shin of the 
First Boston Corp .  are on the BNC. Notably, the latter 
firm has managed many of. the larger Canadian 
takeovers of V.S .  firms in the past two years . 

It is not unlikely that these circles view the takeover 
of Woolworth's,  a traditionally conservative "above 
board" retail firm, as an essential step in opening the 
V.S.  to the China and Hong Kong textile market. As 
well, it is a means of bankrolling the consolidation of 
North American strategic resources and energy under 
a "Common Market ." 

-Peter Wyer and Leif Johnson 
I 
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INTERNATIONAL CREDIT MARKETS 

Interest rates tightened 
,in Europe and Japan 

Federal Reserve chief G .  William 
Miller's decision to delay for the mo� 
ment any further increases in U .S .  
interest  rates refl ects  n ot on ly  
mounting domestic opposition to 
tight credit but strong pressures 
from America's Western European 
and Japanese trading partners . The 
capital markets of the former "hard 
currency" countries, West Germany 
and Japan, have already been badly 
destabilized by the heavy outflow of 
funds into higher interest-bearing 
dollar-denominated securities. An
other upward ratchet in U .S .  rates 
would attract still larger hot money 
flows and might pull the plug on the 
highly vulnerable JapaneSe and Eu
ropean credit structures , throwing 
these economies into a deep reces
sion. 

"Internationa l  develo pments  
seem to be working against a move 
to raise domestic interest rates " 
First Pennsylvania Bank economist 
.Joseph Bench stated in  the April 1 2  
issue o f  the bank's "Money Mar
kets" newsletter. "A Fed tightening 
move would undoubtedly invite con
siderable criticism from our trading 
partners who worked so hard to stem 
the dollar's fall last year." 

Morgan Guaranty's chief econo
mist Rimmer de Vries also agrees 
that international considerations 
played a role in Mil ler's decision not 
to t ighte n .  Asked w hether he  
thought the Fed was getting a lot of 
flak from the Europeans and Japa
nese on the question of U .S .  rates , de 
Vries responded, " I  wouldn't say �i l le� was getting a lot of flak. My 
VIew IS that the Fed thought it just 
wouldn't look right to force the Bank 
of Japan into raising its discount rate 
and then turn around and raise rates 
here."  

1 2  Economics 

On Monday, April 1 6, the Bank 
of Japan announced that it had 
raised its minimu.m lending rate to 
financial institutions from 3 . 5  to 4.25 
percent, the first such rate hike in  
four years . The Bank of Japan's hand 
was forced by the near-collapse of 
the government bond market which 
resulted last week in the Finance 
Ministry's decision to cancel its plans 
to issue 1 . 3 trillion yen in  new gov
ernment bonds this month . Investors 
have been steering· clear of yen-de
nominated bonds because of fears of 
rapidly accelerating Japanese infla-· 
tion brought aQ.out by the jump in 
the price of imported energy and raw 
materials and aggravated by the 
yen's recent sharp depreciation on 
internat ional  currency markets .  
Wholesale prices registered a sharp 
0.9 percent rise in both February and 
March . 

Significantly, Bank of Japan 
head Morinaga raised the discount 
rate in the face of strong protests 

. from leading industrialists, top offi
cials in the ruling Liberal Democrat
ic Party, and other government 
agencies , such as the Ministry of In
ternational Trade and Industry, all 
of whom are warning of a Japanese 
economic slowdown . For example, 
Seishi Kato, president of  Toyota 
Motor Company's sales arm, criti
cized the central bank for relying too 
much on "deflationary policies to 
�ont�ol inflation ." Japanese industry 
IS bemg squeezed by the simultane
ous shrinking of its export markets 
due to the Carter . Administration's 
protectionist policies arid rising raw 
materials costs. Ample low-interest 
credit is the Japanese economy's ma
jor remaining prop. 

According to an article in  the 
April 1 8  issue of the West German 
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financial daily Handelsblatt, Morin
aga decided to flout adverse govern
ment and business opinion because 
he believes the Bank of Japan must 
assert an "independent" authority. 
Bundesbank chief Otmar Emminger 
has also argued recently that the 
West German cental bank's sup
posed constitutional independence 
allows him to tighten credit despite 
the  o p p o s i t i o n  o f  C h a n ce l l o r  
Schmidt and much o f  his cabinet . 
Thus, it would appear that both Em
minger and M orinaga have been ma
nipulated by the Anglo-American 
faction into believing that they can 
stabilize their respective capital mar
kets through small upward adjust
ments in interest (ates . However, if 
Miller had raised U.S .  rates this week 
as Blumenthal su�gested, the interest 
rate differentials with West Germany 
and Japan would have again been 
disrupted and Morinaga and Em
minger would be right back where 
they started. The Morinaga-Emmin
ger approach to tackling inflation 
would have been discredited. 

If the Fed does tighten, the Brit
ish and their allies in the U .S .  finan
cial community risk blowing the 
deals that they have negotiated with 
the Western European and Japanese 
governments over the recent period. 
For example, the Schmidt govern
ment and the West German banking 
estab l i shment h ave reportedly 
agreed to delay for two years their 
plans to establish the European 
Monetary Fund as an international 
development bank,  a(ter being told 
by the British that any opposition to 
the International M onetary Fund 
and its zero-growth austerity policies 
would be considered a "threat to 
NATO." In return, the Germans 
have been reassured that the Carter 
Administration intends to induce 
oRly a "mild recession" in U .S .  eco
nomic growth. If M iller had imposed 
a harsh credit crunch here, this 
would mean that the Anglo-Ameri
can faction was "dropping the 
mask," leaving little doubt that their 
actual goal is a controlled depression 
and the Schachtian restructuring of 
the world economy. 

-Alice Roth 
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· DOMESTIC CREDIT MARKETS 

Miller holds back 

on new credit tightening 

Last week the Executive Intelligence 
Review advised its consulting clients 
that Fed Chairman Miller would not 
push for higher interest rates at the 
Federal Open Market Committee 
meeting on April 1 7 .  The New York 
Times and a host of seasoned econo
mists were predicting the opposite. 
Those who followed their advice got 
burned on Tuesday when Miller let it 
be known . that he opposes another 
interest rate hike at present, and in
terest rates fell sharply in the govern
ment and corporate bond' markets in 
response. 

In an interview published in the 
Times April IS, Miller explained that 
he opposes a new hike in interest 
rates because an economic slowdown 
is already underway in the U .S .  We 
suspect, however, that the primary 
motivation was international. Like 
his predecessor Arthur Burns,  Miller 
keeps one eye on what his counter
parts in Japan and West Germany 
are thinking. The steady jacking up 
of U.S .  interest rates since late last 
year was designed to prop up the 
dollar and attract capital back to the 
U.S .  It has done that to such an 
extent that the West German and 
Japanese governmeQt bond markets 
are now badly hurting. Both nations 
have been forced to raise interest 
rates-despite the pernicious conse
quences for their industrial sectors
to close the wide differential with 
U . S .  rates (see International Credit). 
Another upward blip in U.S .  interest 
rates at this time might have been too 
much for the European and Japanese 
to swallow. 

As to where interest rates are now 
headed, there is as much confusion 
in the money markets as there was 
before the FOMC meeting last week . 
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Some market analysts think that the 
FOMC may actually have decid.ed to 
tighten rates another notch ,  given 
the enormous amount of pressure for 
higher rates coming from the "reces
sion now" lobby in the Administra
tion-Treasury Secretary Blumen
thal ,  " Inflation Fighter" Alfred 
Kahn,  Council of Economic Advi
sors head Charles Schultze, et al . 
However, the FOMC gave no clear 
signs in the market April IS of what 
decisions had been taken in its inner 
sanctur l .  The Federal funds rate, the 
rate over which the FOMC has direct 
control, hovered around l Ol /1 6, the 
same range it has held to for weeks .  

There i s  little uncertainty about 
what the nation's regional banks are 
thinking about interest rates . The 
S o u t h wes t  Bank  o f  S t .  L o u i s  
dropped its prime rate from 1 1 1 / 2  to 
1 1 1 /4 percent on April 17 in a gesture 
of opposition to continued high in
terest rates. Southwest Bank was one 
of the banks which initiated the 
short-lived drop in the prime rate in 
late January of this year. I .A .  Long, 
chairman of the bank, attributed the 
current interest rate move to the de
cline in a number of key measures of 
national economic activity-retail 
sales, consumer confidence, etc.
which suggest a lull in future loan 
demand. 

It's no secret, however, that the 
small regional and country banks 
have gotten the foul end of high in
terest rates and have actually been 
lending .at rates below prime for 
months to keep their long-standing 
customers supplied with credit at 
prices they can afford . The problem 
the regional banks have run up 
against is credit availability-they 
have been unable to compete for 
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lendable funds at the current prohib� 
itively high rates . The money center 
banks, on the other hand, who have 
taken advantage of the r,eflow into 
the dollar by issuing certificates of 
deposit in London, are flush with 
funds. The Federal Reserve has in 
effect created a two-tier credit system 
with its high interest rate policy, in 
which regional banks experiencing 
heavy loan demand are the banks cut 
off from credit. 

How does Miller's latest pro
nouncements on Fed interest rate 
policy affect this situation? George 
Harbin of Dean Witter Reynolds 
said in an interview with EIR that he 
anticipates that Milller's backoff 
should have an "equilibrating" ef
fect on world money markets . He 
thinks the dollar rise and the capital 
reflow wjll moderate slightly in the 
coming weeks . "We expect things to 
go sideways for a while," he report
ed . 

Toward mandatory controls 
While international considerations 
have for the moment forced the Fed 
to abandon its hardHne approach to 
high interest rate and recession, new 
recession scripts are already coming 
from the scenario specialists . Former 
Fed Chairman Burns, who is now 
working as a consultant to Lazard 
Freres investment bank in New 
York, surfaced last week at the 
American Enterpr ise  I n st i tute .  
Burns contended that if  the current 
"boom" in the economy continues 
unchecked, "six months down the 
road" the Administration "may be 
driven" to impose mandatory wage 
and price controls .  

Another ominous note is the fact 
that Senators Helms and Proxmire 
have scheduled full Senate Banking 
Committee hearings for May 24 on 
lifting the President's authority dat
ing from 1 969 to impose credit con
trols. The Administration and the 
Federal Reserve Board have already 
leaked to the press that they would 
oppose any such rescinding of presi
dential authority, suggesting that 
credit controls are an option they will 
go with if given the political maneu
vering room . 

-Lydia Schulman 
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE 

Dollar, sterling get 

brass knucldes treatment 

. The official November 1 978 agree- . 
ment among the V .S . ,  West German 
and Japanese central banks to bol
ster the dollar faded out of the pic
ture with the dollar's recent appreci
ation, "bubble" inflows into the V.S .  
currency, and oil-related pressures 
on the mark and yen . Now the situa
tion has made a sharp, messy turn all 
the way from November, with the 
Bank of Japan and the West German 
Bundesbank taking tough behind-

. 

GOLD 

the-scenes actions and threats to 
keep flows into the dollar and ster
ling from drying up West German 
and Japanese credit markets . 

The dollar sagged to 1 .89 marks 
April 1 8, while the pound dropped a 
full percentage point vis-a-vis the 
mark to 3 .926 1 marks from 3 .9674 
the day bef()re. The dollar decline 
was attributed by Frankfurt bankers 
chiefly to what they described as a 
German-led sterling selloff; the dol-

Treasury reverses policy 

on gold sales 

In what may be a significant shift in 
Carter Administration policy, the 
Treasury Department announced on 
April 1 8  that it has decided to reduce 
the amount of gold sold at its month
ly auction from 1 .5 million ounces to 
750,000. The Treasury decision ap
pears to be a concession to Western 
European government and business 
leaders who feel that gold must play 
an important role in the world mon
etary system and object to the Treas
ury's efforts to depress the gold price 
artificially by dumping V.S .  reserves 
on the open market. 

. 

14 Economics 

The Treasury's formal statement 
to the press read as follows: " The 
amount of the monthly sales is being 
reduced in light of improved condi
tions in the foreign exchange ma.r
kets and the fact that gold no longer 
appears to be a destabilizing factor 
in these markets." 

The price of gold bullion soared 
on April 1 8  immediately following 
this announcement from $233 .20 an 
ounce at the afternoon fixing in Lon
don to $24 1 in late afternoon trading 
in New York. The price had previ
ously been extremely stable at the 
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lar is  the vehicle currency for switch
ing out of pound holdings. 

Frankfurt and Tokyo, from a de
fensive posture, are out to preempt 
the strategy summarized earlier this 
year by Sir George Bolton , former 
chairman of the Bank of London and 
South America, who specified it dol
lar upswing, destabilizing Europe 
and Japan, that would s60n devolve 
into a regional trade-war situation 
with the dollar wiped out once more. 
The recent credit-tightening by the 
Japanese and West German authori
ties (see International Credit) has 
only marginal effect in leveling inter
national interest-rate differentials. 
However, it is backed by a cold 
threat to colossally dump doHars 
should V .S .  interest rates move to 
the 1 3  percent level . According to 
West German sources, the Bundes
bank has the concurrence of the Big 
Three German banks on this threat . 
Indeed, the week of April 1 6  one of 
them began selling off V.S .  securities 

$240 level . However, on April 1 1 , 
reports that Treasury Secretary Mi
chael Blumenthal was pressuring 
Miller to tighten credit and forcibly 
deflate the V.S .  economy had caused 
the price to drop to around $230-
$233 .  

News of  the Treasury's turna
bout appears to have leaked out 
among German banking circles well 
in advance of the public announce
ment . Many U . S .  traders were 
caught off guard by the strong de
mand for gold at the Treasury's last 
auction, held on April 17 .  The Treas
ury received bids for 2 .2  million 
ounces on the 1 . 5 million being of
fered. As usual , the large West Ger
man and Swiss banks, including 
Dresdner Bank, Deutsche Bank, 
Swiss Bank Corporation, and Vnion 
Bank of Switzerland, dominated the 
bidding. According to German se
curities brokers in New York, Ger
man investors began l iquidating 
their holdings of dollar-denominat
ed securities and purchasing gold as 
soon as it became clear that Miller 
was not about to hike V.S .  rates . 
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and sending out signals that it con-
siders the dollar too high . ' 

So Europe and  Japan  have 
thrown an inconclusive, short-term 
spanner into the works, that is, into 
the confident London predictions 
summarized April 17 by Bank of 
New York economist Harvey della 
Pena: U .S .  rates draw funds out of 
Europe, then the dollar crashes, then 
everyone is in trouble. 

It should be added that the 
pound's rough treatment by the 
West Germans was compounded in 
the markets by rumors that the La
bour Party will win the May U . K .  
elections, implying a n  "Establish
ment" infight over how far and how 
fast to move with Tory Margaret 
Thatcher's frank foreign and domes
tic war policies. 

-Susan Johnson 

Future trends in the gold price 
fundamentally depend on whether 
the Europeans move ahead on their 
p revious plans to build a gold
backed world monetary system 
based on European and Soviet col
laboration to jointly industrialize the 
developing sector. Should this occur, 
the gold price will probably be stabi
lized '  at around $240 . H owever, 
should Europe continue to hold back 
out of fear of confronting the Inter
national Monetary Fund, the Lon
don banks and their allies in New 
York and Washington could use the 
present easing in U. S. credit condi
tions to generate another round of 
inflationary commodity speculation 
and run the gold price up to $280 and 
beyond. 

-Alice Roth 
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BRITAI N 

British to close Europe's only integrated 
iron, steel, and tub&.-making plant 

Union leaders have given up trying 
to figure out why the British Steel 
Corporation would want to shut 
down a fully integrated iron,  steel 
and tube-making plant-the only 
one of its kind in Europ,e-which is 
located in the heart of  Britain's auto 
manufacturing belt. After waging a 
two-year long battle to keep produc
tion going at the Corby steel plant 
and its sister specialty steel factory at 
Bilston, the union chiefs have come 
up against a wall in their  efforts to 
convince BSC bureaucrats of  the 
plants' commercial viability . 

Bilston 's fate is being viewed by 
BSC as a test case of how far the steel 
unions are prepared to cooperate in 
the corporat ion ' s  retrenchment 
plans .  The Iron and Steel Trades 
Confederation (lSTC), which repre
sents a majority of the Midlands' 
steelworkers, had threatened to call 
a national strike last year over what 
it claimed was the premature run
down of the Bilston plant. But the 
union organization has succumbed 
to BSC propaganda that overall eco
nomic growth and the demand for 
s teel have entered a permanent 
trough. It also fears that a strike at 
Bilston m ight worsen industrial re
lations and precipitate further plant 
closures in the steel industry .  

Although it will mean a 32 per
cent unemployment levei in  Corby 
and the effective destruction of a 
steelmaking town, which has been 
described as an "industrial island in  
an agricultural ocean," union lead
ers have acquiesced to BSC's strate
gy. With great bitterness, the ISTC 
has agreed to the closure of the two 
plants and settled for negotiating the 
best possible terms for those 8 ,000 
skilled but older workers who have 
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been thrown on the scrapheap by 
British Steel's cost-cutting policy. 

There is  no mystery surrounding 
British Steel's stone-faced response 
to the plight of the Bilston and Corby 
workers , who just ten years ago re
located their families to the area as a 
result of a major BSC recruitment 
campaign . Only two years ago they 
were encouraged to sink their sav
ings into buying homes which will be 
virtually worthless when the steel 
mills close. 

Using the code word "rationali
zation ,"  BSC has implemented 
measures to strip down the old, high
cost steel industry in Britain in order 
to m ake way for the more stream
lined and competitive line of prod
ucts which fi'ts in with BSC chief Sir 
Charles Villiers' vision of Britain's  
technological future.' In al'l effort to 
dump some of i ts  oldest and most 
inefficient capacity, BSC underwent 
major surgery last year, when over 
1 7,000 steelworkers were permanent
ly dismissed . To the extent that an 
upgrading of the British steel indus
try takes place at all , it will be for the 
sole purpose of supplying govern
ment defense contracts .  

The fact that a relatively modest 
investment of about $30 million in 
either an electric arc furnace or other 
still experimental.. steelmaking pro
cesses to replace the obsolete open
hearth furnaces could restore the 
Midlands plants to the profitabi li ty 
they once enjoyed does not move 
BSC. Nor does the fact that British 
Steel will lase its market in the auto 
manufacturing field, for which the 
plants slated for shutdown have pro
vided speoialty orders on short no
tice. 

-Marla Minnicino 
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COMMODITIES 

Kahn puts U.S. metals producers 
in inflationary price rise 

,u.S.  producers of copper, zinc and 
lead are caught in a bind: they must 
either link thei r  producer prices to 
the major commodities trading mar
kets in London or New York, or face 
the wrath of President Carter's wage 
and price control council, which is  
prepared to issue sanctions against , 
producer prices it considers too high. 

W age /p ri ce co ntro l  "czar" 
Alfred Kahn has dictated a price
guidelines approach to U .S .  produc
ers of metals which observers in in
dustry, Washington circles and in
vestment houses all agree is bizarre, 
to say the least. Taking each metal 
separately, Kahn has declared that if 
a few major corporations producing 
that metal agree to link thei r  prices 
to the New York Commodity Ex
change (Comex) daily rates, that 
metal will be considered excluded 
from voluntary price guidelines. 

Thus, copper-whose price has 
skyrocketed from an average 68 
cents in 1 978 to a present range of 
between 97 cents and a four-year re
cord of S l .05-is exempt from con
trols because Kennecott, Anaconda, 
and Cities Service have contractually 
linked their price to the Comex rate 
since 1975 .  

Zinc and lead however, are not 
exempt, despite the fact that zinc 
prices, just like copper, are strongly 
affected by international marketing 
conditions and by production costs 
abroad. 

. 
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U.S .  industry sources report that . 
zinc producers are under pressure 
from "financial advisors" to enter 
into a Comex-linked pricing ar
rangement to free themselves from 
the guidelines , 

Meanwhile, nickel-whose price 
rose 70 cents in three weeks, largely 
due to a strike at Canadian Inco
has not been touched by Kahn's 
council .  Publicly, Kahn has argued 
that there are so few nickel produc
ers , that the companies can be trust
ed to enact voluntary controls with
out government surveillance. Kahn's 
pronouncement on nickel, however, 
was probably motivat�d by the fact 
that 'on April 23 ,  n ickel will begin to 
be traded on the London Metal Ex
change (LME), a foot in the doOl;' to 
being traqed on the Com ex. 

"Free enterprise" unmasked 
again ' 
How could such a policy ever be 
justified, �onsidering that the 5 to 30 
percent rise in world metals prices 
since mid-November 1 978 demon
strates conclusively that l inking 0 
prices to open market commodity 
exchanges is by no means "anti-in
flationary"? 

The j ust i fi cat ion which  the 
Administration in Washington has 
used is the following: in the case of 
metals producers, the government is 
equally concerned that corporations 
obey antitrust legislation as with 
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keeping prices down. 
Although linking prices to the 

Comex may entail large metals price ' 
rises, Washington has argued, there 
will at least be "free competition" 
governing these prices in an "open 
market'! environment. 

Specifically, there are known cas- ' 
es where U.S .  metals producers have 
been slapped with ' expensive and 
damaging anti-trust suits for lower
ing their prices to levels "overly com
petitive" with smaller producers. In 
order to cover against possible legal 
actions, the metals companjes are 
forced to link their price to Comex 
rateS, to prove their prices are neither 
too high nor at unfair dumping lev
els . 

The effect of Kahn's policy is that 
it forces U.S .  metals producers into 
the exact same trap as domestic oil 
companies which fought for deregu
lation. These oil companies support, 
lifting U .S .  domestic oil prices to 
international levels rigged by British 
Petroleum and Royal Dutch Shell ,  
two institutions which are at the cen
ter of British banks' financial policy 
to trigger a devastating U.S .  depres� 
sion. 

Similarly, by forcing ' metals 
prices to be fixed to Comex, Kahn is 
J:eally tying U.S .  materials costs to 
the LME-since the LM E sets the 
l'ace for Comex rates every 24 hours. 

-Renee Sigerson 
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BAN KING 

Fed approval of British bank takeovers 

challenged in court 

Attorneys for the U .S .  Labor Party 
filed a Petition for Review of the 

' Federal Reserve Board's March 1 6  
approval of the efforts of the Hong 
Kong Shanghai Banking Corpora
tion and Standard Chartered banks 
to take over U .S. banks. Those two 
banks ' have been charged with fi
nancing and controlling the world's 
$200 billion illicit narcotics trade by 
the U.S. Labor Party in  documenta
tion submitted to the Federal Re
serve last October. 

The USLP petitions seek to halt 
the HongShang's attempted pur
chase of New York's second largest 
bank, the $ 14 .3  billion Marine Mid
land and Standard & Chartered's 
purchase of Los Angeles' $5 . 3  billion 
Union Bank.  

Informed sources in New York 
hinted April 17 that New York State 
Banking Superintendent Muriel Sie
bert is waiting before she passes offi
cial judgment on the HongShang 
purchase of Marine Midland . They 
say Siebert believes that a strong 
public consensus around the case will 
be built and that she is  hesitating to 
watch developments. 

Superintendent Siebert is also re
ported fighting the Fed and the Con
troller of the Currency for the right 
of jurisdiction to rule over the at
tempt by National Westmi nster 
Bank,  Britain 's  largest banking 
group, to purchase New York's $4.4 
bil l ion National Bank of North 
America . Althoug� Nat West Chair- . 
man Robin Leigh-Pemberton April 
1 6  concluded payment of $429 mil
lion to CIT Financial Corporation, 
the holding company for NBNA, the 
marriage is not quite consummated. 
NBNA, unlike Marine Midland , is 
nationally chartered, not New York 
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State-chartered, but "we have passed 
on nationally chartered banks' ac- . 
quisitions before and believe we have 
the precedent to dq so again," a 
source close to the New York State 
Banking Department quoted one of
ficial as saying yesterday. 

The public drive against the Brit
ish banks whose drug-related activi
ties are harming a generation of 
American youth will be spearheaded 
on the East Coast by the New York
New Jersey Anti-Drug Coalition, 
which was founded at an April 8 
meeting in New York City addressed 
by USLP National Committeeman 
Dennis Speed and Farad Salah uddin 
of Newark Community Services, 
Inc. , and attended by several area 
parents' associations, trade unions, 
and elected officials . 

T h at m o m e n t u m  h a s  b e e n  
spurred by the USLP's expose o n  the 
British banks' control over interna
tional narcotics, Dope Inc: Britain 's 
Opium War A gainst the United 
States . It has already sold almost 
30 ,000 copies  n at ionwide  and  
prompted the formation of  Anti
Drug Coalitions in Michigan, Con
necticut, Maryland, and other states. 

Miller's "gross mc:dfeasance" 
The USLP intends to prove in  court 
that , there was "gross malfeasance" 
of duty by Fed Chairman Miller and 
his collaborators on the Fed Board 
when they issued a Board Order 
March 1 6  permitting HongShang 
and Standard Chartered to make 
their purchases. Labor Party investi
gators, in two separate submissions 
to the Fed in October 1978 and this 
January, documented the step-by
step details of the British banks' deep 
involvement in the world drug trade. 
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Their financing of the production 
and shipment of opium poppies in 
Southeast Asia's Golden Triangle, as 
well as the financing of all phases of 
refining, shipping, and marketing 
the drugs into the U .S .  was detailed . 

But Miller's Fed Board , by rail
roading through the banks' applica
tions for purchase on March 1 6, dis
missed the USLP charges , saying the 
Board "is unable to accord them suf
ficient weight or dignity to constitute 
a determinative adverse considera
tion relative to these applications ."  
In fact, the USLP will charge that 
Miller improperly squelched his own 
Fed stafrs serious investigation into 
the drug question, which included 
still-classified queries going as far as 
the Justice Department's Drug En
forcement Agency . pisapproval of 
the HongShang and Standard & 
Charter's questionable "business 
practices" reached high enough into 
the government that Federal Reserve 
General Counsel Thomas O'Connell 
himself was directing the pursuit of  
the investigation-before h i s  un
timely death last December . .  
If  New York State Banking Super
intendent Siebert does rule out the 
HongShang acquisition of Marine 
Midland, then the stage is set for a 
national fight-including a ful l  
congressional investigation.  New 
York bankers opposed to the British 
invasion say their immediate tactic 
will be to press through the New 
York state legislature in Albany a 
bill Siebert wrote . This would give 
her more control over 'foreign bank 
purchases. 

Once a challenge such as. this is 
mounted against the Fed, a move
ment is expected to develop , in Con
gress and among state bank supervi
sors nationally, demanding a full 
Congressional investigation.  It was 
in order to head off the growing 
bandwagon of concern represented 
by Superintendent Siebert's Febru
ary demand that House Banking 
Committee Chairman Henry Reuss 
(D-Wis . )  hold major hearings on the 
British bank takeovers ' that Miller 
originally forced through , the March 
16  approvals .  

-Kathy Burdr:nan 
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AMERICAN · SYSTEM 

Revive the policies of Friedrich ' Ust, 
American System .fighter 

This week, Executive In telligence Re
view inaugurates a new column de
voted to the policies and programs 
known as the American System . 

We have regularly reported in  
our  economics columns and  features 
the assault l aunched against U.S .  
banking, industry, and the e,conomy 
as a whole by Great Britain .  

We have also reported how cer
tain U.S .  officials-notably Energy 
Secretary Schlesinger, Federal Re
serve Chairman Mil ler, and National 
Security ' Advisor Brzezinski-have 
e s s e n t i a l ly c o m m i t t ed  t r e a s o n  
against the United States by imple
menting pol icies and programs long 

. associated with the British System : 
deindustrialization;  energy and eco
nomic austerity , and labor intensive 
technologies . 

While the best of  the American 
System economists lived during the 
1 8th and 1 9th centutes,. the issues of 
the fight they waged then against the 
Br i t i sh  Sys tem-i dent i fi ed  w i th  
Adam Smith-are today the issues 
around which the fight for the Euro
pean Monetary System revolves . 

That was made. clear this week by 
the New York Counci l  on  Foreign 
Relations which has begun to release 
the results of their " Project 1 980." I n  

. one volume in  a projected total of25-
30,  the New York CFR identifies 
three general economic outlooks 
which still divide the world: one is  
the Marxian outlook, the other i s  the 
neomercantilist which they identify 
with Alexander Hamilton and Fried
rich list, and the third is the " liberal" 
outlook of Adam Smith. The New 
York CFR minces no words: most of 
the Third W<1rld and certain sectors 
of the advanced sector embrace 
either the neomercantilist or  the 
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Marxian models which in any case 
are fundamentally similar models . 
How the world is to be reorganized 
along ... " l iberal ' �  lines is the subject of 
this volume. 

Why does the New York CFR 
single out Friedrich List? List was 
the 1 9th century German economist 
most responsib le for sett ing the 
foundations for a modern industrial 
Germany. He organized to advance 
the Grand Design for world human
ist development by spreading the 
American System throughout the 
world .  List created and led the Ger
man Zollverein (Customs Unio�) 
and conspired with the American 
Revo lut ionaries M athew Carey , 
General Lafayette, and others to ex
tirpate the British disease of Adam 
Smith and Will iam Pitt. 

Were he alive today, List would 
neither capitulate to the British ene
my nor tolerate any "politically ex
pedient" compromises with the fate 
of the European Monetary System's 
new world economic order. I t  was a 
new world economic order that List 
and his a l lies proposed be founded 
on th!! principles of the American 
System of industrial development . 

1n May 1 843 ,  List polem icized 
against those who cried: "We do not 
want factories" (excerpted below). 
He identified the environmenta list 
"greenies" of  his day and the aristo
cratic Jun kers , a long with  thei r 
counterparts , as the conscious per
petrators of genocide and "devasta
tion by war and pestilence" of the 
entire globe: 

" 'But we do not want factories ! '  
O . K.-then one would have t o  first 
of al l reduce the expen ses and 
strength of the army; large budgets 
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just  cannot be. afforded in  countries 
without industry .  

" -Then one should not talk 
about art and science,  because with

. out n ational wealth both are exotic 
plants. ) • 

"-Then one should not say any
thing about the inviolability of the 
nation or anything about a great fu
ture, because the future of the nation 
rests on its power, and its power rests 
on its wealth and its wealth rests on a . 

. harmonized development of its pro
ductive forces, and · so, in our day, 
preeminently on manufacturing. 

"That's' how some experts judge 
it. Others turn the sentence around 
and say: factories are accompanied 
by evi l  conditions; and up to noW no 
cure has been found for these evil 
conditions, so we do not allow any 
new factories, and let the old ones die 
out. This is the opinion of sentimen
tal bel letrists, country Junkers, who 
don't see beyond the furrows of the 
field, bureaucrats who only exist . in 
their documents and do not know 
where their bread comes from, phi
lanthropists, those who continuously 
k�ep their heads up in the clouds 
wh i l e  fal l ing in to  every puddle,  
scholars whose natural understand
ing is not great enough to digest all 
that they have learned . 

" Men of intel lect and scholars 
with practical  understanding com� 
pare the misery that now prevails 
among the masses with the misery 
that prevailed among the masses in 
previous periods (famine, starvation, 
the devastation of war, pestilence), 
and when they find that the recent 
period compares very favorably they 
come to the conclusion that one must 
not throw away a superior neW kind 
of fruit just because weeds grow with 
it  too; i nstead , strive to fight the 
weeds . "  

-Kathy Stevens 
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Bi lderberg cult  p lots oil war 
fiR publishes scheduled attendance at Austrian gathering 

A meeting of monarchists, cultists, and their supporters 
wil l convene semi-secretly in Baden , Austria this April 
27-29-the "Bilderberg Group"-and a list of the 
participants has been provided to Executive Intelligence 
Review by European sources . While the formal agenda 
is not known except to participants at this time, it is 
known who these gentlemen are.  It i s  also known what 
their relationship to present, dangerous political and 
economic developments is .  According to the sources, 
this year's  "Bilderberg" meeting will consider itself a 
success only if the near-term result is an "oi l  shortage" 
devastating to the world's industrial economf'es. 

The most indicative, apparently late addition to the 
list of conspirators-one who will help define the 
meeting's real agenda-is Bernard Lewis, whose invi-

tation to the Baden rendezvous reportedly came only 
after the full scope of British success in toppling the 
Shah of I ran became clear. Lewis i s  the world's 
foremost expert . on so-cal led Islamic fundamentalism, 
and the author of the " Bernard Lewis plan" for 
Balkanization of the Middle East. That plan focuses on 
the intelligent uses to which I slamic fundamentalism 
and feudalist tribal separatism can be put to destroy 
both OPEC and the oil-producing Arab nation-states 
that comprise OPEC. 

Lewis's name, according to European sources , was 
not included in the l ist issuing from the original 
Bilderberg steering committee meeting held this past 
(al l ,  when agenda i tems were set, discussion-paper 
authors designated, and invitations drawn up. Between 

Eu ropean Visitors 

In the past week the airports of Bonn, West 
Germany aad Paris, France have been besieged by 
an influx of important personages . George Bal l ,  a 
partner in Lehman Brothers, Kuhn Loeb and former 
Undersecretary of State; Helmut Sonnenfeldt, former 
State Department Counsel under Henry Kissinger; 
Milton Friedman, a Nobel Prize-winning economist 
for Count Otto von Hapsburg's Pan-European 
Union and advisor to several American presidents; 
and Leslie Gelb, Assistant Secretary of State and 
former New York Times diplomatic correspondent
all arrived in one place or the other for ostensibly 
different reasons.  

Henry Kissinger just arrived in Japan for a 
meeting of the Trilateral Commission .  Friedman, 
Ball , Gelb and Sonnenfeldt have arrived in Europe 
for meetings of the Bilderberg Group, the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, the " SHAPEX" discus
sions of the NATO countries. They may also attend 
other, unannounced rendezvous of monarchists and 

their supporters who are seeking ways to destroy the 
European Monetary System and those basic indus
trial capabilities of " Free World" nations which the 
EMS would expand-with Japanese support-to 
develop the Third World in order that nuclear war 
over "hot spots" might be avoided . .  

Also arriving in Europe this week was the 
chairman of the U.S. Labor Party, Lyndon La
Rouche, a pres idential candidate in the USA. 
LaRouche is  _b roa'd lY c redited wjth being the 
architect of  the European Monetary System, and will 
pressure EMS leaders Schmidt of West Germany 
and Giscard of France to act forcefully on behalf of 
their adopted policy-warning them that their failure 
would mean a devastating "oil shortage" and very 
probably world war .  LaRouche is aware that 
Friedman ,  Ball ,  Gelb and Sonnenfeldt are there . 
And it appears that . Friedman, Ball ,  Gelb and 
Sonnenfeldt are aware that LaRouche is there . 
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that time and this, the plan to which Mr.  Lewis' name 
is attached has been set in motion .  "Islamic fundamen
talism" of the cult variety, authored by the British 
secret service during the 1 9th century and syndicated 
throughout the Middle East into the Asian subconti
nent, has reduced Iran to chaos, threatens an immediate 
like result in Pakistan, poses direct threats to Turkey, 

to Afghanistan, and . to the leading oi l-producers 
centered around Saudi Arabia . The blackmail capability 
inherent in British-led "Bilderberg" conspirator!' con
trol over these "forces of revolution" is compounded 
by the "Camp David" marcher-lord pact between I srael 
and Egypt . Cut production and raise prices , the oil
producers are told .  Or face "Islamic revolution" spilling 

Bilderberg in Baden: who'll be there 
Provisional list of participants 
Lord Home of the Hirsel , K.T . :  Chairman 
Ernst H.  Van der Beugel: Honorary Secreta ry Genera l for Europe, 

Professor I nternational Relations, Leyden University, Director of 
Companies 

William P. Bundy: Honora ry Secretary General for U.S.A., Editor 
"Foreign Affai rs" 

Austria 
Androsch, Hanne.: Minister of Finance and Vice-Chancel lor 
Apfalter, Heribert: President and General Manager, Verein igte 

Osterreichische Eisen- und Stahlewerke, Alpine Monta n Aktien
gesel lschaft . 

Broesig ke, Tassilo: Member of the National  Council  of the Austrian 
Freedom Party 

Fischer, Heinz: Groupleader of the Austrian Parl iamentary Social ist 
Party, Member of the National Council  

Igler, Hans: President, Federation of Austria n  Industrial ists 
Koren, Stephen: President, Osterreichische Nationalbank 
Kreisky, Bruno: Federal Chancel lor of Austria 
Lang, ·Erwin: Federal Minister of the I nterior 
Malzacher, H .  Michael: Senior Manager and Chairman of the 

Managing Board, Steyr-Daimler-Puch 
Mock, Alois: Groupleader of the Austrian People's Party, Member 

of the National  Council 
Portisch, H ugo: Former diplomatic correspondent and col u m nist 
Prinzhorn, Thomas: President, Anton Mosbu rger, A.G. 
Steiner, Ludwig: Ambassador 
Taus, Josef: Chairman of the Austrian People's Party 
Treichl, Heinrich: Chairman of the Managing Board Creditansta lt

Bo nkverein 
Vranitzky, Franz: Dep. Chairman of the Managing Board Credi

tanstalt-Bankverein 

Belgium 
Janssen, Daniel: Chairman, Belg ian Federatio n  of Chemical I ndus-

tries 
Lambert, Baron: Chairman Groupe Bruxel les Lambert, S.A. 
Simonet, Henri F. :  Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Ypersele de Strihou, Jacques van: Chairman, Monetary Commit

tee of the E .E .C. ,  Chief of the Cabinet of the Prime Minister for 
Economic and Social Affairs 

Canada 
Griffin, Anthony G.S.:  Chairman, Home Oil Co., Ltd . 
MacDonald, Donald 5. :  Barrister, McCarthy & McCarthy 
Neufeld, E.P. :  Assistant Dep. Minister of Finance 
Savory, Roger M.:  Professor Is lamic Studies, University of Toronto 

Denmark 
Christophersen, Henning: Minister of Foreign  Affairs 

N.orlund, Niels: Editor, Berl ingske Tidende 
S.orensen, Svend 0.: Ma naging Director, Den Danske Bank 

Finland 
There wil l  be no participant for F in land this year 

France 

Beullac, Christian: Minister of National  Education . 
Eia mbert, Bernard: Chairman and General Executive Officer of 

the Compagnie Fina nci're du Groupe Edmond de Rothschi ld 
Monod, M. Jer6me: President du Secreta riat des Missions de 

L'Urbanisme et de I'Habitat; Ancien Directeu r  de Cabinet de M. 
Chi  rae; Consei l ler teferendai re a la Cour des Comptlts 

Montbrial,  Thierry de: Author of Working-paper Subject II, 
Directeur  de I ' lnstitut Franqis des Relations I nternationales; For
mer Chef du Centre d' Analyse et de Prevision au Ministere des 
Affaires Etrangeres; Professor of Economics, Ecole Polytechnique 

Pitti-Ferrandi, Robert: La Compagnie Financiere du  Groupe Ed
mond de Rothschi ld 

Rocard, Michel:  Membre Pa rti Social iste 
Seil l iere, Ernest: Di recteur  Ge",�ral adjoint de la Compagnie 

Generale de l ' lndustrie et de Participations 

Federal Republic of Germany 
Breuel, Birgit: Minister of Economics and Transport of the State 

Lower Saxony . 
Hausmann, Helmut: Member of the Deutsche Bundestag and free 

la nce journal ist in  sciences 
Herrhausen, Alfred: Managing Director, Deutsche Bank  A.G. 
Rohwedder, Detlev: Former Secretary of State for Economic 

Affairs Member of the Board of Management Estel and Hoesch 
Sommer, Theo: Editor-in-Chief "Die Zeit" 
Wischnewski, Hans-Jurgen: Minister of State to the Federal 

Chancellor 
Wolff von A merongen, Otto: Chairman of the Board ' of Manage

ment of Otto Wolff A.G. 

Greece 
Carras, Costas: Member of the Board of the Union of Greek 

Shipowners 

Iceland 

Hallgrimsson, Geir: Member of Parlia ment; Leader of the I nde
pendence Party; Former Prime Minister 

. International 
Bertram, Christoph:  Director, The International  Institute for Stra

tegic Studies 
Davignon, Vicomte Etienne: Member of the Commission of the 

European Communities 
Kohnsta mm, Max: President, European University Institute, Flor

ence 
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over your borders, or an Egypt-backed Israeli-NATO 
invasion to "protect" your oil, or both. The realization 
of these conditions, leading to the threshold of planned 
disruption of oil supplies, got Lewis' name onto the 
participants' list fast, and apparently altered the 
agenda. 

This year's Bilderberg conspiracy will concentrate 

Lennep, Jonkheer Emile van: Secretary-General O.E.C.D.  
Luns, Joseph M.A.H. :  Secretary-General N.A.T.O. 

Ireland 
To be replaced: 

Italy 
Agnell i ,  Giovanni: President, FIAT S.p.A. 
Barattieri, Vittorio: Chief of Cabinet and Director General,  Foreig n  

Trade Ministry o f  Italy 
Cittadini Cesi ,  II Marchese: President, Association pour l 'Etude des 

Problemes de l 'Europe 
Deaglio, Mario: Professor of Economics and Trade to the University 

of Turin 
LaMalfa, Giorgio: Member of Parliament 
Ronchey, Alberto: Editor, Corriere del la Sera 
Silvestri, Stefano: Vice-Director, Institute of I nternational Affairs 

Luxembourg 
Thorn, Gaston: President of the Government of the Grand-Duchy 

of Luxembourg 

Netherlands 
Duisenberg, Willem F. 
Halberstadt, Victo;: Professor of Public Finance, Leyden University 
Nell issen, Roelof J . :  Vice-Chairman Board of Managing Di rectors 

AMRO Ban k  N.V.; Former Minister of Finance 

Norway 
Getz Wold, Knut: Governor NORGES Bank 
Steen, Reiulf: Chairman, Norwegian Labour Party 
Tidemand, O. Grieg: Shipowner 

Portugal 
Constancio, Vitor Manuel Ribeiro: Vice-Governor, Banco de 

Portugal 

Spain 
Romero-Ma ura, Joaquin: Directeur-Gent!ral Adjoint, Bonco U rqui

jo in  Paris 

Sweden 

Lundval l ,  D. Bjorn H. :  Chairman of the Board, Telefonaktiebolaget 
L. M. Ericsson 

Ullsten, Ola: Prime Minister of Sweden 
Wallenberg, Marcus: Hon. Chairman of the Board, Skandinaviska 

Enski lda Bonken 

Switzerland 
Gerser, Fritz: President of the Board, Hoffman La Roche Ltd .  
Kind, Christian 
Umbricht, Victor: Member of the Board of DirectM, C I BA-GE IGY 

Ltd.  

Turkey . 
Beyazit, Selahattin: Director of companies 

on fine-tuned planning for a near-term world oil hoax, 
and for the spread of the Mideast-centered "arc of 
crisis" that will lead to a sequence of "eyeball-to
eyeball" confrontations with the increasingly encircled 
Soviet Union .  

The following i s  the official "provisional" list of 
participants at the Baden Bilderberg meeting . 

United Kingdom 
Bennett, Sir Frederic: Member of  Pa rliament 
Knight, Andrew: Editor, the Economist 
MacMillan, Maurice: Member of Parliament . 
Rodgers, Will iam: Secretary of State of Transport 
Roll of Ipsden, Lord: Author Working-paper Subject I; Chairman, 

S.G. Warburg & Co. Ltd. , 
Shackleton, Lord: Dep. Chairman Rio Ti nto-Zinc Corporation Ltd . ;  

Former Cabi net Minister and Leader House of Lords 
Steel, Sir David: Chairman, British Petroleum Company Ltd. 

United States 
Anderson, John B.: Republican Congressman for I l l inois 
Bal l ,  George: Senior Managing Director, Lehman Brothers, Kuhn 

Loeb Inc.  
Salomon, Anthony: Undersecretary of the Treasury 
Brown, L. Dean: Director, Middle East Institute 
Chafee, John H. :  Republican Senator for Rhode Is land 
Clarke, J.G.:  Di rector and Senio� Vice President EXXON Corpora

tion 
Eliot Jr., T heodore L.:  Author Working-paper Subject 1/ (Middle 

East); Dean of the F letcher School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts 
University; Formerly of State Department 

Finney, Paul  B.:  Managing Editor, Fortune Magazine 
Folh:, Wil l iam J.: Author Working-paper Subject /I (Africa); 

Di rector, Africa Project, Council on Foreig n  Relations, I nc., 
Professor at Yale U niversity 

Fredericks, Wayne J . :  Executive Director for I nternational  Govern
mental Affairs at Ford Motor Company 

Friedman, Irving 5.:  Senior Vice President and Senior Advisor for 
I nternational Operations, Citibank, N.A. 

Heinz I I ,  Henry J. :  Chairman of the Board H.J .  Heinz Company; 
President, American Friends of Bilderberg, I nc. 

Jordan Jr., Vernan E. :  President, National Urban League 
Levy, Walter J. :  Consultant to industry and governments 

Lewis, Bernard (British National) : Near Eastern  Studies Depart
ment, Princeton University 

Lewis, Flora: Chief of Bureau, New York Times, Paris 
McGiffert, David E.: Assistant Secretary of Defense for I nternation-

a l  Security Affairs 
Newsom, David D. :  Assistant Secretary of State for Political Affai rs 
Rockefeller, David: Chairman, Chase Manhatta n Bank N.A. 
Roosa, Robert V. :  Author Working-paper Subject I; Partner, Brown 

Brothers, Harriman & Co., Formerly Under-Secretary of the 
Treasury , 

Sheinkman, Jacob: Secretary-Treasurer, Amalgamated Clothing 
and Texti le Workers Union 

Sonnenfeldt, Helmut:  The Brookings I nstitution;  Former Counselor 
of the Department of State _ 

Taylor, Arthur R . :  Arthur Taylor & Company 
Williams, Franklin H.: President, Phelps Stokes Foundation; Direc

tor, Council  on Foreign  Relations; Former Ambassador to Ghana 
Willia ms, Joseph H.: Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive 

Officer, The Wil l iams Companies 
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T he Israeli economy is a model economy, an economy 
whose industrial sector is dominated by the defense 
industry and the largely illegal diamond trade, whose 
debt service is skyrocketing-as is its inflation rate
whose standard of living is plummeting, and whose 
only real resource is a shrinking number of highly 
skilled, industrial, technical, and scientific cadre. 

The Israeli economy is the model that the Interna- · 
tional Monetary Fund and World Bank have slated for 
application to every national economy-advanced 
sector to Third World. 

. 

The Israeli economy follows closely the policies 
developed by Nazi Finance Minister Hjalmar Schacht 
for Germany. LikeIsrael today, Schacht's  program was 
marked by an emphasis on labor-intensive technologies, 
measures of austerity against the population, and a 
credit policy oriented not to economic growth, but to 
meeting the demands of debt repayment.  

As these policies took their toll  on the productive 
economy, Nazi Germany, like Zionist Israel today, 
turned increasingly to the industries of war and a policy 
of expansionism . The "lebensraum" ideology was the 
cover for the Nazis' war policy .  For Israel , it is the 
Zionists' dream of dominion "from the Nile to the 
Euphrates"-Greater Israel . 

Up to about the early 1 970s, Israel could have opted 
for a Middle East peace settlement at a Geneva 
conference chaired by the Soviet U,nion and the United 
States . The terms of peace would have been interna
tionally guaranteed borders for two sovereign states
Israel and Palestine-and a chance for Israel to apply 
its agricultural and technical expertise to projects to 
irrigate the entire Negev Desert/Sinai region. Cheap 
and abundant energy would have been available to fuel 
the industrial development of Israel . 

. But with each act of Israeli terrorism and war 
against its neighboring sovereign countries and as its 
military dictatorship over the West Bank piles up a 
bloody record of atrocities, that option has all but 
disappeared . \ 

I srael's Zionist ruling elite today faces the economic 
crisis with no illusions. Their policy solution is a 
Schachtian economic solution with expansionism as a 
key political component of that solution.  Again the 
analogy to Nazi Germany applies. A country embarks 
on a policy of war production and expansionism on the 
basis of the expected pay--off. Thus, Nazi Germany's 
drive to the east, with the expectation of looting its 
industrial, agricultural , and mineral resources, 

Israel's original purpose was as a geopolitical 
strategem of the British monarchy in the 1 9th century: 
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create a toe-hold in a strategic geographical location as 
the basis for extending the interests of the Empire over . 
the Mediterranean and Middle East regions . The 
Zionist leadership forced a policy of isolation on 
Israel-an autarkical policy that shaped I srael' s  present 
Na;zi war economy. Thus, Zionist I srael 's  military 
actions and threats against Lebanon, Jordan , and the 
West ,Bank .  More potentially lucrative is  the post-Camp 
David decision by Egyptian President Anwar Sadat to 

. all but hand the Egyptian economy over to I srael . 
The same can be applied to South Africa, which, 

fol lowing the Zionist autarkical model, is  about to 
embark on the military SUbjugation of southern Africa. 

The cost of Ca mp David 
This is the meaning of the recently concluded Camp 
David accords . 

Camp David signifies a U .S .  endorsement and an 
escalation of the role of the Zionist state as a spy, 
policeman, and terrorist controller for the British and 
,Sritish-influenced circles in the United States through
out the Middle East and Africa . Camp David does not 
mean any improvement in Israel 's  economic situation . 
An examination of the circumstances of the pact bears 
this out. 

SPECIAL REPORT ) 

however, is a loan, payable over 20 years, after a 1 0-
year grace period . Only $800 mil l ion is a grant .  The 
immediate costs of the treaty . are the uprooting and 
gradual pullback of I srael's extensive fortifications 
along its southern front in the Egyptian Sinai region .  
These fortifications include four very large a i r  bases 
and the infrastructure-electricity, roads, and water 
pipelines-to service the defense l ine. Israel also receives 
credits, included in the $3 bil l ion, for tanks, armored 
personnel carriers, artil lery, and F- 1 6s on an accelerated 
delivery schedule. Israeli sources estimate the cost of 
the Sinai move to be in the range of $3 . 5  to 4 .5  billion .  

This infusion of capital will not result in  economic 
growth and may only succeed in pushing priCes up. 
I srael has even announced that American construction 
firms may be awarded contracts for the job. In any 
case, I srael 's  construction workers will not become any 
more ski lled or qualified even i f  in the end, they are 
awarded. part of the job. 

On the m aterial loss side, Israel will be obliged to 
abandon substantial settlements built in  Egyptian 
territory . By treaty, the Abu Rudeis oil  fields are 
completely surrendered, with 45 foreign firms waiting 
to exercise concessions sold by the Egyptian govern
ment to work the field and conduct further exploration. 
None of the oil output wi ll be owed to I srael. 

By a n y  a c c o u n t i n g  
meas ure ,  the  eco nomic  
prospects for the state of  
I srael are decidedly grim in 
the wake of the Camp Dav
ig accor d .  Even I s rae l i  
spokesmen have stated that 
the settlement creates new, 
serious obstacles to any 
hope for fiscal normalcy 
appropriate to a state of 
peace. After some 30 years 
of cruel austerity condi
tions, the citizenry of Israel 
as well as its disenfran
chised subjects are being 

���e:' pe(jp1.e · .  are . jJ�iifg 1'e"l well indeetl, '�:,u ' "  
, ii!Jl,,"o1t�or install{e :tllIJ'f!ne delllilfg" i� ' ,c ' 
, real �state, or /oreign cltrre,,�y� , �t�e,\' " 
. . . " be,lollg to the . productive lector , ' 0/ '0""" . ,  

tlfe , �xporters, old-age pe;,s;oll(!'rs, ' ' (litloiie ,' 

asked for renewed belt-tightening. The threat of 
economic .crisis and collapse is not at all mitigated by 
the existence of a vast i llegal economy specializing in 
gun-running and diamond trading. 

Israel is  scheduled to receive $3 bil l ion in U .S .  aid 
designed to finance the implementation Of the treaty , 
over and above its "normal" allocation of $ 1 .8 bil l ion 
from the U .S .  Government .  Of the aid, $2.2 billion ,  

. , , " : " o./1 Ji '� , 
� Yeruham ' M  eshel�' St:cre't(lt�'i:;;���a1��£ 

" ()!thtfH(sJit 
New .York Times, Marcl1:}I� ' 1 . . 

. , . . ' 

On the political side are the consequences of an 
Israel unable to claim imminent disaster in its appeal 
for financial aid and immigration .  The first ramification 
of this problem will be American taxpayer resistance to 
a package that, when Egyptian aid is added, totals 
about $ 1 3  billion in foreign aid in the next three years, 
exciuding any additional economic aid. Iran formerly 
led the l ist of all-time leaders in receipt of U .S .  military 

\ 
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aid, with a total of. $6.034 bil l ion since 1 950. I srael 
came in a close third, behind West Germany, with a 
total of $4.297 billion between 1 950 and 1 977 .  

Israel's justification for constantly increasing aid i s  
its need to maintain a competitive edge over its 
neighbors' armed forces, whose total in mobilized 
regular troops far exceeds Israel 's  regulars and reserves . 
The Middle East arnls race, moreover, is largely of the 
United States' own making. Saudi Arabia and, increas
ingly, Egypt will be recipients of huge aid, which the 
U.S :  must top on the I srael i side. 

What has Egypt got to offer Israel economically? 
Almost nothing. The New York Times quotes an ' 
Egyptian official: "We are two beggars ."  In agriculture, ' 
the two countries export the same products. Egypt 
might sel l water from the Nile to Israel�passing 
through twp facing defense I ines..:....but there would stil l  
be the problem of financing the agricult'ural infrastruc
ture required. 

Egypt is as poor in natural resources as I srael, and 
its population has proportionally fewer available ski l led 
workers. I ts ' military expenditures are exceptionally 
high, its GNP is coasting listlessly, and its debt burden 
is crushing. Egypt's trade deficit equals that of Israel, 
with a population over 12 times the size of Israel (and 
increasing at a rapid rate) and a per capita income one- ' 
tenth that of I srael . ' 

Former Israeli Premier Yitzak Rabin recently said' 
that the only basis for economic cooperation immedi
ately at hand is package tours of the Holy Land and 
the Pyramids. Some have pointed out that Istael has a 
surplus of vacant hotel space, while Egypt has a 
shortage, so the tourist trade would benefit the Israeli 
hotel business. 

One proposal guaranteed to start riots in Cairo and 
Tel Aviv-for different reasons-is for Israeli business
men to exploit cheap Egyptian labor by subcontrflcting 
industry out. This may indeed begin to occur, but the 
consequence will be the unemployment of an increasing 
proportion of Israel 's less ski lled rabor force, primarily 
Sephardic and Israeli Arab workers . One can imagine 
the Stabil ity of a work-force in Israeli-owned sweatshops 
inside Egypt .  

The economic d i lemma 
Israel's , economic plight suggests a schoolboy riddle, 
perhaps the riddle of the Sphinx, where an array of 
incongruous characteristics is discovered to belong to 
the same unlikely , entity . I srael is  a 'country whose 
population is  roughly the same size as the City of 
Chicago (or the state of Kentucky) .  It has one of the , 
highest, continuously increasing costs of living in  the 
world .  And, over the last 30 years , it has received 

probably the largest allocation of military aid from �he 
United .states . I srael 's mil itary expenditures as a 
percentage of its Gross National Product far exceed 
that of any other nation . The country's rate of incurred 
debt exceeds its rate of capital formation.  

' 

The Sphinx's riddle-"What walks  on four legs, 
then two, and finally three?"-applies in a very direct 
sense. From an infant economy sustained by outside 
aid and charity, I srael underwent something of an 
economic development in the 1 950s-from which point 
it might have fully matured through a dynamic process 
of growth.  But from 1 956 to the present, the ptocess 
shifts and I srael becomes a completely militarized 
garrison state wholly dependent on infusions of outside 
aid while its own internal productive component 
shrivels away.  

I srael 's  economic prospects are cancel led by two 
overwhelming obstacles. Either one would be enough 
to make'  normal economic development impossible. 
I srael shares one obstacle with other Third World, 
" Fourth World ," and ailing industrial economies of 
Western Europe: the dictates of the International 
Monetary Fund. The other is unique to I srael : its 
commercial effort is forced to proceed in the context of 
I srael as an autarkic state, whose only natural resource 
is an ever dwindling number Of educated and ski lled 
labor. 

The latter problem concerns us here. Zionism 
entered Palestine and earned the enduring hostility of 
its Arab neighbors and 1 8  percent of its indigenous 
population (37 percent if one includes the occupied 
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territories) .  The present birth rate among the Jewish 
population of approximately 3 . 1 mill ion persons is 
about one thi rd of the rate of population growth 
among the 600,000 Israeli Arabs. The birth rate among 
West Bank Arabs, who number about 1 ,000,000, is  the 
same as that of their  cousins inside the 1 967 borders 
("The Green Line") .  

I srael 's ability to merely man i ts  battle stations 
depends, therefore, on immigration .  While the immi
gration rate remains static, the number of persons 
permanently leaving the Jewish state is increasing. In 
1 977, 1 2,500 Jews had failed to return to Israel after 
four years .  Similarly, the rate of Jews who succeed in  
getting out  of the Soviet Union but  who do not 
continue on to Israel is increasing.  The number of 
applications pending for visas from Jews inside the 
Soviet Union is, in any case, less than 1 0,000. 

A successful immigration program depends on the 
availability of jobs and housing for incoming olim. But 
housing is becoming impossible to attain in  I srael . The 
quality of available jobs, much less the number of open 
positions, satisfies the rising expectations of the Jews 
from Arab and North African countries (Sephardim) 
no more than it satisfies the i l lusions of Europeanized 
Russian Jewish immigrants. The primary target of 
Zionist immigration appeals is Russia, followed by 
Jews in I ran and francophone North Africa. Little hope 
is placed in any movement in Western Europe or the 
United States. 

Any expectation of increased immigration founded 
on the "economic benefits" of Camp David-style peace 
is groundless, since the treaty translates directly into 
further economic hardship for I srael . As for the 
potential elimination of ,"stress" in I srael resulting from 
the settlement, the unpleasant facts are that immigration 
and financial aid to Israel have always peaked during 
evident crises, and so it follows that the lack of any 
"danger" to the existence of the state itself wi ll not 
help immigration or aid . Second ,  enmity arising from 
the disenfranchisement of West Bank inhabitants wi l l ,  
in the worst case, result in terrorism against civi l ians 

. and tourists who must be taught that "nobody is  safe 
anywhere in the Zionist entity ," in the words of the 
"Rejectionist" faction of the Palestinian movement .  
But, at best, this  disenfranchisement wi ll lead to street . 
demonstrations-cum-riots and strikes by the nationalist 
Arab pdpulation.  Third, the appearance of "national 
security" for the first time is likely to provoke the 
endlessly self-sacrificing Jewish working class into a 
succession of strikes and job actions.  

Historical ly, the hostility aroused by the founding 
of the Jewish state in Palestine forced a large proportion 
of the small settler population into national defense 
and security tasks, leaving a correspondingly small 
proportion avai lable for productive labor. Foreign 
ecoriomic aid was similarly applied , leaving the country 

with an enormous military establishment to support 
with a proportionally miniscule productive apparatus .  
The difference was made up by incurring debt. (For 
instance, the estimated fiscal year budget for 1 979 
shows 39 .9 percent of the revenues coming from 
borrowing.) To add to this seemingly impossible 
economic enterprise, I srael 's only natural resource
besides the potentially arable desert land and a thriving, 
but insufficient agricultural production (in large part 
expropriated from the indigenous Palestinians)-is 
some partially developed phosphate deposits. 

The productive activity of Israel suffers as a 
consequence from a heritage of labor-intensive methods 
and the ruralization of a working class that is 50 
percent European in origin .  A virtue was made out of 
this necessity: the virtue of "pioneering" and the 
romance of  kibbutz bui lding. The recent and present 
policies of the Labor and Likud governments have and 
wil l  exacerbate this economic malady . 

Of substantial influence on the tiny productive 
economy is international organized crime, for which 
Israel is a secure depot for il legal currency and arms 
transactions . The magnetic pull of these criminal 
enterprises on capital fJ.lrther debilit,ates the develop
ment of useful production (see box). 

Schachtia n economic pol icy 
The government of Menachem Begin is faced with a 48 
percent rate of  inflation .  In the month of January 1 979, 
this rate increased ,to 6 percent per month . The ratio of 
imports to exports is roughly 10 to 7 ,  due to the small 
productive base and massive credit needs .  The result is 
a continuing yearly balance of payments deficit, a 
nearly impossible-to-meet debt repayment schedule, 
constant, growing budget deficits , an intolerable cost 
of living for all 'wage earners and people on fixed 
incomes, and a "closing circle" of opportunity for 
ind ustrial investors. 

When Prime Min ister Begin assumed office, his first 
move was to enlist University of Chicago's M ilton 
,Friedman as an economic policy advisor. Friedman, 
who has some vocal counterparts inside Israel, rendered 
the standard International Monetary Fund prescription 
for Israel 's ail ing economy: cut consumption and 
productive investment, cut government welfare expend
itures, increase consumer prices, and decrease govern
ment credits for production . As 1 979 began ,  Friedman's 
counterparts in Israel were cal ling for a 30 to 40 percent 
price increase in basic consumer items, over and above 
the rate of inflation .  In  his most recent syndicated 
column, former M inister of I nformation Schmuel Katz, 
who broke with Begin on foreign-but not economic
policy, decries the "evil spirit of consumption" among 
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, Government  expenditu res concentrated on mi l i tary a nd debt 

. Capital Budget 
IL 46.700 

23 . 1 % 

Agriculture 
and Hous ing 

IL 1 .9 1  
.9% ---E 

Government 

Business 

Enterprises 
IL 20.068 

9.9% 

Defense 
IL 55.300 
27.3% 

Other 

Education 
IL 1 1 .535 

5 .7% 
1 . 1 %  

Total: Defense + debt + i nterest 
IL  1 06.800 

52 .9% 

Expense Budget 
IL 1 35 .5 billion 

67.0% 

'Price Subsidies 
IL 3.000 

1 .5% 
Social Servic;es 

IL 7.088 
3.5 % 

A breakdown of Israel ' s  esti mated FY 1 979 budget shows nearly S3 percent of 

government expenditures slated for mil itary costs and debt repayment. Social 

expenditures get short shrift. 

Milita ry expenditures - 3 3 %  of a l l  reven ues 

1 00+------------------------------------------------------------------
90�----------------------�--------------------------------------
80�--------------------------------------------------------�� 
70+------------------------------------------------------------------
60+-�----------------------------------------------��-------------
50 +---------------------------------__ --� ,�����-=���----------4°;n-b __ � 
30 
20 
1 0  

o 
1 9 6 9  1 9 7 0  1 9 7 1  

Source ( 1 969-77), Challenge Magazine 

*estimate 

1 9 7 2  1. 9 7 3  1 9 7 4  1 9 7 5  1 9 7 6  1 9 7 7  1 9 7 8  

Military expenditures gobble u p  the proceeds of Israeli ind ustry a n d  agriculture. Military expenditures a s  a percentage of 

gron domestic product have averaged nearly 33 p'ercent since 1 969. 
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the citizens of I srael who are said to enjoy an increased 
standard of living . 

Begin's response has been to either do nothing or 
partially implement the I M F's  "bleeding" techqiques . 
The most recent and decisive was a 25 percent price 
increase in basic foodstuffs,' which provoked a one-day 
general strike by the Labor Party-controlled Histadrut 
labor federation. The other conspicuous act, which was 
more a recognition of reality than a policy move, was 
a formal devaluation of the I sraeli pound (IL) by 2 . 8  
percent. The exchange rate of Israeli pounds to one 
U .S .  dollar has broken through the I L2 1  barrier . As 
recently as 1 974, the conversion rate was I L5 to a .  
dollar. 

In  fairness to Begin and Finance Minister Simcha 
Erlich, a Labor Government would not be in any better 
shape. Contrary to Keynesian wisdom, military spend
ing and foreign aid has not stimulated consumer 
demand and production, but has pushed up the price of 
consumer goods and credit and shackled the state as a 
political hostage to those who hold the instruments of 
debt . 

Under the earlier no peace, no war situation, the 
economy was sinking like a rock. Now the Camp David 
settlement has created a new dimension of collapse for 
the doomed economy. 

' 

Government budget 
The facts of the government budget illustrate the 
preceding points . The budget for this year is predicted 
to be I L l 80 billion ($8.6 billion, approximately). The 
Gross National Product is itself less than I L200 bill ion. 

Government priorities, according to Milton Fried
man and every Labor government, are governed by 
two political assumptions .  The first is defense expendi
tures, which lately consumed 35 percent of the total 
budget-a decrease from the 1 973 period. Also a 
priority is debt repayment, which accounts for another 
30 percent. The remainder, which one would expect to 
be devoted to essential services, is further depleted by 
security expenditures disguised as "development," 
kibbutzes whose residents commute to work elsewhere, 
utility services for military needs, military occupation 
forces with "pol ice" badges, and "archeological proj
ects. " 

Fiscal practice is based on the I MF-Friedmanite 
dictum that investment in consumption-related areas 
and imports must be cut to improve the overall trade 
deficit and debt situation. This is mirrored in official 
government policy by a high internal prime lending 
rate-about 29 percent-and an attempt at a competi
tive credit policy toward outside investment. 

The social effects of budgetary austerity-by past 
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and present governments-have been much remarked: 
a decline in qualified technical personnel and especially 
scientific personnel beyond a thin, privileged elite 
involved in defense research . 

The defense budget bite is only partially mitigated 
by U .S .  grants of aid. As a proportion of the budget or 
the GNP, defense expenditures are the largest of any 
country in the world-about 30 percent. Next highest 
is Egypt, by comparison only 22 .8  percent of the GNP. 
The Soviet Union spends an estimated 1 0.2 percent, 
and the U .S .  spends 6 percent of their GNP. Whether 
the funds for this come in the form of loans or outright 
grants , the result is nothing but inflationary for any 
country. 

I srael 's  debt service is another world' s  record. The 
overwhelming bulk of financial aid to Israel, since the 
1 930s, has come from the United States . By 1 978 ,  total 
loans reached $6.5 1 6  billion .  In 1 977 and 1978,  
additional debts of $.777 and $ .769 billion were 
incurred, respectively, from the United States . I sr!1e1 
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' l�rael 'exports , polished diamorids " 'to the , ' tune 6f $1 billion last year, , far Qutstripping ' any othei> 
export or import item. Goverlunent subsidi�lo:, 'i 
the diamond industry equaJed subsidies t(j �tl 
other manufactures. 

" 
" " , ' ,  " ,  " , <  

The average Israeli has never reaped , the 
benefits of this trade. .It is part of a very dirty : 
business involving drug trafficking. money la��;.;; 
dering, arms " profiteering, an d organited crifile� : 'r ' The Israeli press ' is full Qf , specutation ' aMtft7. 
the amount of unreported revenue associated wit�>; 
the business ; There are months, for instance, wheii ':: 
reported imports far exceed exports . ' " "

> '

J 
Where does Israel get their raw dianiond�t 

From South Africa and Sir Harry Oppenheimer�s: : 
De Beers Corporation, 'which runS 85 percent df 
the wholesale diamonds market. The , De Beers.. , 
controlled international diamond cartel operates: , 
according to a pyramidal structure identical to 
that of the world heroin trade, By no accident" 
Oppenheimer is also chairman of ihe larger South 
African gold produceis, Anglo-American .  l'h¢ ', 
Anglo·Americ�ul and De Beers complex runs boU}:' ; 
th� H,ong " Kpng an� lS!aeJi , sides ()f the ' Il1()J;l�Yc' " ' litun�ering dia�o�d�,;?�ratj()n� ; ; : , ' >\ ' " . 

also borrows yearly from the I nternational M onetary 
Fund, the United Kingdom , and West Germany. 

Thus, under "normal" circum�tances, I srael yearly 
incurs an enormous added increment of debt-about 
$2 bi l l ion public and private from the U .S .  alone-a 
balance of payments deficit, and a budgetary deficit, 
while at the same time, its currency decreases in  value, 
its rea l GN P and rate of domestic capital formation 
stagnate or decrease, and its labor force remains at a 
quantitatively and qualitatively static level . Al l  this in 
a country surrounded by hostile neighbors and whose 
principal exports must compete with the economies of 
Mediterranean Europe. 

Total foreign exchange debt (principal and interest) 
due between 1 978 and 2006 totals $ 1 2 .9 1 0  bi l l ion, while 
i n te rna l  p u b l i c  debt as  o f  J a n .  3 1 ,  1 977  was  
$3 ,508 ,046,900 at current rates or I L74,72 1 ,400 before 
adjustments for inflation . 

The budget deficit approximated 35  percent of  total 
expenditures in 1 978, 30 percent in 1 977, 3 1  percent in 
1 976, and 30 percent in 1 975 .  

Keeping in mind that the Zionist's government 
policy-regardless of the party in power-dictates the 
taxing of  the productive sector to pay fo r the 
depredations of the debt, defense sectors, and currency 
sectors, it appears inevitable that every move of the 
government propels the economy further toward the 
cl iffs edge. 

An economy based on a rms a nd the d iamond trade 
1 977 Exports: $5 .68 bi l l ion 

Pol ished 
d iamonds 

34% 
Trade deficit 
1 977 $2.69 b i l .  
1 976 1 .70 b i l .  
1 975 2.20 b i l .  
1 9 7 4  2 . 3 7 b i l .  

Source: Amp ai-American Israel Corporation 

1 977 Imports: $8 .37 bi l l ion 

To the extent that it is not financed by charity ( mostly U.S . ) , the Israeli economy is heavily dependent on the arms trade, and the 

underworld-tinged diamond trade. Even with these lucrative ( in  the short-term)  l ines, Israel runs a hefty trade deficit .  
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The garrison state 
As the graph on capital formation i l lustrates, Israel ' s  
economic dilemma is  a direct resu lt of the Schachtian 
measures implemented at the strong suggestion of the 
IMF. Productive investment is  declining both in 
absolute terms and in terms of the rate of growth of the 
GNP, which itsel f  fluctuates from · static to negative. 
For 1 977,  the percent change in real · GNP after 
accounting for the money supply increase was negative 
.2 .  In 1 976, it was negative 3 .9 percent. I f  inflation is 
used as a deflator instead of the money supply increase, 
the 1 976 rate is negative 7 .5  percent and the 1 977 
change is  plus 8.0 percent. 

As noted above, Israel 's productive apparatus 
depends on labor-intensive methods .  Increasingly, the 
labor i tself is  Arab, which raises an entirely distinct set 
of problems stemming from immigration priorities, 
racial d iscrimination against Arabs, and discrimination 
within the Jewish population against Sephardic ("ori
ental") workers. 

A look at Israel 's  imports and exports highlights 
the skewed nature of the productive sector. By far the 
largest item accounting for revenue is diamonds (see 
box), employing a small layer of ski l led craftsmen, 
whose product has little to do with the standard of 
living of the general population ,  or with the advance
ment of their skil l  levels .  Israel 's imports show a small  
proportion of  consumer or investment goods in the 
overall picture. 

An equally dismal picture is presented by the fuel 
bil l .  The crisis in Iran eliminated 50 percent of Israel 's  
oil supply.  The ceded Abu Rudeis oi l  fields in the Sinai 
yielded another 20 percent of the supply. Israel must 
now turn to the non-Arab OPEC international market, 
including the energy-stricken U .S .  

In the agricultural sector, I srael 's citrus crop
which accounts for 6 percent of exports-wi ll (ace 
competition from its peace partner, Egypt, but most 
seriously from prospective Common Market members 
Greece, Spain ,  and Portugal .  

The hardest hit sector of the economy and  the one 
which employs the most workers is  construction. 
Normally, the government subsidizes 40 percent of  the 
industry (including defense-related construction) .  The 
sector accounts for 60 percent of capital formation and 
1 5  percent of the GNP. But since 1 974, the peak year 
for the industry, area under construction declined by 27 
percent, from 1 3 .7 mill ion square meters to 1 0.0 
mil lion . 

Unemployment is at its highest level ever in Israel . 
Full employment, as noted above, carries an enhanced 
s ignificance in a country desperately in need of 
immigrants. But the current rate of unemployment is 

between 3 . 5  percent and 4 percent, an unacceptably 
high rate for Israel . U nderemployment, moreover, 
carries the implicit threat of an increasing number of 
dropouts, both residing in and en route to Israel. 

Denied to the Israeli population are the economic 
Qenefits that could be accrued from the two most 
s izeable and dynamic sectors of the economy-defense 
exports and the diamond trade. Neither are accountable 
to the public, although, with arms transactions, there 
is a legal pretext to justify secrecy. The diamond 
business claimed fully half of the government's subsidies 
to manufacturing. 

Consu m ption 
I t  could be sa id  that no body of people has  sacrificed 
more with less tangible material returns than the people 
of Israel .  While a slew of putative phi lanthropists have 
made a bundle on credit deals and housing bubbles, the 
population lives with an inflation rate that is currently 
48 percent. In 1 979, this rate could very easily surpass 
60 percent. In 1 975 ,  the inflation rate, as registered in 
the Consumer Price Index, was 34.6. Giving 1 972 a 
value of 100, the rate in 1 973  goes up to 1 20, in 1 974 
to 1 67 .6 ,  in 1 975 to 233 . 5 ,  and in 1 976 to 306 .6 .  The 
1 977 index, broken down to basic consumer items, 
shows a 45.4 percent increase in the price of agricultural 
produce, 32.9 percent for meat, 3 8 .2 percent for mi lk ,  
28 .8  percent for clothing, 40 .2  percent for shoes, 22 .7  
percent for housing, 35  percent for utilities, 32 .4 percent 
for transportation (buses; there is no rai l  transport in  
Israel) ,  38  percent for health services, and so  on .  The 
cost of a new Volkswagen automobi le in I srael is now 
$ 1 6 ,000; a two-bedroom apartment in a shabby 
neighborhood costs $50,000. Apartments for rent are 
simply not avai lable; many adults are forced to l ive 
with their parents . 

The defense and debt al locations in  the budget are 
exempt from government intervention . Prime Minister 
Begin has announced-out of an apparent recognition 
of  the "gap between rich and poor"-that he wil l not 
cut any social service al lotments . This creates a quandry 
for a government that wants to implement a Schachtian 
economic policy to alleviate the debt burden and 
strengthen the currency . Finance Minister Erlich found 
the solution in cutting the government subsidies of 
price supports for consumer goods, resulting in  a 25 
percent price increase and cries of outrage across the 
country. 

Price setting, currency devaluation, and taxes are 
the principal instruments of austerity in Israel, where 
labor contracts , borrowing transactions ,  and many 
investments are l inked automatically to changes in  the 
Consumer Price Index . 
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Official devaluations commenced in November of 
1 974 under the Golda Meir government, with a 30 
percent cut . From June 1975 on, a policy of "creeping 
devaluations" was invoked, in the form of 2 percent 
bites into the value of the Israeli pound. By October of 
1 977,  this was found inadequate and the pound was set 
loose to "float," resulting in an immediate 3 1 .8 percent 
decrease in value. At that point, the exchange rate of 
pounds to dollars was 1 5 .25 ,  characterized , by Bank 
Leumi as a � 'state of equilibrium ."  By December of 
1 978, the equilibrium level had dropped to 1 9 . 53 .  This 
past week it broke through 2 1 -

The stated justification for the devaluations was to 
cheapen the price of  exports and discourage imports, 
again reflecting the IMF's " remedy." 

Concurrent with the "creeping devaluation," the 
government imposed a Value Added Tax on goods and 
services of 8 percent. In October of 1 977 i t  was jlJcked 
up to 12 percent. Currently, a regressive real estate tax 
is  being considered by the Knesset . Taxes already 
account for 48.4 percent of the Israeli government's 
revenue. 

The Labor Party's fiscal time-bomb remedy to the 
fall in real wages has been to permit limited consumer 
credit access to 'most employed workers . Almost 
everyone i s  in  hock equal to at least the sum of a 
month's wages. The government offers for sale low
denomination bonds that yield a 3 percent interest after 
inflation. 

As the country's English-language newspaper, the 
Jerusalem Post, put it: " inflation, even hyperinflation, 
has become profit without effort, a sacrifice without a 
victim ; the only victim of this conspiracy which has 
now become almost universal is the country's future, 
and thllt has no spokesman, no lobby, no electoral 
appeaL" 

-Max Sawicky 

With the N i l e secu red, 
The signing o f  the Camp David  agreement secured for 
Israel its southern flank bordering Egypt. Now, this 
week, the Israeli government has begun to step up 
hostilities on its eastern and northern fronts. The 
motivation behind this step up in hostil ities and the 
truth belying the claim that Camp David is a peace 
package was revealed by a report this week in the 
Jerusalem Post. "We need more room," claim the 
Zionist Israeli faction around Agriculture Minister 
Ariel Sharon .  

In Nazi Germany, such a statement would have 
been identified with the "lebensraum" ideology that 
"justified" the Nazi war drive. It has the same meaning 
for Israel today. 

The immediate effect of the Camp David accords 
has been , as Syrian Foreign Minister Khaddam has 
remarked, to make the nation of Egypt "an autonomous 
region of Greater I srael ."  Reportedly, Yitzhak Hofi, 
the head of the Israeli Mossad intelligence agency, is 
now in Egypt, a visit that coincides with the commence
ment of Egyptian provocations against its eastern 
neighbor Libya. Egyptian President Anwar Sadat has 
made the continual threats of retribution against those 
Arab countries which oppose his collaboration with 
I s rael . 

Eyeing the north 
On Israel 's  northern front, the Israeli-backed Falangist 
army of rebel Major Saad Haddad has declared the 
strip of territory in southern Lebanon under its control 
to be a "prestate ." The payroll for Haddad's antigov
ernment militia, which aided the Israeli Defense Forces 
in driving 500,000 Lebanese Arabs out of their homes 
in the south, is financed quite publicly by the Israeli 
government. Haddad's spokesmen have periodically 

. stated their Willingness to federate territory under their 
control to Israel . 

For years, the Zionist Israeli government has given 
covert support to those political tendencies inside 
Lebanon that favor the partition of that country . Full
scale Israeli m ilitary invasions have dispossessed thou
sands of Lebanese Arabs . Terror and antipersonnel 
bombardment of civilian populations have been carried 
out under the Nazi principle of "collective punishment" 
for the deeds of a handful of Palestinian guerrillas who 
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ma rch to E u p h rates beg i n s  
are themselves manipulated by Israeli intell igence . The 
Mossad is wel l known ' to have , paid agents inside the 
ranks of the Palestin ian movement .  I 

Through this systematic terrorist campaign, I srael 
forced the creation of a buffer zone in southern 
Lebanon, until this week policed by UN Security 
Forces . Now it is coming under the control of the army 

, of the Maronite Christian Major Haddad and b\!ing 
readied to become a part of Israel proper . 

Threats against J ordan 
On the eastern front, Israel took the occasion of a 
Palestinian guerri l la incursion into Israel ' to threaten 
Jordan's King H ussein, warning of the "consequences" 
he will face for his fai lure to buckle under and support 
Camp David .  

King H ussein has charged in  an interview publ ished 
in the Lebilnese press that there exists a plot to 
overthrow him and instal l  in Jordan an "East Bank 
state" for the Palestinians. According to reports, behind 
the destabil ization attempt is the fascist M uslim 
Brotherhood in  both Egypt and the Ayatol lah Kho
meini's Iran-backed up by threats from the United 

Prostitut ion Thrives i n  
Schacht ian Israel 

One of the most  notorious activities i of the 
organized crime k ingpins in Israel-including " ma
fiosi" with close ties to Is raeli Foreign Minister 
Moshe Dayan-is the management of one of the 
most sophisticated and extensive prostitution rings 
internationally. These- rings are known to produce 
mil l ions of dollars in annual revenues, particularly 
in cities l ike Tel Aviv . 

According to a high-level source in the I srael i 
occupied West Bank who is in a position to know 
the details of the Israel i internal situation , " I n  Tel 
A viv alone there are at least 20,000 prostitutes . The 
city is  filled with them . Almost one woman in ten is 
now a prostitute there ."  Independent estimates made 

States . I srael ,  according to these same reports , has 
al l ied with the M uslim Brotherhood 
The . Israeli government announced this w

'
eek the 

formation of a negotiating committee for the next 
round of talks on the subject of  the occupied West 
Bank . Th6 committee is headed by Interior Minister 
Yosef Burg of the National Religious Party (NRP) 
who superintended the successful N R P  efforts to' 
predetermine that the Begin government's position in  
the talks . wou ld  be  firmly opposed to ceding any 
territory . I ncl uded on the committee i s  Minister of 
Agriculture Sharon who opposed the ceding of the 
Sinai to Egypt under the Camp David accords .  Sharon 
wi ll not countenance giving up the West Bank territory . 

The next on the Zionists' l ist of targets is most 
li kely Saudi Arabia with the objective of destroying the 
economic and mil itary capacities of  Syria and Iraq and 
seizing the Saudi and Persian Gulf oirtields-under the 
"protection" of a U .S .  nuclear umbrel l a  granted by the 
Camp David treaty . •  -Given the commitment of  the 
Soviet Union to defend I raq and Syria the cost of 
Camp David threatens to be more th�lO monetary .  

. 

by a Jerusalem source are that this 20,000 figure i s  
"very conservative . . . .  In  many households in Tel 
Aviv, when the woman doesn't ret\lrn home until 
the wee hours . of the morning, no questions are 
asked, everybody understands what is  going on ."  

The Israeli prostitution plague, a tragic conse
quence of Schachtian economic looting policies, has 
spread abroad to the shores of Europe. Dayan's son, 
among others, has been indicted by West German 
law enforcement agencies for running prostitution
and-dope rings in the German Federal Republic . 
According to a highly informed Israeli source, 
"These rings not only operate in Germany, they 
'extend to France and Latin America . Overseas 
Israel is l ike Dayan 's son make big profits from 
them ."  o 
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Brandt's crony organizes 
agai nst Schmidt a nd Wehner 
The- split between the Brandt wing and the Schmidt 
wing of  West Germany's Social Democratic Party was 
never more apparent than during the high-level U .S .  
tour by  a Brandt ally, Social Democratic parliamentar-. 
ian Corirad Ahlers, over the past two weeks. Open ly 
counterorganizing against the, war-avoidance policies 
of Chancellor Helmut Schmidt and his ally parliamen
tary leader Herbert Wehner, Ah lers promoted the 
strengthening of NATO and a confrontation with the 
Soviet Union in eastern Europe in public forums, and 
meetings with U.S .  military circles and National 
Security Advisor Zbign iew Brzezinski . And he sought 
to downplay the sign ificance of the European Monetary 
System , which Schm idt helped found. 

Ahlers has a long history of confrontationist 
politics .  After his World War II German Army service 
as a paratrooper, Ahlers began to profile himself as a 
Social Democratic military expert known for his anti
Communist views. His membership in the anti-Com
munist right wing dfd not prevent him, however, from 
getting a journalist's job with the li beral weekly Der 
Spiegel in the late 1 950s, where he became that 
magazine's mil itary affairs expert. 

In 1 962 Ahlers started the watergating of Chancellor 
Konrad Adenauer with a famous article in Der Spiegel 
alleging that the West German Bundeswehr was only 
"provisionally ready" to defend the country .  The 
toppling of Adenauer was British policy ,  directed at 
Adenauer's alliance with French President de Gaul le. 
Several years later , it was revealed that Ahlers and Der 
Spiegel had gotten the information for the article from 
the BND, the British-controlled West German intelli
gence agency . 

When Willy Brandt became West German Foreign 
Minister in the Social-Democratic-Christian Democrat
ic " grand coalition" in 1 967 , Ahlers was rewarded for 
his journalistic achievements with the position of 
government spokesman .  Sin'ce then , he has become a 
member of parliament, and a leading member of the 
parliamentary defense commission . 

The following are statements Ahlers made at the 
American University School of International Affairs in 
Washington, D.C. ,  April 1 0, and at the Harvard 

University Center of European Affairs, April 1 2 .  Ahlers 
was questioned by members of the U .S .  Labor Party, 
whose chairman Lyndon LaRouche was an architect of 
the European Monetary System policy adopted by 
Schmidt. In the exchanges, reference is made to reports 
that the Brandt wing is seeking to ban communication 
between members of the SPD and members of the 
European Labor Party, the USLP's cothinker organi
zation in Europe. 

Ahlers re i nterprets 
Germa n policy 
America n University, Apri l  1 0: 
Ahlers : I am travel ing here to mend a major misunder
standing that has arisen between the German people 
and the American people . . . .  There are fears that seem 
to be coming from U .S .  leaders about a basic 
reorientation in BRD pol icy, that as the Cold War 
slackens, the BRD would leave the Alliance. Some 
people would even compare this to Rapallo . 1 want to 
assure you that this is not the case. Detente does have 
a special meaning for Germany, but there is no such 
idea as leaving NATO and joining the Warsaw Pact. 

Germans have become aware that the geographic 
scope of NATO is too limited. Things that affect our 
security happen outside of NATO . . .  such as in the 
Mideast and Africa . . . .  

There is general concern and gratitude in West 
Germany to the U.S .  for the increase in defense budgets 
for NATO . . . .  We support it. . . .  We are concerned 
about the continuing buildup of Warsaw Pact forces, 
and some of us fear that what the Soviet Union is  
striving for is regional hegemony such as in Yugoslavia 
after Tito's death or something that can be used in the 
Mideast . 

USLP : You are the A hlers who wrote the Der Spiegel or-
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ticle that was the basis for overthro wing the A denauer 
government? 
Ahlers : Yes . 

USLP: Since you are an expert in the causes that bring 
down governments, would you comment on the article in 
the London press and the New York Times implying a 
change of government in Germany . . .  these articles seem 
to be attacking Chancellor Schmidt. Could you also com
ment on the Franco-German alliance and the European 
Monetary System ( EMS)? 
Ahlers : In  terms of governments changing, there's 
Thatcher, but I have my own bets on Thatcher, that 
she will not get in. But Helmut Schmidt will stay. He  
has massive popularity . . .  the economy i s  i n  good 
shape, and the opposition is incoherent . . . .  

As for the Franco-German alliance. Franco-GermalJ 
relations are extremely good, they are so good that it 
even frightens other political leaders to see such a close 
relationship . ' "  Everyone knows that it was Giscard 
and Schmidt, using their close relationship, that put 
together the EM S. 

The goal of the EMS is to promote the unity of 
Europe . Unfortunately, I do not think it will work . 

USLP: You mentioned that the geographic scope of 
NA TO is too limited. A re you advocating an expansion 
of NA TO? 

Ahlers: Most certainly not. Politically and militarily it 
is not advantageous.  But we find ourselves in a position 
where the security guaranteed by the treaty alliance is 
insufficient. Of course, Spain could join NATO quite 
easi ly, but this would not be a geographic extension of 
NATO. 

' 

USLP : I am a member of the u. s. Labor Party. From 
what you just said, it is obvious that you are intervening 
against the influence of the Labor Party and Helmut 
Schmidt and Herbert Wehner. Didn ' t  Willy Brandt say 
that the European and U. S. Labor Party had to be. 
prevented from getting the power the Mexican Labor 
Party has in Mexico? 
Ahlers: This is simply absolutely not correct . 

Harva rd University, April  1 2 : 
Ahlers : . . .  well, there have been certain areas of friction 
between the BRD and the United States . . . .  I' have 
traveled throughout ' America, visiting places like 
Kansas City and Minneapolis . . .  and found that people 
were asking -a good deal about self-Finlandization, 
Rapallo . . . I must say that there is something to self
Finlandization .  

When asked about Herbert Wehner, SPD parliamen
tary lead<;r: You have to understand that Wehner is an 

Ahl ers's it i n erary: offi c i a l  a nd u noffi c i a l  

\. 

Konrad Ahlers' itinerary in the U nited States was 
difficult to obtain. According to a Mr. Buhrstette of 
the West German Embassy in Washington ,  Ahlers 
visited: 
April 4-5 : 
U.S .  Army Association, Greater Atlanta Chapter 
Atlanta H ungry Club 
Southern Center for International Studies, Atlanta, 
A tlanta Constitution (newspaper) 
A tlanta Journal (newspaper 

April 7-10 :  
Center for Strategic and International Studies , 
Georgetown University , Washington ,  D .C .  
School of International Affairs, 

American University,Washington, D .C .  
U .S .  Pentagon offices . 
U .S .  Congressional offices 
U .S .  State Department offices 

Foreign Service I nter-Parliamentary- Seminar 

April 1 1- 13 :  
Center for European Studies, 

Harvard University , 
Cambridge, Mass . 
Lehman Institute, New York, N .Y .  
H udson Institute, New York, N .Y .  

H owever, Executive In telligence R eview has 
learned that Mr.  Ahlers made unscheduled trips to 
both Kansas City and Minneapolis, had private 
meetings on the U .S .  Army .base at' Fort Leaven
worth, Kansas, and a private audience with U .S .  
National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski . 
Inasmuch as the West Germany Embassy appeared 
to be unaware of these activities , it is not known 
whether the West German government approved 
them or not . 
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old man. And when you get older you tend to get 
pessimistic. He is pessimistic and adamantly opposed 
to deploying those nuclear weapons on German soil 
because he's afraid that the Soviets wil l regard this as 
a provocation . . . .  

. . .  there is  a growing conflict between the issues of  
defense and of  detente. I myself am coming down 
more on the side of defense because all the emphasis in 
the present has been on detente, and to balance this 
defense must catch up . Suppose Tito dies. It is probable 
that the Soviets might make a military move to annex 
Yugoslavia to the Warsaw Pact. And their judgment 
on whether this will succeed or  not depends on the 
balance between NATO and the Warsaw Pact. . . .  

After Salt I I  and I I I ,  if you have a strict parity 
between the Soviet Union's and the United States' 
ICBMs . . .  then Western Europe is at a permanent 
disadvantage because the Soviet Union can hit Europe 
with intermediate range missiles. The West doesn't 
have that. . . .  

M any studies show, and the fact that they all come 
up with the same numbers shows they ' cannot be in 
error, that the Soviets have deployed 1 80,000 more 
troops than the Soviets admit to . And we know where 
they are, they are in Poland . 

USLP : You mentioned at the outs 't that there is 
. increasing conflict between defense and detente . . .  but 

then there was the Bonn- Mosco w pact . . . .  It seems to 
me that there is some force, in the BRD as well as iii 
the SPD, that wants to push back this policy by Helmut 
Schmidt and bring BRD policy in line with London and 
Washington 's idea of NA TO. The London Economist 
said there was an effort underway to reorient the West 
German policy around this . . . .  
Ahlers : Well, first of all ,  when Willy Brandt was in 
Moscow he signed a treaty that was almost identical . A 
treaty is only as good as what will work . The problem , is it hasn't worked . One problem is that the Soviets 
have no capacity to deliver . Their infrastructure, their 
economy, can't handle this . It is not Rapal lo.  Rapallo 
is always a rightist policy and it means a break with the 
West . . 

West German industrialists would rather not deal 
with the Soviets. They 'd rather deal with other 
countries .  What we have with the Soviet Union is really 
very small and I see no significant increase. 

All of these questions are under reexamination now. 
And as I said, the emphasis is placed on strengfhening 
defense . . . .  Of course, I'd prefer to deal with Brezhnev, 

because we know with whom we are dealing . . .  and 
detente has worked out very positively between East 
and West Germany, because Germany is the only 
country with its people on both sides. There would be 
more destabi lization if East Germany were iso lated . I t's 
fine for them, but with the Soviets you do not get too 
much . 

USLP : I 'd like to introduce myself. I 'm Graham Lowry 
(rom the U. S. Labor Party. I think that the drift of your 
remarks confirms what we have gotten from an' SPD 
executive committee member. If this is what you are 
doing, then you are trying to fimit the influence of the 
EA P and the USL P and you are aiding the push for 
war. 
Ahlers: It's the Labor Party !-Don't overdramatize the 
situation. Of course there is something to what you say 
about discussion with in the SPD executive committee . 
But this is not my interest or my concern. 

USLP : [)o you kilOW of PR M-32 , the presidential memo 
that said that one third of your coun try will be destroyed 
and abandoned by NA TO forces. 
Ahlers : Yes . 

USLP : A nd you told us of meeting with Brzezinski. You 
know what  /:Ie told you? A hlers 
Yes. : USLP 

USLP : A nd you told us  of meeting with Brzezinski. You 
know what he told you? 
Ahlers : Yes. 

USLP : A nd you have heard of the Federal Emergency ' 
Management A gency? 
Ahlers : Yes . 

USLP : It sounds to me lik e something that happened in 
Germany in the early 1 930 's. 
Ahlers : No, no it is not analogous . Besides, I was too lit
tle then . 

USLP : You are engaging in efforts to contain the USL P 
and the EA P, and so you are engaging in efforts for 
nuclear war. Tell that to Willy Brandt. 
Ahlers : I don't see him that often, I saw him in March. 

USLP : Well, tell him that this is a hell oia time to pull the 
high treason act. 

' 

Ahlers : What do you mean by treason? 
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Karamanlis maps his country's future role 
Greece seeks to bridge Europe and the Arab world 
Greek Prime Minister Constantine Karamanli s  paid his 
first visit to Saudi Arabia at the end of February to 
concretize a wide range of joint cooperation agreements 
with the Saudis as part of Greek government policy to 
make that country "the bridge" between Europe and 
the Arab world. As pointed out by the Greek Premier 
in his interview with the Saudi newspaper Jidda ' Ukatz, 
"Greece's dual relations with the Arab countries on 
one hand and the European Common Marke� on  the 
other will open the road to a meeting between the Arab 
community and the European community ."  

Karamanlis is working closely with the French 
government to bring Greece into the European 
Commu-nity and thereby assume an important role in 
a three-way cooperation for Third World industriali
zation involving Arab investment, the advanced tech
nology of industrialized Europe an d  Greek territory 
and manpower. Greek participation in this arrangement 
is viewed as critical by French and West German 
partners of the newly formed European Monetary 
System (EMS), not only because of Greece's excellent 
geographical position in facilitating expanded trade 
between Europeans and Arabs, but most importantly 
in countering London-Washington plans to maintain 
regional crises in the Mideast-Mediterranean area . 

In view of the great opportunities for the develop
ment of Greece under a fully operational EMS, the 
Greek government is pursuing two major interconnect
ed policies . Accession into the EEC is projected to be 
finalized by the begimiing of 1 980, providing openings 
to the Arab nations of the Mideast and North Africa. 

Following a comprehensive European tour at the 
end of 1978,  during which Karamanlis received the full 
backing of Chancellor Schmidt and President Giscard 
d'Estaing for Greece's full membership in the European 
Community, the Greek Premier visited Saudi Arabia 
and Syria last month in his effort to materialize those 
policies . 

The agreements in Riyadh 
Arriving in Riyadh on Feb . 26, Karamanlis called for 
"a  comprehensive Mideast settlement" based on the 
complete "withdrawal of Israeli Forces from all Arab 
occupied territories," and also for the establishment of 

"an independent Palestinian state." During his three
day stay in the Saudi capital, the Greek Prime Minister, 
accompanied by Foreign Minister Rallis and Trade 
Minister Panayiotopoulos, held talks with Crown 
Prince Fahd and members of the Saudi cabinet covering 
a wide range of proposals for political and economic-
cooperation, such as: 

. 

* establishment of regular political contacts between 
the two countries. 

*establishment of a ferry service, linking the ports 
of Volos, Greece and Jeddah, Saudi Arabia via 
Alexandria, Egypt-to facilitate expanded trade activi� 
ties between Saudi Arabia, Syria, and Europe 

* construction of Saudi commercial ships in Greek 
shipyards 

* establishment of a joint aluminum plant, estimated 
at $ 1 .7 billion to be built in Saudi Arabia with the 
input of Greek aluminum and Saudi capital and energy . 

* signing of a long-term agreement for the Greek 
purchase of crude oil from the Saudis  

* expanded Greek exports such as cement, building 
materials , food-stuff, textiles, etc . 

Following the talks. Prince Fahd announced that 
the Saudis will supply Greece with two million tons of 
crude oil to help meet Greece's annual - demand over 
what the country · has already purchased from the 
Soviets, Iraq, and Libya . 

-

The Greek press has reported that besides commer
cial and technical ties between the two countries , which 
at present include 40 technical companies operating in 
Saudi Arabia, stronger political ties will result from the 
Greek-Saudi talks. Karamanlis was also received by 
King Khalid, and Prince Fahd accepted an invitation 
to visit Greece in the near future .  

Following his  visit to Riyadh , Karamanlis visited 
Syria, where he held talks with Syrian President Assad. 

-Greece and Syria had already concluded an agreement 
in 1 977,  which opened I! truck-ferry service between the 
Greek eastern port of Volos and the Syrian port 
Tartous which now operates daily . This route is due to 
be supplemented by additional lines, probably linking 
the Greek ports of Salonica, Piraeus, Patras, Volos and 
one of the ports in the island of Crete with Syrian, 
Libyan and Egyptian ports. 
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Greek, Ara b  cooperation 
The recent Karamanlis trip is the first major outcome 
of an approximately two-year effort by the Arabs, 
Greeks and the European architects of  the EMS to 
establish a triangular arrangement of economic and 
cultural cooperation. 

In 1 977 ,  the G reek government founded the 
Chamber of Development and Cooperation with the 
Arab countries (CDC), headed by the Greek Ambas
sador-at-Iarge to the Arab world, Ioannis Georgakis . 
As pointed out by its director, the �ims ?f the CDC are . 
to promote Arab investment projects In Europe �nd  
joint Arab-European projects i n  the Ara� countries . 
Since the foundation of the CDC, as described by one 
of its spokesmen, "more and more North European 
firms are asking us if they can have the chance to 
participate with their technologr in joint projects ." 
Businessmen from I taly, West Germany and France 
have reportedly approached the CDC for membership .  
CDC Director General Walter Buchholtz, has been 
quoted saying that more than 70 W��t German firms 
are "looking seriously for opportumtIes for coopera
tion .  " 

In  the summer of 1 978,  a major Greek-Arab 
Symposium was held in Athens, during which 1 00 Arab 
investors and economists representing 1 1  Arab states 
were presented with a list of 70 projects in such are�s 
as petrochemicals , steel, paper-industry, telecommum
cations, shipping and energy. One of the Greek ?f�ers 
to the Arabs is  participation in a $4 1 5  mI l l ion  
petrochemical complex planned by the Greek st.ate 
agency for industrial development. At the con�lus�on 
of the symposium, Greek Minister of  Coord�natIOn 
Mitsotakis announced the successful  completIOn of 
negotiations for the establishment of the first Greek
Arab bank to make credit available for development 
projects and finance Greek-Arab trade . . 

Over the past five years, Greek exports to the Arab 
countries increased twelve-fold from $50 million to 
more than $500 million and include machines, transport 
equipment, manufactured goods, foodst.urfs, constr�c
tion materials, and textiles. In addItIon, maSSIve 
construction projects , mostly in the Gulf  area, are 
carried out by Greek contractors. 

The growing interest expressed by the Arabs for 
investing in Greece wil l  be further discussed in the 
second major meeting organized by the CDC for June 
25-28 in Athens: which although called the Greek-Arab 
Symposium for Development and Cooperation, will be 
attended by Europeap delegates as wel l .  . It has also been decided that two cultural MedIter
ranean centers for "Hellenic- Islamic and Arab studies" 
are to be set up in the island of Rhodes and Athens as 
meeting facil ities for Arab and European cultural 
exchange. 

-Erin; Leved; 

Karamanlis talks about the common 

Hellenic and Arab h�ritage 

In preparation for his extraordinary February trade 
meetings in Saudi A rabia. Greek Prime Minister 
Karamanlis made the following remarks to the Saudi 
newspaper Jidda 'Vkaz in A thens: 

Your country and ours have been sources of 
civilization, in that you can say that contemporary 
thought found its roots in the Arabian peninsula 
and the Greek peninsula .  Cooperation between us 
could provide human civilization with continued and 
constantly renewing radiation of intellect, especially 
since both our political experiments are based on 
human care that gives new significance to democratic 
practices which, in our view, are no longer mere 
patterns and forms of political action but also must 
be linked to the very objectives of seeking a better 
l ife for man wherever he may be. 

This shows that the principal aim of this visit is 
to create fields of  political action within the area in  
which we exist because the currents and dangers 
around us in this area if ignored are . bound to 
change the characteristics of l ife, for whose consoli
dation you have struggled for 14 centuries 

Consequently, you are right ip saying that the 
importance of the visit is connected with the present 

. situation and conditions in the Mideast because, out 
o f  our sense of the danger, we are searching for an 
al ly with whom we can cooperate to repel these 
dangers. We can find no better ally than the political 
leadership of your country, on the grounds of 
ancient thought and political action that gives us, 
together, the ability to cooperate in leading the area 
in preserving the cultural heritage not only inside 
the two countries but also throughout the world . 

, 
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· (  ECONOMIC SUR VEY 
• 

With EMS on the back burner: 

'F · I h ree enterprise t reatens 

As long as France's patrician President Giscard d'Estaing was firmly committed, as he 
had been since last summer, to early implementation o f  the European Monetary 
System 's  program of third world industrial development, m any were convinced that the 
persisting weakness in France's domestic economy wo uld tend to work itself out. 

But, under intense pressure from London, Washington,  and NATO in Brussels,  
Giscard . and EMS co founder Helmut Schmidt have backed off from their low-interest 
Third World lending program. The result: problems in France's domestic economic 
picture are suddenly looming large. for Giscard . 

The crux of the problem is the so-called Barre plan, the program advanced under the 
name of Prime Minister · Raym ond Barre, of stimulating French industry by cutting 
back on the nation ' s  traditional dirigist focus on state-directed investment (epitomized 
by the eight, . state-owned industries), in favor of indirect "stimulation" of investment in 
the private sector, coupled with an austerity policy aimed at holding down imports and 
wages. 

President Giscard appears sincerely committed to - industrial growth for France; to 
the extent that he has accepted the Barre prescriptions ,  he has done so under pressure 
from entrenched Rothschild interests in France, and apparently from the mistaken belief 
that the Barre program-which has been particularly promoted not so much by Barre 
himself but by the circle of li beral "new economists" gathered around Finance Minister 
Rene Monory-might actually improve France's i ndustrial position . 

The Barre program has had two years to work; the results are in, and, as the 
following survey shows, whatever it has accomplished, it has not worked to strengthen 
French industry . In fact, as a result of the program, Giscard is now sitting on an 
eco nomic and social powder-keg . At this point it will take vigorous and prompt action 
to push through the EMS's Third World development program, and, domestically, to 
revive the dirigist economic approach of President de Gaulle (and earlier, France' s great 
economic planner Jean- Baptiste Colbert) for Giscard to extricate himself from his 
domestic predicament. 

The premises of Prime Minister Raymond Barre and Rene Monory's deflationary 
plan are best summed up in a little known (in the U . S .) series of articles penned by 
Fran�ois de Combret, technical advisor to the General Secretariat of the President of 
the Republic, published by Le Monde. in late M arch and early April 1 978 .  
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French economy 

' I  I 
ndustrial Redeployment . 

Under the gene�al heading of " Industrial Redeploy
ment," de Combret argued that the 1 973 oil price 
explosion-a "watershed in history"-necessi tated the 
"redeployment of French industry" and, at the same 
time, the demise of the " Industrial Imperative" pol icy 
of the first 1 5  years of the French Fifth Republ ic., The 
rationale for the new policy stemmed from a "break at 
three level s": ( 1 )  comparative prices (the rise in raw 
materials prices, including energy);  (2) the "new 
international division of labor," i .e . ,  the growing 
industrialization of the Third World; and (3)  the 
developed countries are looking forward to ',' a quieter , 
more humane, more equitable mode of growth ,"  e .g .  
the "service-oriented" mushrooming of gambling casi
nos and hotels being encouraged these days by London . 
AccQrdingly, he argued , three new principles must 
govern the new industrial  policy: 

-"State intervention must become the exception and 
respect for private initiative and the disciplines of the 
market the rule." The target here is France' s eight large 
state sector industrial firms, including Renault, the 
giant EDF-GDF energy monopoly (which incorporates 
France's '  nuclear program), and the SNIAS Aerospa
tiale ai rcraft concern . As the chart shows, the public 
sector concerns have contributed a disproportionate 
share of actual capital growth in the French economy 
since 1 973 .  Argued de Combtet: a slowdown in growth 
is inevitable, and "public money is  becoming scarce" 
anyway . Arid he quoted Ronald Gierson, the president 
of Britain's General Electric, which recently reoriented 
its expansion ' program toward large-scale asset strip
ping :  "Ministers and civil servants are playing with 
taxpayers ' money when they think they are Rockefellers 
and when they too often invest in dead-end ventures. " 
Since then, Monory has stepped up government attacks 
against the alleged inefficiency and waste of  the public 
sector and sponsored a series of plans to decontrol 
public sector corporations.  

-"Competition must be restored in al l  fields . . . we 
must fight against monopolies and oligopolistic agree
ments in the national market ."  Implementation of th is 
second principle has meant the decontrol of industrial 
prices,  which M onory has described as a "true 
revo lution in the French economy," portraying himself 
as the first French politician in the last 30 years who 
"has dared to stop price controls" and wage a "pitiless" 
war against the "lame ducks" of industry .  

-"The new industrial policy is  focused on the small 
and medium-size corporations." In other words: scrap 
France's industrial giants .  

"The three principles of the new industrial policy 
must be implemented without dogmatism. Empiri
cism . . .  could thus be promoted to the status of 4th 
pri nciple. " 

The other main objective of the industrial redeploy
ment de Com bret defined as the restoration o f  
equil ibrium i n  the balance of  trade and balance o f  
payments . 

His  recipes were frankly autarkical . "We must 
above al l reduce imports through a systematic policy of 
reconquest of the national market (which) can mean 
savings in the consumption of  raw materials, energy, 
and finished products. We must shoulder part of the 
burden of poverty and scarcity ." Aga�n de Combret 
argued that the slowdown of growth would sponta
neously contribute to the reduction of "superfluous 
consumption," but that it was of  paramount importance 
to "reform public mores" in the direction of greater 
frugality. 

Elaborating, de Combret further argued that the 
"transformation of  the production processes" will help  
reduce imports-the "overconsumption" of fertilizer in 
agriculture being targeted in particular. 

And he outlined three policy orientations aimed at 
restoring the much-touted "equilibriums":  promoting · 
productive activities in keeping with French tradition
the wood industry, agro,-food industry, etc . ;  emphasiz
ing "reciprocity" in international trade; and the 
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"reconquest of the natio.nal labor market"-immigrant 
workers must be expelled (this has become the official 
policy of Secretary of Manual Labor' Lionel Stoleru) 
and the jobs thus made available be filled by French 
workers through a campaign in favor of manual labor, I 
craftwork, etc. 

Concerning the export drive proper, de Combret 
suggests that France should renew the tradition of the 
French India Companies, that the access of small- and 
medium-sized corporations to foreign markets be 

• faci litated, and that a general policy of cooperation 
"without exclusiveness" be implemented in the fields of 
nuclear energy, computer and aerospace technologies
given France's " limited financial resources . "  Behind 

. this proposal is a continuing campaign to stamp out 
the vestiges of de Gaulle's efforts to develop pioneering 
all-French technologies in these areas. 

The two-and-a-half-year-old " Barre Plan" has on 
the whole been a faithful · implementation of the 
monetarist policy which Fran�ois de Combret, along 
with many other government advisors, including the 
new president of the French economic planning agency 
Michel Albert, publicly unveiled as soon as the 1 978 
elections, the "great scare of March 1 978 ," had passed 
with a resounding victory for Giscard's  forces. 

Barre's "logic" can be summed up as follows: given 
"external constraint" (the need to export more to foot 
the oil bill, and keep imports at as low a level as 
possible)-which implies the depression . of household 
consumption and wages-priority must be given to the 
recovery of the private sector's financial situation.  Once 
achieved, the latter will trigger productive investment, 
which in turn will improve the employment situation.  
But Barre's "theorem" or "the German theorem" as it 
has been called by Barre's retinue of financial wizards, 
according to which profits breed investment, has 
proved to be a disaster on all counts . 

The true exten� of the 
1 978 corporate "fi n a ncial  ' recovery" 
In its latest "note de conjoncture," the French National 
Statistics Institute IN SEE has dispelled all the wishful 
thinking concerning the "German theorem."Gross 
profits (dividends plus interest plus taxes plus self
financing) in 1 978 stood at 2 percent of total corporate 
added value, compared to 28 .5  percent in the 1 970-73 
period, and 24.8  percent in 1 975-76. Wage costs (wages 
plus social security contributions), bemoans Barre, 
which represented 64 percent of corporate value added 
in the 1 970-73 period, rose to 69 percent in 1 976, and 
dropped' "only" to 67 percent last year, given the stiff 
resistance to austerity, did not keep up with inflation.  
The increase in wage costs slowed from 9 .5  percent in 
1 977 to 7.5 percent last year, while industrial production 

prices rose 6.5 percent in 1 977, and 8 percent in 1 978 .  
Meanwhile industrial production increased a low 2 
percent in 1 978 ,  hardly better than in 1 977. The 
situation during the last quarter 1 978 and the first two 
months of 1 979 reportedly improved, with the highly 
unreliable industrial output monthly index . (it covers 
only 4 1' percent of industry) rising 5 . 5  percent on an 
annual basis over the indicated period. Recent business 
surveys point toward a leveling of industrial output, 
b;ven the "uncertainties" in the energy ' and raw 
materials fields and the general international situation. 

What happened? Private industry benefited from an 
II percent decrease in corporate and property taxes , 
from low-interest rate state grants and loans totaling 
some to billion francs, and from some 4 billion francs 
in ' savings that were reportedly channeled to equity 
purchases through an investment tax break (the so
called "5 ,000 francs Monory").  Last, but not least, the 
progression of the wage earners ' purchasing power was · 
kept at a low 1 . 5 percent in 1 978, although industrial 
wage levels in France are still, along with the British 
ones, the lowest among the EEC countries (see table) . 
Despite a savage streamlining of production capacities 
(Monory's notorious "degraissage"-"cutting the fat"), 
gross savings (self-financing) in relation to corporate 
value added stood at a low 1 1 .5 percent in 1 978, 
compared with 14 percent in the 1 970-73 period . 
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As the April 3 i ssue of L es Echos points out, some 
improvement in corporate profits did take place fast 
year, but a return to "normalcy" has yet to come. 
Moreover, whatever improvement took place l ast 
year-the true extent will only be known when the 
Comptes de la Nation for 1 978 appears later this year
did so during the first half of 1 978 ;  since then, "general 
uncertainty" has prevailed. 

I nvestment:  
wait ing for Godot 
Nothing i l lustrates better the coexistence in France of 
two widely diverging economies than the comparative 
evolution of productive investment (fixed gross capital 
formation in industry, services, commerce) since 1 973  
in particular (see graph). According to updated figures 
released late last month, productive investment over 
the 1 973·78 period increased 75 percent in the public 
sector and fell 7 percent in the private sector. Overal l ,  
productive investment fel l  0 .5  percent in 1 977 and rose 
0.5 percent in 1 978 . Individual firms were particularly 
hard hit: down 12 percent in 1 975 ,  plus 6.6 percent in 
1 976, down 1 percent in 1 977, up I percent in 1 978 .  

With  an average rate of productive capacity 
util ization in industry of 84 percent, the share of 
investment in capacity expansion has dropped from 30 
percent in 1 973 to 25 percent in 1 978 , whil e  an 
estimated 30 percent of private capital invested would 
go to modernize the existing stock of capital . 

Although definitive figures for last year's gross 
fixed capital formation in private industry are not yet 
available, the 1 978 figures for the machine tool industry 
provide a fairly rel iable picture of what the current 
situation of industry as a whole is .  

Whi le the industry achieved an unheard·of trade 
surplus of FF355 mill ion in 1 978 ,  the national market 
has collapsed, with no pickup in sight, if we are to 
bel ieve the March 1 979 monthly business survey by L es 
Echos. Since 1 973- 1 976 being an exception-national 
consumption has kept dwindling, by l ate 1 978 reaching 
a level comparable to that of the early 1 960s ! National 
consumption in 1 978 amounted to a low 62,000 tons 
(a drop of 16 percent compared to 1 977, which itself 
saw a 30 percent drop compared to 1 976), which can be 
broken down . into 35 ,000 tons of imports and 27,000 
tons produced at home. Given the notorious inadequacy 
of French national machine tool production to the 
requirements of industry as a whole (the French 
machine tool industry specializes heavily in a few highly 
sophisticated items), the sharp drop in imports (down 
14 percent to 35,000 tons in 1 978 compared to 1 977) is 

, another indication of the low level of capital formation 
in the private sector.  

Machine tools 

Percentage of tota l 
less than 1 0  years old in 1 978 

West Germany . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  37 

Brita i n  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  39 

Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  42 

Japan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

Source: European Coordinating Committee of the Machine- Tool Industry 

Mach ine tool del iveries 
Percentage change, 1 977-78 

West Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + 28 

USA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + 34 

Italy, Britain  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . + 3  

Source: European Coordinating Committee of the Machine-Tool Industry 

Hourly wage rate 
of i n d ustria l workers 

mid- 1 978 

Belg ium,  Sweden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9.88 

The Netherlands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.62 

West Germa ny . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9. 1 8  

USA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8.26 

Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 .54 

Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6. 1 8  

Japan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 .65 

Brita i n  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.24 

,Source, Citibank's Monthly Economic letter, December 1 978 
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In comparative terms the situation i� no better. 
Machine tool deliveries over the 1 977-78 period fel l  35  
percent i n  France, while increasing � 28 percent in 
France's main trading partner and competitor, West 
Germany . As a consequence, France, which was already 
lagging behind its main trading partners, now has the 
oldest set of machines in industry in Europe, with only 
one-third less than ten .years old. 

Confronted with these dismal figures Credit Nation
al' . president Andre de Lattre warned last January, 
"while favoring the financial consolidation of private 
corporations, (the stagnation of private investment) 
(Oould entail serious drawbacks in the near future for 
the competitiveness of French industry , especial ly at a 
time when our competitors are i ncreasing their invest
ments, in the area of productivity in particular ." 

The figures above also cal l in question the wide
spread contention that corporations would devote some 
30 percent of their investments to the modernization of 
the existing stock of capital .  I n  this respect the latest 
INSEE "note de conjoncture" intimll.tes that an 
unspecified share of the corporations' greater l iquidity 
in 1 978 went to reduce heavy corporate debts-prior to 
1 978, financial costs frequently amounted to over 5 
percent of corporate turnovers . Quoting the Apri l  3rd 
issue of Les Echos: "Part of the new capital generated
through the new 'M onory' equity shares scheme and 
improved self-financing-is used for debt reti rement 
and debt service purposes . "  

Of . more long-term significance, persisting ' stagna
tion of productive investment bears heavily on the 
competitiveness of the crucial capital goods sector of 
industry. Taking Britain as the epitome of  industrial 
anemia, the drop in Britain's share of  capital goods 
exports over the decade 1 965-75 was parallel to a fal l  in 
the investment rate of manufacturing, from 1 3 .4 percent 
to 12 percent. Conversely,  France increased its share 
during that decade, with an investment rate in  
manufacturing rising from 1 6 . 5  percent to  1 9 .7  percent . � .  
Britain's low level of productive investment was also 
linked to a decline in its share on both foreign markets 
and the British market-the percentage share of 
machine tool iinports in national demand, which had 
stabil ized at about 20 percent prior to 1 970, increased 
sharply to 35 percent in 1 973  and over 4 1  percent in 
1 974 . The parallel with France today is' obvious enough : 
France's share in capital goods exports, which has 
stagnated since 1 975 ,  appears bound to regress in the 
coming years. 

A survey of the 1 978 results of some of the capital 
goods producing branches of  industry bears out the 
global picture emerging from the investment situation .  

The MPTS eq u i pment goods sector . .  
Tak�, for example, the M PTS equipment goods sector 
(equipment for steel ,  construction , etc . ) .  The sector's 
turnover i n  1 978 (FF8 .7 bi l l ion) was dQwn, in volume 
terms,  I percent from 1 977,  and 1 7  percent from 1 973 . 
The national market has shrunk 5 . 3  percent compared 
to 1 977 .  Twenty percent of the sector's firms have gone 
bankrupt s ince 1 973 ,  and the total labor force is down 
8,000 from a 1 973 tota� of 43, 500 (minus 19 percent). 
Even more tel l ing is the 50 percent col lapse of national 
demand since 1 973 .  

The M PTS sector has so far achieved a good score . 
on foreign markets. Exports rose 2 percent in volume . 
in 1 978,  to FF5 .4 bi l l ion, thus realizing a FF3 bil l ion 
surplus (62 percent of the output is  exported) .  

The  collapse of  the national market, however, i�. 
th reatening the very survival of the sector .  Following 
the 1 977 takeover of Poclain (number one in the field) . 
by the . u .s .  giant Case-Tenneco, Ford's recently 
acquired French subsidiary Richiel: is being dismantled · 
after yeats of losses ,  while German firms are buying up 
medium-sized M PTS corporations by the dozen . The 
cri sis in  this sector is such that the president of the 
M PTS e.mployers association recently urged the gov
ernment to float a FF I O  bil l ion loan t,o foster activity 
in the public works / construction branch (public. 
orders represent 70 percent of the national M PTS 
market, both direct ly and indirectly) .  "France is  still 
largely underequipped, contrary to certain doctrines 
erroneously developed by government circles," he 
warned, further arguing that housing construction and 
public works absorb some 50 percent of national steel 
production . 

E lectr ical  construction 
Contrary to 1 977 expectations of a 6 .5  percent growth 
of the electrical construction sector, 1 978 figures show 
an increase in volume of only 1 .5 percent, compared 
with 4 .8  percent in 1 977 and 9 . 3  percent in 1 976. dne 
reason for the slowdown was the level ing ,( in constant 
francs) of public orders (main ly the P&T postal 
telecommunications state monopoly), which represent 
1 3  p.ercent of the professional branch turnover . Hence 
the layoffs by the branch 's leading firms: AOI P, CIT
Alcatel .  CGCT and L TT. 

The 1 978 turnover is expected to reach FF80 bil l ion 
(up 6 percent over 1 977) .  But the labor force is down 
2 percent to 460,000, while the average work ing week 
dropped to 40 1 /4 hours. compared to 441 I e  hours in 
1 970. Investments stayed at the 1 977 level of FF3 .3  
bi l l ion . Ominously, the hardest-hit component of the 
sector was the equipment goods branch (60 percent of 
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turnover), down I percent in volume. The figures for 
the consumer goods component (27 percent of turnover) 
were up by only I percent, while the intermediary 
goods branch ( 1 3  percent of turnover) was up sharply, 
with a 1 7  percent increase for the semiconductor 
industry . But this last, contrary to Barre's projections 
of private investment increases, was the outcome of the 
F F600 mil l ion,  5-year ' ' ' i ntegrated ci rcuit p lan" 
launched by the government in the spring of 1 977, 
aimed at developing a competitive, French-controlled 
semiconductor industry in cooperation with mainly 
U.S. corporations .  Exports rose 12 percent to 26 .7  
billionl with a geographical redistribution in favor of 
the EEC, the U.S.  and the East bloc, away from the 
OPEC countries . 

Housing a n d  construction 
Production in the  housing and construction sector was 
down for the fifth consecutive year (see table) . Less 
than 400,000 new housing starts are expected in 1 979 , 
while public investment (state and local entities) in the 
public works branch is expected to drop another 3 
percent in 1 979 . Output in the construction is expected 
to fall by 3 percent in volume. 

The French construction industry is, by all stand
ards, as much a depression area as steel, shipbuilding 
or texti le. The labor force shrank 7 percent last year (a 
loss of 80,000 jobs), with bankruptcies up 17 percent 
compared to 1 977 .  One out of three corporations in the 
s.ector have failed since 1 968,  and no relief is in sight. 
The impact on general activity has been · particularly 
hard since the loss of 10 jobs in the sector causes 
another 10 layoffs upstream or downstream. 

E m ployment:  
the powder keg 
Unemployment-artificially contained until the March 
1 978 legislative elections through various gimmicks li ke 
temporary hirings of job less high school graduates
hit the labor force savagely in the aftermath of the 
Giscardian electoral victory .

' 
Of the active population, 

6.0 1 percent is now jobless, an increase of 20.4 percent 
over the 1977-78 period to a total registered unemployed 
of 1 , 350,000 . The industrial labor force was among the 
hardest hit, with a net loss of 65 ,000 industrial jobs last 
year, down to 5 .63 million (the total was 6 million in 
1 974). 

Contrary to other EEC countries, the job market 
shows no sign of improvement . The January 1 9791 
unemployment index soared 2 . 1 percent while the 
OECD forecasts another 1 50,000 layoffs by December 
1 979. 

Construction perm its issued 
Percentage change over th ree quarters, 1 977-78 

Housing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :- 9.5 
H LM* ownersh ip  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 35.0 
H LM* renta l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - 20.0 
Assisted sector (non -HLM rental and ownersh ip - 7.0 
Private, una ided sector . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 5 .0 

Agricultural const ruction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . + 25.0 
I ndustr ia l  construction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 2.0 
Warehouses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 7.0 
Stores '"  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . .  - 6.0 

Source, L e s  Echos, Jan .  25,  1 979 

* H LM: relatively low-cost, state-subsidized housing. 

Longer-term prospects are even more . chilling. 
INSEE has just released a study showing that some 1 .8 
million new jobs must be created by 1 986 ip. order to 
cope with the expected increase in the active population, 
a figure which does not take into account the expected 
job losses in steel , shipbuilding, texti le, etc . Were the 
Barre pol icy to continue unchanged in the coming 
years, INSEE estimated that industrial employment will 
drop by 9.7 percent over the 1 975- 1 983  period (a loss 
of 805,000 jobs) . 

. 

Even more worrisome is the geographical distribu
tion of unemployment. Forty-three departments have 
an unemployment rate higher than the national average 
of 6.0 percent, and of these 1 2  have a rate higher than 
8 percent. They are concentrated in the old industrial 
areas in the eastern and northern part of the country; 
the southwest coastline (with the Loire Atlantique 
department in particular hard hit); and the Mediterra
nean coastline, with La Ciotat and Marseille the hardest 
hit (their respective jobless rates are 1 8 _ 3  percent and 
9.6 percent) . 

Foreig n trade 
One compelling argument for rapid implementation of . 
the EMS is the continuing weakness of French foreign 
trade, a reflection both of the general slowdown in 
world trade, as well as of the weakness of French 

. industry . Under EMS-di rected industrial development, 
the lag in French exports, from the industrial sector in 
particular, could be reversed. As  matters now stand, 
despite the Barre program, the 1 978 balance of trade 
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Key: 

C:=J positive change 

t /l ° ,0 - 7.5% 
-.: -7.5% 10 - 1 5% 

fi gures wo u l d  be i n  defic i t  w ere i t  not  for h uge 
arm aments exports ,  to  the M i deast in part ic u l a r .  I n  
CA F - F O B  term s ,  excl u d i n g  a r m a m e n t s  exports  b u t  
i ncl u d i n g  i n s uran ce a n d  s h i p p i n g  costs ,  the 1 9 7 8  defic i t  
a m o u n ted to F F2 3 . 5  b i l l i o n ;  t h i s  despite  a deep 
recess i o n  at  h o m e  w h i ch p l ayed a role i n  the gover n 
m e n t ' s  efforts to k eep i m p o rts at  t h e  l owest p o s s i b le 
level . 

Exports rose 1 2  percent ,  w h i l e  i m po rts g rew at a 
m uch s lower p ace of 6 . 6  percen t .  M o re d i s t u r b i n g  i s  
t h e  worsen i n g  of  the  tradit i o n a l  i m b a l ances , especi a l l y  
the persistent defic i t  of  French i n d ustri a l  g o o d s  trade 
with  the deve l oped co u n tr i e s .  

Sa id  the report to the Par l i a m ent o n  the adaptat i o n  
of  the  Seventh  P lan :  

The performance of  F rench i n d u stry on fo rei g n  
m arkets rem ai n s  fragi l e .  Ap a rt from o u r  i m m e
diate neighbors (70 percent of French expo rts are 
with i n  a 1 500 k i lometer r a d i u s  o f  Pari s ) ,  t h e  sh a re 
of foreig n  m ar kets he ld  by F rench corporat i ons  i s  
i m po rtan t o n l y  i n  cert a i n  French-spea k i ng A fr i 
can cou n t ries a n d  a few other cou ntr ies  l i k e 
Nigeria ,  I raq a n d  Li bya . . .  the c o n d i t i o n s  t h at 
m a de poss ib le  the mass ive  French t rade  s ur p l u s  
with  the non-oi l -producing devel o p i n g  co u ntr ies 
en h ance the l i m i tat io n s  of France 's  s uccess i n  
i m p rovi n g  i t s  trade b al a n ce .  T h e  c u rrent  s u rp l u s  

I ndustria l employment 
1 97 5 - 8 3  

At t h e  request o f  t h e  French economic plan

n ing agency, Com missariat au Plan, the 

National I nstitute of Statistics drew u p  a 

prospective map of regional industrial em

ployment ' for the 1 975- 1 983 period . The 

assum ption was made that there would be 

no state intervent ion,  g iv ing "free play to the 

market forces ."  

Even a l lowing for  new industries, indus

tr ial  employment in  a l l  of France will fal l  by 

805 ,000 or 9 . 7  percent over the 1 975-83 
period . The construct ion/publ ic works sector 

alone will have a net loss of 1 65 ,000 jobs. 

c h ie fl y  rests 4 pon t he expected p i c k u p  o f  e q u i p
m e n t  goods sa les .  Now those very s a les  a re based 
on a s h a r p  i n crease of c o m m e rc i a l cred its  . . .  which 
m a kes F r a n ce the cred itor  o f  a group o f  coun tr ies 
w h ose deb t - i ncurr ing capacit ies a re n o t  bo u n dles s .  
B u t  b y  i t s  structural  s ig n i ficance,  i t  i s  the scope o f  
o u r  defic i t  with  t h e  O E C D  c o u n t r i e s ,  especia l l y  
t h e  U . S . ,  the  B R D  and J apan w hi c h  i s  a larm i n g .  

I n  fact , t h e  i n dustr ia l  goods trade defic it  w i t h  the 
i n d u str ia l ized countries  reached F F26 b i l l ion i n  1 97 8 .  
T h e  b reakdown of t h i s  defic i t  i s  a s  fo l lows:  

• with the  E EC :  deficit  o f  FF 1 8  b i l l i o n ,  i nc luding 
FF 14  b i l l i o n  . . .  w i t h  the B R D ;  

• w i th t h e  n o n- E EC members o f  t h e  O EC D :  F F 8  
b i l l i o n .  

Of m aj o r  concern i s  the pers i s t i ng trade defi c i t  w i th 
W est G e r m a n y ,  France's  m a i n  t radi ng part ner-the 
1 9 7 8  s h a re o f  the B R D  in French exports was 1 8 .4 
percen t :  fo r i m po rts ,  i t  was 1 7 . 08 percent .  The overa l l  
t r a d e  defici t  w i th the B R D  a m o u nted to F F I O  b i l l i on 
in 1 9 7 8 ,  c o m pared to 1 0 . 7  b i l l i o n  i n  1 9 7 7 ,  and 1 3  b i l l i o n  
i n  1 97 6 ,  w h e n  the g l o b a l  defic i t  s t o o d  at 2 3  b i l l i o n  
fran c s .  The latter figu res h a ve p rom pted some com
mentators to a rgue t h at the Ba rre p lan  was l a u n ch ed 
p r i m a r i l y  because of the u h ten able  defic i t  w i th W est 
G e r m a n y ,  which , t h ey say,  h as t u rned France into an 
eco n o m i c  sate l l i te of  i ts  neighbor across the R h i ne .  
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EEC capital goods exports 
( in percent) 

Fra nce West Germa ny Italy Great Brita in 

Other Outside Other Outside Other Outside Other Outside 
EEC EEC EEC EEC EEC EEC EEC EEC 

1 965 1 3 .0 1 1 .6 38. 1 37.8 1 1 .4 9.2 1 4.3  32 .2  
1 970 1 6.2  1 3 .3  38.6 40. 1 1 2 .5 1 1 .8 1 2 .4 25.0 
1 975 1 8.6 1 6.8  36.4 4 1 .0 1 0.9 1 1 .6 1 1 .9 20. 1 
1 976 1 7.4 1 7.6 38.0 42.6 1 0.5 1 0.9 . 1 1 . 1 1 8 .2  
1 977 1 7.4 1 7. 1  38.3 43.0 1 0.5 1 1 .5 1 1 .9 1 8.3  
1 978 * 1 8 .5 1 6.6 37.0 42.4 1 0.2  1 0.9 1 2 .3  20.4 

* 1 st quarter 

Source: Eurosta', Bulletin mensuel du commerce exferieur 

The ab
.
ove chart �hows the percentage share of EEC capital goods exports held by France, West Germany, Italy, and Great Britain 

respechvely. The figures for exports are broken down between exports to the other eight nations of the European Economic Community 
and exports to nations outside the EEC. 

' 

France is, conversely, heavily dependent on its trade 
with the East bloc and the Third World as the 
fol lowing breakdown of the 1 978 industri�' goods 
surplus shows: 

• East bloc: FF7 billion 
• OPEC countries: FF25 billion 
• Non-oil-producing African countries: FF 10 billion 
• Developing Latin American countries (non-oi l

producing): FF5 billion 
• Non-oi l-producing Asian countries: FF3 billion 
The most disturbing feature of France's foreign 

trade last year is the regression of its industrial goods 
exports to the developing countries-a meager 2 .5  
percent increase in value-at a time when West 
Germany increased its exports in the same categories 
by 20 percent. This also accounts for the sharp drop of  
France's capital goods export surplus last year, down 
1 3 .6 percent. 

Consequently, while the average annual increase of  
French manufacturing products exports to  the devel
oping countries reached 20 percent for each of  the 
years from 1 974 to 1 977, last year it dropped sharply to 
only 2 .5  percent (an increase of  FF l .6 bil l ion). This 
corresponds to an actual reduction in volume. 

Ba rre's pla n  a fai lure 
By its own standards the Barre plan has proved to be 
an utter fai lure.  Investment has been stagnating for 
four years, with no foreseeable prospect of recovery; 
inflation is sti l l  galloping at around 1 0  percent, 
unemployment is rising and the competitiveness of 
French exports is seriously threatened . 

"One can contemplate an upturn in investment in 
France only if we simultaneously accept a deficit in our 
industrial balance. The reason is that our country does 
not have an industry producing certain types of 
equipment (and because) of the physical l imitations of 
the productive capacities when equipment is built in 
our country," wrote Mr .  Gerard, the former Rappor
teur General of the Industry Committee at the 
Commissariat au Plan . There lies the crux of the 
problem . Only a massive, dirigist investment plan in 
the high-technology sectors of industry, which neces
sarily calls for substantial imports of capital goods, will 
enable French manufacturers to meet the challenge of 
international competition and contribute to the devel
opment of the Third World. Whatever the "imbalances" 
in the short term, such a plan is the only truly anti
inflationary approach to French economic recovery. In 
short, the very antithesis of the economic pol icy known 

. as the Barre plan. 
-Alain Lemal 
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'The energy war has beg un' 
There are a number of true and important statements 
in this book,  which was written for a broad audience 
by the director of an energy information center 
affiliated with the giant state util ity Electricite de 
France. Taccoen insists that the underdeveloped coun
tries are "too poor to forego nuclear energy," in the 
book,  whose title in English means "The Energy War 
Has Begun ."  They cannot afford enough oil at current 
prices. Extraction and distribution of coal is too 
expensive, and hydropower can meet only a fraction of  
their needs . For lack of 
energy sources for industry,. 

Taccoen argues that we are not in an energy crisis: 
the post- 1 973  world scarcity of affordable fuel is the 
normal state of affairs. The era of cheap, abundant oil 
and the "blind revolution of oi l-primed growth" if 
al lowed constituted "an extraordinary fluke." The 
environmentalist movement represents no conspiracy, 
he says, but a "powerful and sincere" demand for a 
society with "a human face" :  environmentalism has the 
great merit, exemplified by the Friends of the Earth , of 
posing the necessity for conservation of resources . 

The point is not simply 
that with friends l ike Tac

the "famine chain" begins: 
deforestation and use of 
dung for fuel leads to ero
s ion ,  l a ck  of fe rt i l izer ,  
drought ,  starvation ,  and 
epidemics. 

La Guerre de I' energ ie est 
coen it would appear the 
partisans of nuclear power 
need few enemies . What the 
book expresses and exploits 
is a pervasive continental 
European mental ity that 
feeds the cowardice exhib
ited in the persistent Euro-

com mencee 

The danger of nuclear 
arms proli feration, Taccoen 
says, is not a question of  

by lionel  T accoen 
Pa ris :  Fla m ma rion ,  1 978 

305 p p . 
materials, and should not 
obstruct Third World civi l 
nuclear power. Furthermore, Europe should stop acting 
"hypnotized" by Third World trade competition and 
adapt to the potential markets in that sector .  To meet 
the advanced sector's own energy needs, giant long
term investment must be mobilized-for examp le, to 
develop internatiqnal liquefied natural gas transport 
networks-and this above all requires elimination of 
mil itary tensio·ns. 

But the principles and the concrete pol icy measures 
implied by these observations are, throughout the 
book ,  undercut or contradicted outright. Taccoen is 
not a partisan of nuclear and hydrocarbon development 
because they provide the energy volume and intensity 
required for world industrial growth . On the contrary, 
he sees nuclear fiss ion as an adj unct to energy 
conservation-and energy conservation as a qictate of 
the s low-growth world he advocates, supplanting 
"naive faith in technology" in the advanced sector and 
a Third World with currently "too many children and 
not enough ancestors ."  

pean endorsement of James 
Schlesinger's  U .S .  energy 
pol icies by the French and 

West German governments. For that mentality there is 
a fixed universe, and Europe got a rotten piece of it in 
terms of raw materials and indigenous fuel sources. 
Therefore Europe must cut back to survive; therefore 
Raymond Barre must be al lowed to proceed with 
austerity and rationalization in France; therefore the 
antigrowth Jusos (Willy Brandt's Young Social Dem
ocrats) must be welcomed as a legitimate element in 
West German political l ife . .  

"Leave some for the others" 
Taccoen deplores Japanese nuClear power cutbacks 
because they will increase "the crowd at the Mideast 
wel ls" and impel Japan to grab more Mideast industriar 
contracts away from France to cover its balance of 
payments . The same is true of  less-developed countries 
whose workers s lave to pay national oil bi l ls and 
undersell French manufactured exports. As for the 
United States, "from a strictly European point of view" 
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it should switch to a coal-based economy, since an all
out V.S .  nuclear commitment would squeeze world 
uranium markets ! 

By the same token, the virtue of developing a ful l  
fast-breeder" waste retreatment nuclear cycle in  France 
does not lie in economic expansion-Taccoen insists 
that France will not and should never again experience 
a period of rapid growth-but in the enhancement of 
French :'independence."  At the same time solar power, 
wind and water mills have " a role to play" in ensuring 
that not only the nation but individual vil lages and 
buildings have "autonomy" from the breakdowns 
threatened by central power grids .  

On the international level , Taccoen concludes that 
the "population explosion" is an act of defiance by the 
oppressed, who will insist on industrializing; but they 
can never reach the V.S .  level of living standards, and 
the best hope that "Westerners" can disabuse the less
developed countries of this aim is the current disunity 
among the latter. The North-South dialogue is futile; 
what is  needed are "strong international organizatons" 
to control multinational corporations and promote 
redistribution of fuel to the poorest, while the Arabs 
properly cut back their total production. 

This perspective not only inverts Taccoen' s  cal l  for 
cooperative long-term investment, but belies his intro
ductory comments on energy applications. There, he 
views industrial output gains as an exponent, not a 
one-to-one function, of energy consumption,  given the 
right kind of energy: "From earning a doctorate in 
thermodynamics, I recall that different forms' of energy 
have very different values. With one glass of water at 
60 C. two glasses at 30 can easily be made. The 
reverse is difficult. How to explain to the starving 
inhabitants of the Sahel that the calories they receive 
from the sun on their poor carcasses are mathematically 
equivalent to those contained in a good steak?" The 
introduction goes on to summarize the benefits of 
French postwar mechanization of agriculture, including 
the transformation of the peasant labor force .  

But for the future, entropy is the thermodynamic 
principle. The book tallies available world energy 

resources in the year 2000, including 4 .5 billion tons of 
oil, coal equivalent to 3.6 billion, nuclear 1 .5 billion, 
gas,  3 billion, hydropower, I billion, and "alternative 
energies," .5 billion. The total proves that "the enetgy 
future is going to be disagreeable." This superficially 
adjusted projection from 1977 involves no real analysis 
of possible investment strategies-including crash in
ternational development of Siberian resources-or 
differential returns on investment in various energy 
sources.  Thermonuclear fusion power is mentioned in 
a single paragraph which blandly states that fusion win 
be unfeasible before 2000, period; this . compares with 
prolonged examination of such options as introducing 
solar power to the grey northeast of France. 

It should not be necessary to spell out the fact that 
transfer of nuclear technology to the Third World is 
incompatible with austerity and "conservation" in the 
advanced sector, orthat the autarkic economics mooted 
by Taccoen are on NATO's blueprints for war. It 
should not be necessary to state that the alternative to 
accelerating the rate ' of technological advances which 
permits increasing rates of tangible social surplus is not 
a nice, clean "steady state," but genocidal breakdown. 
Since this effort is ,  however, urgently necessary, the 
European Labor Parties' electoral campaigns for the 
Strasbourg European Parliamentary elections are start
ling to make it into the stuff of continental politics . The 
energy war-which is essentially the battle for universal 
reason against Taccoen's Malthusian scramble-has 
begun in earnest. 

Would de Gaulle have countenanced chatter about 
"productivism ," "hjerarchization ," and "basic needs" 
issuing from what ought to serve as a major French 
center for mass education? Whether M .  Taccoen himself 
should be spanked, tutored, or charged with abetting 
"sincere" terrorist attacks against nuclear advocates 
and installations is one question . The larger question is 
when the European Monetary System founders will join 
ih mobilizing a population eager enough to rid itself of 
the half-a-Ioaf, centimes-in-the-heater outlook and 
bring in a scientific age. 

-Susan Johnson 
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Soviet scientist condemns 
the Harrisburg nuclear scare 
In a major political and scientific stalement. A .  P. 
A leksandrov. President of the Soviet A cademy of 
Sciences. condemned the media scare over the Harrisburg 
Three Mile Island plant as part of " the campaign against 
atomic power. " 

In a prominent feature in Izvestia April 1 1  A leksan
drov described why the Soviet Union is ' committed to 
"restructuring" its energy base in favor of nuclear 
energy. A ccording to A leksandrov. workable fusion 

. energy reactors could appear within 10 years. 
In his article. which presents in great detail the latest 

developments in nuclear energy. A cademician A leksan
drov also explained that solar energy is no solution to 
the energy crisis. -

In the excerpts below. A leksandrov proves the case 
that "a reasonable energy policy and the utilization of 
the achievements of science gives humanity the possibility" 
to avoid " the urifortunate prospect of a not too far away 
total energy crisis. " 

Energetics is essentially the basis of the economy, 
technology and the lives of people in our time. Leonid 
Ilich [Brezhnev) , speaking at the November ( 1 978) 
Plenum of the Central Committee of the Soviet 
Communist Party , said that it is difficult to overestimate 
the importance of the fuel-energy complex. In the 
beginning of our cen(ury, world energy demand 
dO.ubled approximately every 50 years . . . .  Electrical 
energy is doubling now approximately every to years 
in the more developed countries . 

What explains such swift growth? It would seem 
that the more technological processes are perfected, the 
less energy must be used per ton of production. It is 
also like this in reality: the improvement of technologies 
increases the output of production per kilowatt hour 
spent. But the world population grows quite quickly, 
and this demands an increase in  the qualJtity of 
production .  Now the planet's population is approxi
mately 4.5 billion, but at the end of the century it will 
be 6-6 .5 billion . This already demands an increase in 
the expenditure of energy resources. 

Besides that, there is an industrialization process 

going on in the world .  This demands additional outlays 
of materials . . .  

The necessity to increase the ferti lity of the soil also 
increases energy expenditures in cultivating the soil and 
its products, and in the production of fertilizer. 

Finally, many natural resources which previously . 
could be easily reached because their deposits were 
close to the earth ' s  surface, are now exhausted; to reach 
them one must go deep into the earth or the continental 
shelf. . . .  A l l  this taken as a whole leads to an 
extraordinarily rapid and inevitable growth of energy 
demand, far outdistancing population growth . . . .  

However, world supplies of oil and gas are limited. 
If you take into account the growth of energy demand, 
they might be exhausted in 20 or maximum 50 years . It 
must also be taken into account that oil and gas are 
not only energy raw materials .  It would be extremely 
important to keep them for a longer period as raw 
materials for acquiring a whole range of chemical 
products, plastics, etc . . . .  

The approaching exhaustion of world oil and gas 
supplies has. now become a very sharp political and 
economic problem . A number of the major capitalist 
countries import all or a significant part of their oil , in 
large par� from the Arab .countries of the Middle East. 
The impossibility of acquiring oil means for any of the 
capitalist countries full economic breakdown within 
three to five year�. In the fight for the remaining oil 
and gas, the Western countries will try all means of 
pressure up to using arms against the oil-owning 
countries . The preparation for this is a lready underway . 

It would seem that humanity faces the unfortunate 
prospect of a total energy crisis not far off. However, 
a reasonable energy policy and the utilization of the 
achievements of science gives humanity the possibility 
to avoid this crisis . Atomic energy and coal provide the 
possibility in principle of building energy on new 
foundations.  

It is precisely in this area that fundamental scientific 
research has shown its exceptional efficiency. As is 
known, the development of research in the physics of 
the atomic nucleus makes it possible to avert the threat 
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of an energy crisis by using the energy freed by several 
reactions of the atomic nucleus. 

. . .  The thermonuclear synthesis of light atomic 
nucleii is so far realized in an uncontrolled form in 
thermonuclear bombs, but thanks to the , efforts of 
scientists it wil l  soon be realized in a controlled form. 
It is likely that within lO years, the first experimental 
thermonuclear power stations wil l appear. 

The necessity of economizing as much as possible ' 
on oil and later on gas too , wil l inevitably lead to 
increased us� of nuclear energy. 

. . .  The first nuclear power station was put into 
operation in our country; other countries followed. The 
construction of m ajor  nuclear plants began and 
optimistic prognoses of their development were . made. 
But soon abroad, especially in the U.S .A . ,  a braking of 
this process began .  From the U.S .A.  the polemic spread 
to other western countries . What does this mean? Of. 
course, atomic energy has a significant negative side
the radioactive wastes which must be reliably stored for 
a long time to avoid pollution of the environment. This 
is an important engineering problem, but it can be 
reliably resolved for any dimension of energetics . 
Further, detailed investigations of the damage to the 
environment by coal-powered electric stations have 
shown that the harm from them is substantially larger 
than from nuclear plants. The real state of affairs about 
the noise around the construction of atomic plants is 
something totally different. The development of large 
capacity atomic power stations could threaten the 
profits of the fuel monopolies . 

. 

The reverberations in the Western press on the 
accident at the atomic reactor in Harrisburg, U .S .A . ,  
when some essentially small unpleasant consequences 
were described in an extraordinarily  exaggerated 
manner, ar� also a continuation of the campaign 
against atomic power . . . . .  

The inconsistent position of the U .S .  authorities in 
questions of energy development is determined by their 
weakness before the oil monopolies, and on the other 

hand, their understanding of the inevitability of the 
broad development of atomic energy, fission as well as 
fusion,  of ' the inevitability of guaranteeing energy 
development through plutonium production . 

The broad development of atomic power
' 
of all 

kinds through self-generating nuclear fuel and the 
increased utilization of coal i s  the only reasonable way 
to avoid an energy crisis. 

Today it is not too late to move towards the 
restructuring of energy. The Soviet Union is making 
confident steps in this direction . . . . .  

The breeding of the new plutonium fuel is extremely 
important. We must be capable of breeding this new 
nuclear fuel with the same speed we need to develop 
the energy industry . . . .  

The doubling of the mass of nuclear fuel in the 
whole power system must occur in substantially less 
than 1 0  years, which corresponds to the rate of growth 
of energy capacities . I think that this task will be solved 
by Soviet scientists in the next two to three ye,ars on the 
practical level .  . . .  

What significance will thermonuclear energy h�ve, 
if nuclear energy already has such excel lent prospects? 
Does it make sense to employ it? 

There can only one answer-yes, it makes sense. 
First, by combining the thermonuclear station with the 
breeding of plutonium, the problem of the rapid 
increase of  the scale of electric power can be solved. It 
is not excluded that this might be necessary, for 
example, to regulate the climate of the planet . Secondly, 
thermonuclear energy will produce less radioactive 
waste, and for large-scale energy this can have 
important economic advantages. 

The question remains, why a major stake in atomic 
types of energy and the use of cQal and not on solar ' 

, energy, thermal energy, wind, etc . . . .  
. . .  The small average density of solar energy of the , 

earth's surface does not allow for realizing economically 
justifiable major energy projects . . . .  
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La Rouche o r  fascism 
Labor Party leader only candidate opposing Carter reorganization 

The choices posed for the American electorate have 
become sharply posed this week as details leaked out of 
sweeping governmental reorganization plans being 
implemented by the Carter Administration which 
closely parallel the legislative steps that paved Hitler's ' way to power in Germany, ' With the package being 
pushed by precisely those Administration figures
Cyrus Vance, James Schlesinger, etc.-who are most 
closely associated with efforts to place Republican 
Alexander Haig in the White House following the 1 980 
elections , the only clear-cut alternative to date is U .S .  
Labor Party chairman Lyndon H .  LaRouche, Jr . ,  who 
has gained recognition through his precise warnings of  
the war danger posed by the Carter Administration's 
geopolitical policies, and for his program for expapding 
industry and world trade. 

The question now: To what extent will LaRouche 
garner the support of key. layers from business, industry 
and labor for his fight to preserve the American System 
of economic progress? LaRouche and his supporters 
have 'widely circulated a program to bring the faltering , 
V .S .  economy out of its depression doldrums. That 
approach , first outlined ' by LaRouche in his 1 975 
proposal for an International Development Bank, 
called for the United States' immense industrial capacity 
to be util ized in technology transfers to the lesser 
developed countries. Specific proposals were outlined 
to step up the V.S . 's ' exports, and particularly its 
nuclear technology. 

LaRouche and his col laborators have shown that 
an era of economic growth is  not only possible, but 
that it is the desire of Europe, the East bloc, and what 
LaRouche estimates at 70 percent of the American 
public. 

The difference between LaRouche's program, and , 
the Schachtian austerity and government reorganization 
package of the Carter Administration and Haig forces 
is clear, but there is an alarming tendency among 
industrialists, e.g . .  in steel , to accept the Schachtian 
package propounded by the Haig forces. 
, Key sections of the population are already beginning 
to recognize that LaRouche is the effective alternative . 

On April 1 2, Dr. William Banks , supreme president of 
the International Masons and president of WGPR-TV 
in Detroit, announced his endorsement of the LaRouche 
campaign . Citizens for LaRouche spokesmen say that · 
there are more such endorsements in the works . 

-Anne-Marie Sawlcky 

Masons' leader endorses 
LaRouche for President 

Following is the text of the presidential endorsement of 
u. s. Labor . Party chairman Lyndon H. LaRouche. Jr . •  
by Dr. William Y Banks. Banks is supreme president 
of the International Masons and president of WGPR- TV 
in Detroit. 

I, Dr. William V. Banks, endorse Lyndon H .  
LaRouche for President o f  the Vnited States of 
America in 1 980. I have met with Mr. LaRouche and 
he has the moral fiber of an individual who can get the 
United States , out of its present crisis. Not since the 
Civil War of the last century have we had such a crisis 
of leadership. Abraham Lincoln had the moral capacity 
to pull behind ' him black and white labor, industry, 
farmers, bankers, and small merchants to reinstitute 
the American System of progress, scientific develop
ment, and education necessary for future generations 
of Americans .  Of all the presidential contenders, Mr .  
LaRouche is the only one  who represents the qualities 
of Lincoln .  

A new type of Civil War has ripped across our 
country .  Whole sections of our young people are being 
destroyed through the use of drugs . They need ' a  leader 
to look to who represents a productive future for them 
and their posterity . Our young people must have a 
generation on whose shoulders they can stand and are 
able to use this experience to increase their own 
moral ity and wil l .  From my personal experience with 
Mr. LaRouche I feel he has dedicated his l ife to the 
future of our children . 
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Reorgan ization : behi nd-the-scenes coup 
Under the direction of President Carter's Reorganiza
tion Project, establi shed in 1 977, a sweeping reorgani
zation of the federal government is in process without 
fanfare and with little public notice.  It is aimed at 
centralization of all foreign policy making and subor
dinating the economy to these foreign policy objectives . 
In effect a cold coup against constitutional government, 
the methods and underlying policies of the reorgani
zation package bear close and ominous parallels to the 
process by which Adolf Hitler acquired dictatorial 
powers in Germany in the 1 930s. 

The objectives of the reorganization were spelled 
out by Samuel Huntington, former National Security 
official and advisor to the reorganizaton group, in his 
book The Crisis of Democracy. The book was written 
for the Trilateral Commission,  when current NSC head 
Zbigniew Brzezinski was its director, and Brzezinski 
was deeply involved in writing the book. In the book 
Huntington declared, "Some of the problems of 
governance in the United States today stem from an 
excess of democracy . . .  (What is) Needed instead is a 
greater degree of moderation in democracy ."  The 
Reorganization establishes the government structures 

The precedent: 

Hitler's Enabling Act 

The reorganization program of the Carter admin
istration, which permits the . Administration to 
enact sweeping changes in the structure of  
government unless specifically vetoed by the 
Congress, has an ominous parallel in a similar 
program in Nazi Germany. In 1933  the Reichstag 
passed a law titled Enabling Act, which gave 
Adolf Hitler the power to issue decrees which, 
unless voted down or otherwise changed by the 
Reichstag,  were law.  Eventually even that power 
to change decrees was eliminated . Ministries 
announced policies and issued decrees, while the 
power of the Reichstag was successively de
stroyed . Under the Enabling Act, ministeries were 
at the same time created, merged, and consolidat
ed, as required by the needs of Hitler's volatile 
war economy. 

through which a President Haig is slated to implement 
global international austerity as the Council on Foreign 
Relations details in its 1 980s Project. 

Immediately after President Carter took office, 
plans for implementing government changes began, 
under the cry of cutting bureaucratic waste . In March 
1 977,  Congress passed the Government Reorganization 
Act, giving the President authority to submit I to 
Congress plans for reorganization that unless vetoed 
by the Congress would become law within 60 days. 

The source of these sweeping proposals is the 
Reorganization Project established by Carter in the 
Office of Management and Budget, under the direction 
of OMB Director John White, a former top Rand 
Corporation official . With five major divisions and 
subdivisions, the project is a hidden government within 
a government. The most important division is the 
National Security and International Affairs division 
under the direction of Peter Szanton, one-time President 
of the defunct New York City Rand Institute. 

The National Security and International Affairs 
division has three subdivisions, on trade, the consoli
dation of foreign policy and mil itary command 
reorganization. The trade subdivision intends to put all 
the trade . functions of State, Commerce, Treasury, 
Agriculture and the Export-Import Bank under one 
roof, either as a new Department of Trade or into one 
existing agency, which would serve as an effective 
coordinating point for trade warfare. Officially , this 
will be proposed by early May. 

The National Security division also drafted the 
proposed International Development Cooperation 
Administration, which consolidates all Agency for 
International Development (AID) programs, Overseas 
Private Investment Cooperation (OPIC) which insures 
corporations abroad, and U.S .  contributions to the UN · 
aid agencies .  It also establishes an In stitute for 
Technological Cooperation geared to foisting "appro
priate technology," more explicitly, deindustrializaton 
programs on the Third W orId .  

Carter declared in March that the aim of this 
particular reorganization, which will be formally 
introduced into Congress in late April ,  is to ensure that 
"the efforts of the U.S .  bilateral programs and those of 
the multilateral development institutions are comple
mentary," or that the international austerity policies of 
the International Monetary Fund and U.S .  overseas 
lending programs work hand in hand. 

The second subdivision of this group is consolidat-
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ing the foreign policy making apparatus and ensuring 
that economic policy is coordinated with it. In the 
words of Peter Szanton, "We are working on national 
security, foreign affairs and foreign economic pro
grams." Another aspect of this reorganization is to 
break the independence of  the traditional V.S .  military . 
"We want to look at the relationship between State, 
Defense, the NSC and the O M B .  We want an  
integration of  foreign policy and  national security 
policy. 

The third part of this division focuses on restructur
ing the military command structure, in particular 
breaking the chairman of  the Joint Chiefs from his ties 
to the military services . Szanton is working closely with 
a reorganization group under Deputy Secretary of 
Defense Charles Duncan.  Duncan's position has already 
been beefed up by Harold Brown; he functions as a 
coordinator of military and political policy. 

Another section of the reorganization project is 
focusing on militarization of the country's natural 
resources. The Natural Resources and Environment 
division, in conjunction with the National Security 
Council ,  drafted plans last year for a crisis management 
command structure for all the emergency preparedness 
agencies . 

Their emergency preparedness apparat was accom
plished in line with NSC policy memorandum PRM-
32, drafted by the NSC staffer Samuel Huntington,  
which completely revamped V.S .  military policy, and 
became law April I. 

Currently, this same team has drafted a scheme for 
a Department of Natural Resources to consolidate 
Agriculture's Forest Service and Commerce Depart
ment's National Oceanographic and Atmospheric 
Agency into a powerful Interior Department. The new 
agency would control mineral and agricultural devel
opment of extensive sections of the Western states as 
well as control offshore oil ,  gas and mineral develop
ment. 

-Barbara Dreyfuss 

Reorganizers ta lk 
a bout their program 
A n  interview with Mr. Ralph Furtner, Deputy Executive 
Secretary of the Defense Organization Staff under 
Harold Brown was made available to this news service. 

Q :  . What are the programs that you looked at in the 
reorganization program? 
A :  We have worked on three programs, departmental 
headquarters staff reorganization, defense resources 
management and the command structure. In late June 
the report will be ready for Harold Brown's decisions. 

Q: What was the command structure review al/ about? 
I understand there was an emphasis on making the 
chairman of the Joint Chiefs less responsible to the Joint 
Chiefs. 
A :  I n  the commapd study, we looked at the relationship 
of the role of the' Joint Chiefs to the national command 
authority. We looked at the fact that the joint chiefs 
have to function as head of  a military service and as 
part of the joint chiefs .  'We have proposed that the 
chairman of  the Joint Chiefs be strengthened as an 
independent military advisor to the President and 
Secretary of Defense. He would still speak for the Joint 
Chiefs but . . .  we are asking him to speak out independ
ently of the mil itary branches on resources manage
ment. 

Q: What do you mean by resource management? 
A :  What we mean by resource management is planning, 
programming and the budget adquisition process. On 
planning, we ' propose a planning office under the 
undersecretary for policy. We want to integrate political 
and military planning under the Secretary of Defense 
for policy. 

Q: Hasn 't Secretary Brown already done some reorgan
ization? 
A :  We looked over the proposals that were made and 
done by Secretary Brown when he came in, particularly 
the role of  the service secretaries . We decided that they 
were vital for the civilian control of the military. The 
undersecretary for policy was set up by Brown . This 
integrates the political and military policy. 
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Congressional 
Calendar 

Opposition mou nts to 
Department of Natural  
Resources 
Growing opposition to the Presi
dent's plan to create a Department 
of Natural Resources has already 
surfaced in  the Senate even though 
the proposal has not even formally 
been introduced . Already Senators 
Talmadge (D-Ga) and McGovern 
(D-ND) have drafted a resolution 
denouncing the scheme and have 26 
cosponsors to their resolution .  

The Administration's  plan i s  to 
,have the Interior Department take 
control over critical natural re
sources on federal lands and off
shore areas . The proposal was 
drafted by the staff at the Presi
dent's Reorganization Project in 
the Office of Management and 
Budget who were responsible for 
the reorganization of all the emer
gency and civil preparedness agen
cies and is part of the overall 
effort of this project to militari� 
the economy . Specifically, the re
organization would remove the 
National Oceanographic and At-, · 
mospheric Administration from the 
Commerce Department, thus giv
ing the ' new Interior Department 
control over all offshore oil and gas 
drilling and mineral ventures . 

It would also transfer the Forest 
Service from Agriculture into the 
new department, giving the new 
agency oversight of the agricultur
al, logging and mineral develop
ment of the huge federal lands now 
supervised by the Forest Service . 
"The Department of Agriculture 
p r o v i d e s  v i t a l  s er v i c e s  a n d ' 
shouldn't be tom apart . It plays a 
vital role in rural development," 
declared an aide to one Senate op
ponent of the proposal . 

The Senate opponents to the 
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plan are being spurred to act by a 
strong lobby of farm groups, min
ing associations, and people coor
dinating water resources programs, 
who understand that the bill will 
increase environmentalist control 
of resource and agricultural devel
opment. At least some of the latter 
expect that if the Administration 
does not get their way in this pro
posal, they will use othe� programs 
for a similar end . 

The bill is expected to be intro
duced into Congress in early May 
and becomes law within 60 days 
unless vetoed by Congress. Accord
ing to one Capitol Hill insider, a 
leading member of the reorganiza
tion group, Bert Carp, formerly a 
top staffer for Vice-President Mon
dale, admitted at a private meeting 
with congressional representatives 
last week that the opposition has 
the votes to defeat the measure but 
that the administration will submit 
its proposal regardless . 

Agricultural development 
hangs i n  the balance 
The fate of over one million acres 
of some of the world's most pro
ductive agricultural lands is at 
stake, as Congress and the Admin
istration grapple with the - future of 
the Reclamation Act of 1 902. The 
Act limits the size of farms that 
receive irrigation through federal 
programs to 1 60 acres . However, 
because that small acreage allot
ment is not the most productive nor 
profitable under modern farming 
techniques, the Act has not been 
strictly enforced. 

But in August 1 977 the Interior 
Department, in response to a legal 
action taken by environmentalist 
groups, drafted a set of rules on 
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how the acreage limitation was to 
be strictly enforced. To slow the 
immediate curtailment of federal i r
rigation programs for large farms, 
or the forced breakup of larger 
farms, a U.S .  District Court in Cal
ifornia ordered a stay on enforcer 
ment of the strict guidelines in De
cember 1 977 until an environmen
tal impact statement on the Interior 
Dep'artment guidelines is drafted. 
This is expected by early next year, 
so several Congressmen have intro
duced laws revising or abolishing 
the 1 902 Act, to head off the Interi
or Department schemes perma:
nently .  

At stake is over 1 .2 million 
acres , the bulk of which is in the 
Westlands Project or the Imperial 
Valley in California, land that has 
been made some of the world's 
most productive because of federal 
,irrigation programs .  Senator Gold
water (R-Ariz) has introduced a bill 
endorsed by the American Farm 
Bureau repealing the 1 902 law. 
Others, including Senators Church 
and McClure have bills raising the 
acreage limitation for federally aid
ed lands . Action on this issue is 
expected this session of Congress . 

R ibicoH-Javits terrorism bil l  
revived 
The antiterrorism bill offered last 
year by Senators Abraham Ribicoff 
(D-Conn. )  and Jacob Javits (R
NY), providing for mandatory eco
nomic and political warfare against 
selected target nations in the devel
oping sector, has been revived and 
reissued as S-333 .  Hearirgs are 
scheduled i n  Ribicoffs Senate 
Governmental Affairs Committee 
sometime in May. 

The bill is expected by its advo-
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cates to pick up support as a wave 
of Camp David-scripted " Palestin
ian terrorism" hits western Europe 
and the United States . 

The proposal would require the 
President to puhlish a list of "co un- I 
tries which aid and abet interna
tional terrorism."  Sanctions would 
be automatically applied against 
nations on the list; including: , 

1 )  refusal of all U .S .  foreign 
economic aid 

2) refusal of U .S .  credit for de
fense purchases 

3) refusal of licenses for U .S .  
exports of  sensitive materials 

4) the end of duty free treat
ment for the affected country's ex
ports 

5) citizens of those countries 
would not be allowed to enter the 
U.S .  

In a,ddition,  the bill would re
quire the federal government to 
publish a list of all international 
airports deemed "unsafe" for travel 
by U.S .  citizens because of insuffi
cient anti-terrorist measures. 

It is widely understood that the 
bill 's chief sponsors, strong sup
porters of Israel, intend to use the 
measure against selected Arab na
tions, as a blackmail weapon to 
force support for the Camp David 
accords . However it h as been 
learned that several Capitol Hill of
fices are preparing a counter to the 
Ribicoff-Javits bill that will define 

.terrorism as any violence against a 
noncombatant population, imme
diately opening up Israel for sanc
tions because of their activity in 
Lebanon. Sources have confiden
tially told this news servicethat they 
would oppose the Ribicoff-Javits 
bill because " it lets Israel off the 
hook." 

The bill is  also aimed at critical 
nations in the Third World advanc-
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ing economic development policies . 
One staffer working on the bill em
phasized that Mexico City is con
sidered by the Department of 
Transportation an unsafe airport 
for air transit. Therefore, under the 
Ribicoff-Javits bill , it would be 
considered unsafe for Americans. 

Restricting U .S .  exports of nu
clear-associated technology is an
other important aspect of the sanc
tions provision of S-333 ,  committee 
staff says, ostensibly to prevent nu
clear weapons and / or compo
nents from falling into the hands of 
terrorists. 

Fed membership bill killed 
through compromise? 
Capitol Hill sources are talking 
about compromising H .R.  7, the 
Federal Reserve membership bill or 
Monetary Control Act, having it 
emerge from the House Banking 
Committee in a virtually useless 
form . After a first markup, the bill 
was voted down by the narrow mar
gin of 2 1 -20 in March , following 
across the board Republican oppo
sition led by Rep. William Stanton 
(R-Ohio). The bill would impose 
mandatory, federal membership 
and reserve requirements on all 
commercial banking and thrift in
stitutions with demand and / or 
thrift institutions with demand and 
or thrift deposits over $50 million .  

I ts  significance is that thou
sands of regional banks now clear
ing through their reserve city bank
ers would have those private sector 
banking relationships broken and 
be fo rced to clea r p ayments  
through the Fed: 

A well-placed staff member on 
the Senate Banking Committee re-
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vealed how the opposition intends 
to change the bill enough to force 
bankers who now support it to 
break with Fed Reserve Chairman 
Miller: 

Q: What is the status ofHR- 7? 
A :  The ball is on the House side 
right now. That House Banking 
Committee held a closed door 
meeting on April 9 to see if they 
could come up with a compromise 
that can get out of committee . They 
didn't resolve anything, but they 
will keep working on it after the 
Easter recess.  We won't do any
thing on it until the House Com
mittee moves . 

Q :  On that first point about lowering 
the reserve requirement-wasn't it 
Fed Chairman Miller's raising the 
requirement to $50 million which 
brought the Independent Bankers 
A ssociation on board in favor of the 
bill in the first place, since most I BA 
banks fall below the threshold? 
Hence, wouldn 't they then be affect
ed by the bill? Doesn 't that mean that 
the supporters of the bill might now 
lose the IBA support? 
A :  (Laughter) Yes, how about that 
little problem . . . .  

Q :  If the House passes a compro- . 
mise, what will the Senate Commit
tee do? 
A :  I think we can compromise it 
some more: We will put forward 
another bill which will made the 
Fed more attractive, but remove 
the m andatory requirements. 

Q : Like Senator Tower's bill? 
A :  The Tower bill or something like 
it-offering interest on reserves, 
charging interest during floats. 

-Donald Baier 
and Barbara Dreyfuss 
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Mexico: Carter Ad ministration 
reg rou ps for a new attack 
A reorganized Carter Administration approach to U . S. 
Mexican policy takes shape this  week with the expected 
appointment of former Texas congressman Robert 
Kreuger to a newly created "super ambassador" post 
to coordinate all aspects of U .S . -Mexico policy. 

It will be an extraordinary position, corresponding 
to the "special negotiator" role recommended by the 
recent Brzezinski-coordinated Presidential Review 
Memorandum on Mexico , PRM-4 1 .  Kreuger will 
report directly to the White House, not the State 
Department. He will coordinate U .S .-Mexico policy 
issues aris ing in at least ha l f  a doze'n sep arate 
departments and for the first t ime provide ' the 
Administration with centralized control over the multi
faceted strands of policy toward our southern neighbor.  

But there should be few il lusions that the move 
represents a step forward in the U .S . ' s  troubled 
relations with Mexico . All indications are that basic 
U .S .  policy remains the same: policy that President 
Carter brought with him on his disastrous February 
visit: undermine Mexican government stability, spike 
Mexico's ambitious development programs, and lay 
claim to Mexico's abundant oil as a U.S .  " strategic 
reserve." The "super ambassador" position merely 
admits the failure of previous channels to carry out 
such a policy effectively . 

. 

Equally ominous is a renewed surge of " Iran 
scenario" warnings from the same British circles which 
seem to be dictating so much else of Administration 
policy. Last time around, in the month preceding 
Carter's inglorious February safari, it was Energy 
Secretary Schlesinger who explicitly voiced "concern" 
that Mexico could be heading into Iran-style upheaval 
if it did not curb its appetite for development. The 
Energy Secretary spoke in the same terms used by 
earlier released. evaluations in British conduits. 

Do not dismiss these " Iran warnings" casually: 
British intell igence played a profound role in  the events 
which have plunged Iran into Dark Ages chaos . When 
a British spokesman, perhaps echoed in  A merican 
accents in Washington ,  states that " Mexico could be 
another Iran" unless it cuts back on its development 

programs, translate that "concern" into instigation of 
phony left and backward peasant opposition groups, 
economic warfare, terrorism, "human rights" cam
paigns and a raft of other destabilization tactics. In the 
case of Mexico, not the least of these tactics is pressure 
against undocumented workers in the U .S .  

Mexico is more than holding its own against two 
such operations at the moment-terrorism and activa
tion of its " Free Enterprise" economic saboteurs-but 
the current overhaul in the Administration command 
structure portends a serious escalation in subversion 
operations to come. 

Written in Britain  , 
The latest direct British contribution to the " Iran 
scenario" theorizing about Mexico appeared in the 
M arch issue of the City of London propaganda sheet, 
the International Currency Review. This striking master 
plan for' the destruction of Mexico (see quotes in box) 
reads with such unremitting venom and cynicism that 
the final Eeyore;-esque "Whichever way one looks at 
Mexico's prospects . . .  they remain . uncompromisingly 
dismal ," is  almost laughable. But the prescriptions for 
destabilization salted throughout the text certainly are 
not. 

The London Economist magazine was equally out
rageous-and revealing-in its prescriptions for desta
bilizaton in a late February issue. The weekly'S lead 
editorial ,  entitled " Sombrero Power," got so carried 
away with the alleged Iran parallel that it absurdly 
asked if  Chicanos in the U.S .  " as exile communities 
usually do (sic), will demand from their homeland the 
democracy and human rights that they enjoy in the 
United States?" 

In an eye-opening admission of British intelligence 
tactics, the editorial urges the U .S .  to give itself "room 
for maneuver" in  Mexico by attempting to "commu
nicate with the opposition movement, most of it 
underground, while not miffing the Mexicans in power. 
. . .  Some lessons need to be drawn from Iran . " 

Putting additional touches to the model, Britisher 
Alan Riding, writes this week from MeXico for the New 
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York Times that Mexico's industrialization programs 
may push the "neglected" rural population into . revolt 
"with the government apparently determined to channel 
its growing oil revenues toward heavy industrialization, 
some Mexican analyses predict aggravation of the 
existing phenomenon of "dual societies"-one urban 
and full of opportunities, the other rural and gripped 
by hopelessness ." 

Terrorism contai ned 
What ' makes the gnashing of teeth in the Anglo
American establishment so audible, is precisely what 
continues to make Mexico the premier partner for U.S .  
progrowth factions who wish to establish ties for 
mutual high-technology development. It is the depth of 
Mexico's development commitment and the strength of 
its republican institutions. 

Take the case of terrorism . Sporadically over the 
past year, and more . intensely over the past month, 
. terrorist actions designed to destabilize the government 
and precipitate panic i n  the right-wing business 
community proliferated . But police forces moved 
strongly and as of this writing, over a half dozen of the 
miniscule numbers of "underground" terrorist leaders 
have been picked up or kil led by government forces . 
No serious threat to the government emerged . 

The secret? For one thing, the government let it be 
known through friendly colum nists starting last fall 
that any terrorist upsurge would be met with an 
investigation of foreign embassies-particularly the 
CIA personnel stationed at the U .S .  embassy. The West 
German- daily, Frank/urter A llgemeine Zeitung, reported 
April 10 that Mexico's antiterrorist units had indeed 
received updated orders to investigate certain "police 
officials and several embassies ."  

More important, the Lopez Portillo government's 
unshakeable defense of national sovereignty and the 
use of natural resources for in-depth industrialization 
are highly popular policies. His administration has 
embarked on a successful political reform program , 
which brings a broad range' of left and right parties 
into legal political channels .  The ground has been cut 
from under the traditioQaI "sociological explanation" 
of  terrorism as "legitimate criticism denied legal 
expression" and,  it is significant that in the recent 
incidents, no parties or press columnists dared provide 
justification for the terrorists. 

For similar reasons, the " human rights violations" 
charges assiduously leveled against Mexico by British 
intelligence units such as Amnesty International are 
unlikely to go far. 

Friedman tactics won't  work 
The government's position is equally strong in relation 
to the "free enterprise" wing of the private sector. 
Unlike 1 976, when the acolytes of Milton . Friedman . 
and the "Chile model" wrecked the Mexican economy 
with unrestrained capital flight and other economic 
warfare tactics , the oil revenues increasingly give the 

; government the edge today in determining economic 
pol icy keyed to broad national development goals . 

. '  

The mid-March unveiling of  the National Industries 
Development Plan flushed the most recalcitrant of the 
M ont Pelerin Society ideologues into the open . The 
Plan calls for 8 to 10 percent overall growth in the 
economy, led by 1 2  percent growth in the indllstrial 
sector and 20 percent growth in the capital goods area. 
More, it offers generous incentives for private sector 
collaboration. 

This was viewed as intolerable by certain private 
sector spokesmen. With President Lopez Portillo in 
attendance, the head of the Employers' Confederation, 
Manuel Clouthier, told the annual congress of his 
association March 1 6  that the government limits 
business activity by "fiscal attacks, administrative 
corruption and a torrent of regulations that change the 
rules of the game." Clouthier helped direct 1 976 
operations against Echeverria.  

Two weeks later the outgoing director of · the 
powerful Confederation of Chambers of Industry, Luis 
Guzman de Alba, ra:i1ed that the ambitious National 
Plan of Industrial Development meant unacceptable 
" state interventionism ." "We cannot allow unilateral 
and authoritarian planning," he threatened. 

The Lopez Portillo government, while astutely 
keeping the "carrot" of benefits from cQoperation 
extended to the business groups, h�s persistently 
reminded the private sector that there is a "stick" as 
well . " I f  the businessmen do not support the govern
ment's efforts to encourage production," stated under
secretary of Industrial Development Natan Warman 
March 24, " the state will have to increasingly intervene 
in the economy to directly generate jobs with the oil 
revenue surplus . . . .  " 

The semi-official newspaper EI Nacional warned in 
a stern editorial April I, "Let no one force the public 
sector to replace means of persuasion with sanctions 

, for failure to fulfill obligations ."  
-Tim Rush 
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'An I.ran on U .S.'s southern border' 

The March edition of London's International Currency 
Review could not be more unhappy with Mexico's oil
based development plans: 

. . .  How would the United States like an Iran on its 
southern border? Such an eventuality is  far from 
inconceivable . . . where the inflated oil price .is perceived 
to provide a convenient shortcut to prosperity and 
social harmony. . . .  " 

. . .  Despite the appalling examples set by countries 
like Iran, Nigeria and Venezuela, Mexican economic 
policy makers and international bankers are making 
exactly the same errors as have undermined stability in 
those countries . 

. . .  The (Mexican) government is extensively exag
gerating . the importance of oil as an economic  
panacea-both at home and abroad. If they are  not 
careful , Ministers will light a fuse which will eventually 
destroy the country's social cohesion-leaving the 
United States with a chaotic situation on" i ts southern 
border which could prove extremely difficult to contain .  

. . .  The experience of many other countries has 
made it perfectly obvious that there is no economic 
future in the relentless expansion of the public sector. 
(In Mexico) as might be expected the powerful  
Director-General of Pemex (Petroleos Mexicanos) St .  
Jorge Diaz Serrano leads the expansionist lobby. It is 
Sr. Diaz Serrano who has been responsible for the 
periodic announcements which have been plastered all 
over the international press of enormous increases in 
Mexico's oil reserves. 

With the country's political leaders raising domestic 
expectations all the time (talking of Mexico's new
found wealth and of their grandiose development 
plans), the unfortunate population would be �a�ed with 
mounting chaos, physical shortages and dechmng real 
income-brought about by raging inflation . What has 
happened in Iran makes it quite clear that this cannot 

be dismissed as a wildly improbable expectation . . . .  
The Energy Secretary, Dr. Schlesinger, is known to 

believe that if the United States adopts a sufficiently 
hard line, the Mexicans will ultimately be forced to 
comply with its wishes . . .  an examination of current 
economic realities in Mexico suggests that the U.S .  
hardliners will almost certainly be  proved right-and 
that Mexico will be faced with little choice but to 
comply with the United States' wishes. In the first 
place, the country has incurred a stupendous burden of 
foreign debt . . .  

. . . With the country virtually 'in hock' to the U.S.  
banking system, those who are pressing for a nation
alistic and conservationist approach to the use of 
Mexico's oil wealth, and for its deployment as a 
weapon against Washington's hegemony, are probably 
whistling in the wind. 

Furthermore, U.S. official hardliners are perfectly 
well aware of the chronic weakness of Mexico's non-oil 
economy-and of the fact that this weakness makes the 
country all the more dependent on the oil sector for its 
survival . 

Even year the country has 2 .5  million more mouths 
to feed; . . .  there have been violent confrontations be
tween contractors building the natural gas pipeline 
from the Reforma energy fields to Monterrey and 
peasant farmers . . .  So much for President Lopez 
Portillo's absurd claim that the country's economic 
crisis has been 'overcome' since he took office. 

These dismal realities all underscore the fundamen
tal lesson which should have been learned by now . . .  

If the government does change its mind and 
responds positively to U.S .  pressure, the ultimate 
consequences will be an appalling rate of inflation, 
social disruption and the collapse of econ0!lli� expec
tations. Whichever way one looks at MeXICO s pros
pects , therefore, they remain uncompromisingly dismal. 
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After the I BT contract--what next? 
As negotiators wrap up the remaining details of the 

. national master freight agreement between the Inter
?ational Brotherhood of Teamsters and the trucking 
mdustry, a debate is raging inside the Carter Adminis
tration over how to proceed further with plans to carry 
out the Administration's  commitment to a national 
austerity policy. 

While inflation czar Alfred Kahn publicly boasts 
that the three-year Teamster contract, with its 30 
perce?t plus wage a�d benefits settlement is a "victory" 
for hiS 6 percent voluntary wage price guidelines, his 
own planners are looking at more severe options .  These 
includ� proposals for some form . of mandatory wage 
and prIce controls, as supported by AFL-CIO President 
George Meany, or a possible freeze on wages and 
prices. AI�hough an agreement has not yet been reached 
on a new policy, sources close to Kahn report that 
almost no one expects the voluntary program to hold 
together in the face of the upcoming bargaining 
calendar, which includes major negotiations in the 
rubber, electrical equipment and auto industry. 

As of the present, a strike next week by more than 
55 ,000 .members of the United Rubber Workers against 
all major rubber producers except Firestone appears 
certain .  In addition, auto industry sources report that 
they are br�cing for a strike by the United Autoworkers 
that could affect upwards of 700,000 workers when the 
union's contract expires September 1 5 .  The major cause 
of these strikes will be the companies' use of the 
guidelines program-under prodding from Kahn-as an 
excuse to go after concessions from labor. This was 
made clear, for example, by a recent spate of ads taken 
by General Motors announcing their intention - to 
"carry out the full intent of the Pre�ident's program . . . .  " 

Kahn and Federal Reserve Chairman William 
Miller would like nothing better than to see these 
s!rikes take place. First, the political climate is not yet 
npe enough to secure congressional passage of econom
ic emergency measures. A provoked strike wave might 
change that. 

Second, a strike wave, shutting down whole sections 
of U.S .  industry would accomplish precisely the kind of 
forced economic slowdown that Kahn and Miller have 
both called for publicly as desirable "to cool down 
inflation ."  Sources report that Miller in fact wa� upset 
that the Teamster strike-a strike - that had been 
provoked by Kahn-did not last long '  enough to 

significantly slow down the economy by forcing "ripple 
back" layoffs .  

-

And finally, such a strike wave would also intersect 
an energy emergency being concocted by James 
Schlesinger' s  Department of Energy . Slated to hit by 
la�e sum�er and fall ,  the gasoline and fuel shortage 
Will provide a han�ne for additional emergency meas
ures . 

Thes� strik.es 
.
also occur in a climate of increasing 

desperatIon wlthm the ranks of organized labor who 

, 

Teamster steelhQuler strike expected 

A strike by 30,000 teamster steel haulers is expected 
to go into full swing before the week is out, say 
sources close . to the bargaining in contract talks 
between the Teamsters Union and the steel industry . 

Already, over 5 ,000 steelhaulers in such cities as 
Chic�go, Cleveland and Pittsburgh are rep,ortedly 
refusmg to return to work as directed by Teamsters 
Union officials who announced a tentative agreement 
with the Trucking industry last week resulting in a 
new Master Freight agreement and ending a t o-day 
selective strike and industry-wide lockout. 

The steelhaulers' contract, while covered by the 
Master Freight agreement, is in fact negotiated 
separately . But while there is no actual settlement 
b€;tween the steel haulers and the industry, it is 
generally accepted that the master freight accord will 
bridge the period until an accord in reached. It  -was 
for this reason that a back to work order was issued. 

Steelhaulers are reportedly upset by what drivers 
consider to be a low wage and benefit package 
included in the master freight agreement. This 
concern, coupled to staunch industry opposition to 
eKceeding the Carter Administration's 7 percent 
wage guidelines, has surfaced as the major cause of 
the unauthorized strike. Teamsters Union officials 
concede that this sentiment is so strong that 
steelhaulers are expected to vote down the tentative 
agreement this week, clearing the way for a fully 
sanctioned strike. 
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see their standard of living collapsing before their eyes. 
Coupled with union busting tactics from manage

ment, several recent and bitter strikes have become 
. scenes of police violence not witnessed since the 1930s . 

For example, the now three-month old strike by 
Teamsters against dairy operators in the New York 
metropolitan area last week became the scene of a 
police riot, when mounted police charged strike pickets 
to escort a scab truck through the picket lines .  A crisis 
bureaucracy to handle the situation, the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency, is  already in opera
tion. 

The Teamsters on 'dissidents' 
The following is the conclusion of the exclusive N SI P S 
interview with Detroit Local 299 Teamster leader 
Lawrence McHenry. The interview and the fight by 
McHenry and others against the dissidents in the 
" Teamsters for a Democratic Union " have provoked 
outcries of disapproval from the antileadership faction in 
Local 299. This week, TD U members circulated leaflets 
attacking McHenry for working with alleged criminal 
elements in the union and with the u. s. Labor Party, 
which also puolished the interview in its newspaper New 
Solidarity. It is the TD U, however, which is on the 
defensive. As a result of the efforts of McHenry and 
others, TD U meetings have attracted fewer and fewer 
attendees, and their influence in the recent Teamster 
strike has been Virtually nonexistent. 

Q: What do you think is the importance of Camaratta's 
suspension? Locally and also nationally? 
McHenry : It  is about time that the Camarattas,  and 
everybody else-other members of the IBT -realize 
that they do have a responsibility to the International 
Brotherhood of Teamsters, and it will be enforced. We 
will not stand for any further flagrant violations of it, 
any misinterpretations, and misapplications of it, for 
the so-called members' rights when it is really out to 
destroy the union, its leadership,  and its ability to 
service the working man . 

Q:  Have these charges had any effect on Camaratta and 
TD U? 
McHenry : Camaratta, in his public.ation,  has tried to 
make the hearings and the charges a farce, saying they 
would have no bearing on what his activity would be. 
Yet Camaratta attended a meeting called for the 
specific purpose of giving authorization to the inter
national union as far as strike in the contract 
negotiations and was very quiet; in fact, he didn't even 
make an attempt to speak, as he has in the past. 

It  is in this context that remarks made late last week 
by United Auto Workers' President Douglas Fraser 
take on their real significance. Fraser told members of 
the UA W bargaining counci l  that the Teamster 
settlement had "blown apart" the Carter voluntary 
wage price policy .  He boasted that the UA W would 
totally ignore the program in its bargaining. However, 
Fraser added that his union would welcome, with open 
arms, any proposal that would assure "equality of 
sacrifice" between business and labor. He further stated 
that unfortunately "no such program was forthcoming 
from the Carter Administration" at this time. 

It is very evident to me that Camaratta knows that 
he has been properly charged, and the charges have 
been roperly sustained, that he cannot do this . And I 
think evidence of this was yesterday's meeting where he 
did not get up and resume his normal derogatory 
remarks, demand for strike, inciting other members to 
violate the by-laws and constitution . 

Q :  Sunday's Local 299 meeting was the hig media event 
of the year for the TD U. They had been huilding up for 
two years, and he was not covered by any of the media? 
McHenry : No, as a matter of fact, in the past 
Camaratta-whatever was going on-was always on 
major network television news broadcasts . Sunday's 
event · was a major meeting-especially what he has 
been working for and he was very obvious by his 
silence. That was the same as saying to me, "Damn it, 
you caught me red-handed. You nailed me solid. I 
know I have done wrong, and I am not going to do it 
anymore." 

Q: People like yourself who also have a background 
many times longer than Pete Camaratta 's concerning 
members '  rights in the union, why are you in a position 
now of defending the union? 

. 

McHenry : I never have been in any other position.  
Criticism, if it  is  for the purpose of construction, if it is 
constructive criticism in this or any other organization, 
will make for a better organization . But if it is criticism 
designed for one express purpose, to destroy, then I am 
against it. 

The International Brotherhood of Teamsters means · 
something to me. I have at times been critical in some 
areas, but it has been constructive criticism. Some of it 
has been taken properly and things that were wrong 
have been righted. But I will not stand for a Camaratta, 
or a Karagozian, or anybody else-on a pretense of 
caring about members-to go out and use them and 
their problems to further their own political ambitions !  
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New plan prepared to break 

U.S.-Saudi oil link 

The release of a report on the un
viability of future Saudi Arabian 
oil producing capacity by the Sen
ate Foreign Relations Committee 
this week is only the first step of a 
battle plan to break American de
pendence on Saudi Arabian oi l .  

According to a New York oil 
analyst, the Carter Administra
tion is presently embarking on an 
ener� policy course tailored to 
the proposed "North American 
Common Market" which is de
signed to make the U.S .  depend
' ent on Western Hemisphere and 
North , Sea energy resources. The 
concept I of  a North American 
Common Market was authored in  
London and  is presently support
ed by California Governor Brown 
and prominent personalities with
in the Zionist establishment; i t  is 
being promoted by a prestigious 
grouping known as the North 
American-Bri t i sh  Committee 
which includes notables from the 
U .S .  and Canada . 

Such a policy of "energy inde
pendence" requires that oil prices 
climb to at least $25 a barrel in 
order to justify the high costs of 
new oil exploration and extraction 
within the Western Hemisphere. 
The current actions of Senate F or
eign RelJltions Chairman Frank 
Church. Senator Henry Jackson, 
Senator Kennedy and other well 
known Zionist lobby allies are 
geared toward th i s  strategy,  
whose outcome wil l  be American 
dependence on British-controlled 
energy sources. 
During' President Carter's speech 
to the nation earlier this month, 
he for the first time pu�licly op-

posed the practice of oil company 
tax write-offs using royalty pay- '  
ments to foreign host countries 
where the companies service ex
traction and marketing facilities. 
Such a statement by the President ' 
was taken by the oil industry 
sources as a jab at the substantial 
tax write-offs which the four U .S .  
multinational partners of the Ara
bian-American Oil Company 
(ARAMCO) enjoy as a result of  
their servicing the Saudi o i l  indus
try. These sources indicate that 
the four partners, Socal, Texaco, 
Exxon,  and Mobil may soon find 
themselves the brunt of a coordi
nated attack on Capitol Hill led 
by Senator Frank Church and the 
Foreign Relations Committee on 
the delicate tax question. 

An aide on the Senate Foreign 
Relations staff revealed this week 
that Church and Kennedy jointly 
have employed lawyers to investi
gate the "complex tax question" 
with the aim of holding public 
hearings in a few months , The 
aide stated that Church wants to 
tailor new tax legislation to moti
vate the oil companies to "move 
away from ' OPEC oil ," and to
ward "more reliable" sources in  
the long term . 

New York oil industry sources 
indicate that in the future there 
could well develop a "double 
standard" for taxation of oil com
panies . If the companies lift from 
the North Slope or the North Sea, 
both controlled by British finan
cial interests , they may well be 
able to write off their operating 
costs . But the source felt sure that 
that privilege may soon change 

with respect to Saudi Arabia and 
other OPEC nations. 

The Saudi national ization 
Senator Church has been pre
pared for some time now to 
launch 'a full public investigation 
into the tax write-offs of the four 
partners of ARAMCO the minute 
the Saudis announce that they 
have fully nationalized the com
pany. 

Last  m o nth  the Financial 
Times or London broke the story 
that the takeover was complete, 
and that soon the Saudi National 
Oil Company (SNOC) would 
emerge. At present, the Saudi elite 
is in the throes of a faction fight 
revolving around a long-time ri
valry between First Crown Prince 
Fahd and Second Crown Prince 
Abdullah . Abdullah i s  a known 
long-time contact of various con
duits of British and Israeli intelli
gence through the fundamentalist 
Muslim Brotherhood, and works 
closely with the current head of 
the Saudi state-owned Petroleum 
and Mineral Company, Abdel 
Hadi Taher. The Times story re
ported that Taher is due to be
come the director of the new 
SNOC. 

In short, the activities of Sen
ator Church, and those presently 
challenging the Saudi strongman 
Fahd, are motivated by a common 
source, the City of London, Brit
ish Petroleum and Royal Dutch 
Shell .  For years this power nexus 
and its Israeli allies have tried to 
break the U.s .-Saudi relationship. 
From this standpoint, one cannot 
hesitate to conclude that Senator 
Church and the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee hold a much 
stronger allegiance to powerful 
interests across the Atlantic than 
to the U.S .  

-Judith Wyer 



Nudear terrorism 

scenario is 'live' 
In the wake of the March 28 sab
otage of the nuclear power plant 
at Three Mile Island, readings of 
t h e  " e n v i r o n m e n t a l i s t  
movement" confirm what intelli
gence sources have described as a 
"live" scenario for a nuclear ter
rorist incident. Such an incident 
would serve as the pretext for a 
total shutdown of the nuclear in
dustry in the United States and 
the enactment of the Carter 
Administration 's  plans to over
ride all forms of constitutional . 
government through the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency. 

Sources inside the environ
mentalist movement report that 

, there is a "tiny but very radical" � core in the "greenie" groups who 
are studying te�hnical manuals 
for nuclear power reactors and are 
discussing strategies for infiltrat
ing the nuclear industry as techni
cians and operators in order to 
carry out sabotage-from the in
side. This grouping has direct ties 
to the networks who ran t,he 
bloody antinuclear riots in Brock
dorf, West Germany and Crays
M urvi lle, France in 1 977. 

The nuclear terrorist scenario 
was spelled out in vivid detail in 
reports by Brian Jenkins of the 
Rand Corporation and David Ro
senbaum ,  author of  the 1 975  
MITRE Corporation report, on 
nuclear sab( tage and terrorism; 
and also appears in explicit form 
in the 1 978 book, Ultimatum: Pu 
94, by I sraeli intelligence opera
tive Uri Dan. However, as Execu-

tive Intelligence Review proved in 
the Feb . 2 1 ,  1 978 issue, on techni
ca/ grounds, no isolated terrorist 
group could possibly carry out 
such an incident without complic
ity from the National Security 
Council and Secretary of Energy 
James Schlesinger (in the United 
States) , or equally high levels in 
other governments, such as the 
state of I srael. 

The modus operandi of the 
April 6 terrorist attack on the 
Mediterranean N aval and Indus
tr ia l  C onstruct ion Company  
warehouse, a nuclear manufactur
er in France, reveals how the scen
ario will take shape. While credit 
fo r the bombi ng-whi ch de
stroyed components for a nuclear 
reactor which was being shipped 
to Iraq-was claimed by an . un
known environmentalist group al
legedly acting "to protect human
ity from the dangers of nuclear 
radiation," French counterintel
ligence circles are discarding that 
conclusion. Instead, the French 
press reports that French intelli
gence is of the opinion that the 
blast was the work of a highly 
trained I sraeli commando team, 
deployed by the Israeli Mossad, in 
order to prevent the I raqis from 
obtaining nuclear energy reac
tors . 

The environmentalist move
ment provides a depth of antinu
clear motion in the streets and in 
the press to give credibility to a 
nuclear terrorist incident In  the 
next three weeks, leading up to a 

mass antinuclear march in Wash-
- ington, D.C.  on M'ay 6, terrorist

l aced grouplets , including the 
Crabs hell Al l iance in  Seattle, 
Washington, the Shad Alliance in 
New York City, and the Clam
shell Alliance in Boston, are plan
ning "feeder" demonstrations . 

"New left" terrorism 
The "new left" groupings that 
have been traditional political and 
lOgist ical  s uppo rters of  the  
Weather Underground, George 
Jackson Brigade, SLA and other 
terrorist gangs are now being 
primed to join the ranks of the 
ant in uclear  envi ronmenta li st 
movement. Since March 28 green
ie slogans have been integrated 
into their "class struggle" belief 
structure. "Capitalism equals nu
clear murder" is now a common 
cry throughout the Maoist, Trot
skyist and other radical groups' 
propaganda, accompanied by as
sertions of mass murder commit
ted by the nuclear industry at 
Middleton, Pa. 

No major operation is neces
sary, however, to get a core of 
saboteurs inside the nuclear in
dustry . The Oil, Chemical, and 
Atomic Workers Union is  already 
on hand. The OCA W was found
ed by one of the leading antinu
clear proponents in the U .S. ,  Paul, 
Jacobs, who also has connections 
to the terrorist command center, 
the Institute for Policy Studies . 
Since its creation, the leadership 
of the OCA W has supported the 
development of environmental
ism, with OCA W executive An
thony Mazzocci joining Barry 
Commoner's  antitechnology Sci
entists' Institute for the Public In
terest. Mazzocci is also on the 
board of directors of the leading 
environmentalist policymaking 
body in �he U .S . ,  the Natural Re
sources Defense Fund. Following 
the Three Mile Island incident 
OCA W spokesmen denounced 
nuclear power plants as danger
ous. 

, ' 



WORLD TRADE REVIEW 

New trade deals 

Republic o f  Korea 
\ from U.S. & others 

Egypt from U.S. 

Brazil from U.S. 

Brazil from Canada 

Kenya from World Bank 
(I BRD) 

Colombia from U.S. & others 

Cancel led deals 

Abr.viatianl: 
U '" Undetermined 
NAp = Not applicable 
NAv = Not available 

• StatuI: 
I = signed, work in  prog ress 
I I  = signed. contracts issued 
III = deal signed 
IV = in negotiation 
V = prel iminary talks 

Purchases being sought by delegation of 40 Korean 
businessmen in U.S., according to R.O.K. Minister of 
Commerce and Industry Kak.KYu Choi (this deal 
earlier reported by EIR as $1 bn). 

4 DC- l 0 Jumbo jets for Egyptair 

Exxon wil l build for Petrobras an  additional cracking 
unit i n  southern Brazil 

Alcon wil l double aluminum smelter capacity in  Sal
vador, Brazil 

Telecommunications project of Kenya Posts and Tele
communications Corp (KPTC). For telephone equip
ment. 

66-mw thermal plant 

Iran will cut crude oil shipments 20-30% beginning 
th is  month 

up to 
$2.2 bn.  
earlier re
p o r t  w a s  

$2 1 5  m n  

NAv IV 

I I I  
$91 .4 mn from pvt.  sources; $9 1 .4 mn from 
Eximbank (B.5% loan for 1 0  yrs, repayable 
starting Oct. 1 98 1 ); other 1 5% as cash pay
ment 

$ 1 50 mn 

$ I OO mn 

$63.5 mn 

NAv 

NAv 

$20 m n  l o a n  
r e p a y a b l e  i n  
1 5  yrs, with 4 
yrs grace. In
terest rate: 7% 

NAv 

IV 

NAv 

NAv 

NAv 
Includes $ 1 1 mn in  purchases of U.S. goods & 
services, i ncluding boiler components from 
Davy International 

NAv NAp NAp 

· I 
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